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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND JOB TRAINING
PROGRAMS, 1981

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1981

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND \I

HUMANITIES, AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT
AND PRODUCTIVITY OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND
HUMAN RESOURCES,/

Washington, D.C.
The joint subcommittees convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 in

Room 1224, Dirksen Senate Offke Building, Senator Robert T. Staf-
ford presiding.

Present: Senators Stafford, gell, Randolph, and Quayle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. This joint hearing of, the Subcommittee on
Education, Arts and Humanities and the Subcornmittte on Employ-
ment and Producti'vity, chaired by my distinguished colleague, Sen-

, ator Quayle, will please cpme to order.
Todayi Our joint subcommittee hearings will be on Federakvoca-

tional education and job training .programs for young,people.o
I appreciate my colleague, Senator, Quayle'l, initiative and par-

ticipation in this effort to review the role of the Federal Govern-
ment in these areas, and I look forward to a series of hearings to
provide us with the information we need in both of the subcommit-
tees.

The most impottantivestion before us today is how the Federal
Government should participate in building an effective pnd effi-
cient American wok force. The security of our Nation iedepend:
ent on a well-trained, well-educated pqpulation. I do not believe it
is inaccurate to say that the American public is growing more con-
cerned about the state of our industrial capacity, particularly our
ability to 'compete with foreign industry for important internation-al markets.

Last week, I held hearings iii,'Vermont-to assess the views of
Vermonters as to the impact of the vocational educational process
and programs. The industry panel which opened the hearing reiter
ated what I have -heard before; that is, thq American employer is

'looking for an employee who has good work habits and strong basic
educational skills. Employers believe that all the sophisticated job
tralning programs imaginable are no good without a solid back-
ground in the basic skills: reading, writing, and arithmetic.

I know ibis emphasis on basic skills has been of concern to voca-
tional educators, who have been particularly disturbed by recent

fi),
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suggestions that the Federal Vocational education program not be
administered by the Department of Education. I want to assure.
those concerned that many legislators, including this Senator,

'strongly support retention of the Cabinet-level Department of*Edu-
cation, which would. continue to have jurisdictioh over vocational
education - programs.

Again, I look forward to working with Senator Quayle and other
members of bath the subcommittees as we commence our review of
Federal vocationareducationand job training programs. I am hope-
ful that our witnesses today can provide .us with much needed in-
formation about the current status of these programs.

Before I recognize Senator Quayle for an opening statement, may
I tell all of our guests and our witnesses this morning that Senator
Pell is unavoidably detained on the floor of the Senate. He is the
minority manager of the foreign assistance bill that is there, being
considered by that body, and that is the reason he is unable to be
here.

Senator Quayle.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Senator Stafford. I cer-

tainly want to compliment you for having these joint hearings. Vo-
cational education, training and employment. certainly relate to
one another and to one of the very serious greblems we have in
this Nation today; that serious problem is youth unemployment
and more particularly, minority youth unemployment.

Just the very fact that we are having the joint hearing shows
that there is some compatibility in the two programs. I certainly
commend you for your leadership in starting the dialog to see what
we can, in fact, achieve in any kindof reorganization or combina-
tion; what should be the goals, how we can get better efficiency,
better management, and how we'can interact more with the States.

-I am delighted that our leadoff witnessappens to be Governor
du Pont from Delaware, who has really to en a lead in-this area. I
am sure he is going to have ifluniinating things to say about some of
the problems he has resolved in the State of Delaware.

The youth unemployment problems have worsened in this last
generation, and it is something that this administration is interest-_
ed in.

I think it is perhaps historic or novel that we have two assistant
secretaries of different jurisdictional boundaries coming together
today, who will be testifying after the Governor. I think that is re-

. markable, and I want to compliment- you, Senator Stafford, on get-
ting the two assistant secretaries together so we can talk about this
very issue.

So, Senator Stafford, I know you will proceed in your usual thor-
ough and diblitierate manner, and I certainly want to support you
in any way, that I can. I certainly' look forward to these hearings.

Thank you very much.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Senator Quayle. This .

meeting has certainly been arranged as much through you as
through me, and so we will share the credit or the discredit as it
may turn out to be.

Our first witness this morning is Governor Pierre du Pont of
Delaware.
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I welcome overnor dePonf, not only as someone who once,
served,in the use of Representatives at a time when I also'was
there, but as A State Chief executive who has demonstrated imagi-
nation and initiative in going beyond the established approaches to
employment training and education.

In his leadership in the jobs for Delaware graduates prograiii,
Governor du Pont has mobilized the public and private sector to
enter into a unique cooperative effort to serve that State s young
people The program has achieved significant national recognition
and only the other day, CBS News featured jobs for Delaware grad-
uates on the morning news.

\I commend Governor du Pont for his leadership and look forward
to what should be very instructive testimony from him this morn-
ing.

Governor du 'Pont, we welcome you, and we are ready to hear
whatever statement you wish to give us.

STATEMENT CIF THE HONORABLE PIERRE S. DU PONT IV, GOV-
ERNOR OF DELAWARE, ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH SMITH,
PRESIDENT, JOBS FOR AMERICA'S GRADUATES, AND DENNIS
CAREY, DELAWARE SECRETARY OF LABOR

Governor DU PONT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Quayle. ft is a privilege for me to have the opportunity to spend a
few minutes talking about A subject that I think is close to all our
hearts, and that is, what to do about the very serious youth unem-
ployment problems that exist not 'only in Delaware, but in every
State in the Nation.

I have with me at the tabl this morning, on my right, Kenneth
Smith, who is the president o obs for America's Graduates, about
which you will hear a little mo ter, and bn my left, Dennis
Carey, Delaware's Secretary of Labor. These two gentlemen are re;
source people Who I assume are going to have the answers to all
your difficult questions, if I do not.

I am also privileged to appear this Morning with Al Aiigriiani
from the Department of Labor, a longtime friend who has been
Working with me in the vineyards, and Bob Worthington, who I do
not know as ,well, but I think those two gentlemen have enough,
knowledge of what is going on in the system to far outshine what I
have managed to learn in the last couple of years..

There is no doubt that youth unemployment is a cancerous kind
of a thing in our economy. It is costing us money. It is ,costing., us
individual respect. It is costing us tremendously across she. whole>
spectrum of the Programs that we run. Of course, the best answer
to youth unemployment is &vigorous economy that expands-quick-
ly enough to absorb all those who want work. President Reagan's
economic recovery program is a good opportunity to get that kind
of an economy. But I think overlooked in tat equation is the fact
that -as' these 13 new jobs are created by the economic re-
covery program, we are going to have to have a substantial train-
ing effort to prepare the people seeking the jobs to fit into the jobs
that are there.

So you, gentlemen, in the Senate and'your.counterparts in the
House of Represent4tives and in the administration have an enor-

.
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Mous opportunity, with the expiration ofthe CETA and Vocational
Education Acts. You have a'chance to rewrite, rethink, and repro-
gram employment and training programs in the country.

I am not going to dwell on The staggering statistics of youth un-
employment; you know them as well as I. I alti not going to dwell
either on the fact that we have spent tens of billions of dollars over
the last 15 years, trying to solve this problem, and as Senator,
Quayle said, the problem today is worse than it was when we
began. It is very clear, I think, that something is yery, very wrong
in the way we are running the system at the present time. The pro

'grams we havsimply are not working.
I have had an opportunity as a Member of Congress, as Gover-

nor, as chairman of the National Governors' Association Subcom-
mittee on Employment and Training, ,and chairman of the board of
Jobs for America's Graduates, to look at this problem from a lot of
different_ perspectives. And it seems to the that the only long-term
answer to the unemployment problem in this country is reducing
and hopefucl.ly bringing to an end unempployment among young
people.

We have had a lot orexperienee with a ariety of programs, and
it just seems to me that the best strategy is the strategy of preven-
tion. We have tried remedial programs. We hav' tried remedial
programs of every imaginable kind. They are expensive; trying to
catch up and update someone's skills after they have been unem-
ployed for several years and lost motivation and lost skills and
been out of work on the unemployment or welfare, roles, trying to
recapture all of-that is enormously expensive, and it is far better to
see that it never happens in the first place.

So it seems to. me, and the first point that I would like to under-
score for the" committee this morning, is that prevention of unem-
ployment is the only feasible economic or social answer. The key to
a prevention strategy is obviously to prevent youth unemployment,
to stop those people coming into the system each year. And the
way to do that is to reach, those who are likely to become unem-
ployed before they do so, while they are still in .school, uad that
sounds awfully simple, but it seems to me that is the crag" of the
program. The best possible chance we have of reducing unemploy-
ment is to identify and reach those young people most likely to
become unemployed, prior to graduation, prior ,to departure from
school. .

. Let me give you one specific example .of the kind of problem we
are facing in this country. In the city of Memphis, Tenn., about
8,000 ypung people graduate from all of Memphis' pulilic school
system every June..Within a year, 2,500 of them are on the welfare
rolls. We are not going to .solve our unemployment problem until
we can stop thA kind of a transfer. We are adding people at the
front enlof the unemployment rolls faster than we. can take them
off at t other end. And, just contemplate the dollar savings in
Memphis, indeed, in any city in America, if you could stop that
one -third of the People in this, case who went on the welfare rolls
from becoming a public charge. Think of the dolkar savings in the
programs., think of the human savings in self-respect, and the suf-
fering that would' be saved. Think of the tremendous burst. the
economy would get. If you are a supply-side economist,' there is an
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area where you can see a supply,side impact, the boost of putting
those young people to work instead of having them a negative drag
on the system. ,

Well, if the strategy of prevention is to reach young people
before they become unemployed, then what we have got to do is
somehow build that bridge between the school system on the one
hand and the private sector job area on the other,

We have in our arsenal of weapons a program that has been very
successful at building that bridge, and that is vocational education.
The best testimony to that is that that is about the only program
that ',know of that State Governments hale gone far beyond Fed-

, eral suggestionfunding vocational .education prolgrams, $14 of
State money for every dollar of Federal, money, and there are very
few programs of that kind in the country.

The reason vocational education is popular is it works. The stu-
dents think its works, the employers think it works, and the govern-
ment thinks it works. And. that is what we are really talking about;
it is a tried and true strategy. There are, though, some problems
with that strategy. First of all, it reaches only about 20 percent of
the young people in oft- public schools. Second, it often does not
reach the ones who are most likely to become unemployed. Third,.
its job placement efforts usually conclude at the end of school, and
they do not extend through that critical period for any young
person, the first few months while they are trying to get a job and
get settled down in it.

So as successful as vocational education has been, it really iss a
a bridge from school to work for an awful lot of young people ho
are liable to end up on the unemployment rolls. Indeed, I would,
characteriie the strategy for most of those young people as kind of
a walk-the-plank theory. You come in, in kindergarten, they march
you through 12 years of education, they give you a diploma, and
they walk you off the edge pf the plank, if you are lucky, you sur-
vive, and if you are unlucky, you drop off the end and become an
unemployment statistic.

So if we are going to build a bridge and have a successful concep-
tual program, it seems to me there area few characteristics that
have to bea part of it.
'First of all successful employment and 'training program has

to be commehensive. It has to reach every young person* who is
liable to become unemployed.'

Second, it has got to be built on and grounded'in the public edu-
cation system. That/ is where we have all -the young people of
America together in one place and one time.

Third, it has got to have another anchor, and that is a real job
out in the private sector, which has, got to be the objective of the
entire system. .

It has got to have the snpporf of more than us in government
and the people in educatidn. It has got to have the support of the
private business community, Or it just is not going to work.

It has got to have a much more effective and efficient format
than we have today. The cost of running the system that we are
running is enormously high, and with the budgetary andfiscal re-
straints that we have in this country now, we are obviously going
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to have to have something that is less-costly and hopefully more
. effective.. , .

It had also got to be a §ystem in which semebody.is accountable
for results. Today, so often, our programs are run and nobody is
really accountable. The Federal Government has a portion of it,
the State government has a portion of it, the school system has a
portion 'of it, and when everybody is accountable, nobody is ac-)
countable. We need to pinpoint responsibility.

The program ought to stretch through that critical -period after
school, 8 or 9 or 10 months until a young person gets placed in the
job and is successful there.

Finally, the program has got to be attractive enough so that
some of the young people want to bfrin itPP

What I have outlined is what, theoretically, we would like to see.
We have ,a program that operaoperated in Delaware, Jobs for Delaware
Graduates, that followed tha ormat, and it has been successful.
We began by pulling toget r the leadership in the State of
Delaware, in business an labor and education and government.
They' agreed that the px. gram mix we had was not viorkink very
well, and so we put to then a new program called Jobs for Dela-
ware Graduates. It , simple, really. We identify those young,

Dela-
ware

in school most- likely to become unemployed. We assign
therp at a ratio of about 35 students to 1 job specialist, which Works
fora nonprofit corporation. Each student is provided basic employ-
ment- seeking and employment-holding skills, becomes part of a mo-
tivational student organization similar to the vocational organiza-
tions which are so successful. The entire State is canvassed to see

. where the jobs are, and the job specialist has the responsibility of
placing the young person in his care, one of those 30 or 35 people,
in a job in the private sector and following up for 9 months after.

The results in the first year, the class of 1980, which we ran in
.eight pilot schools, showed first of 411 that 60 percent of thwseniors
in the high schools signed up to be a part of the program, far ex-
ceeding the estimate that we had as to who might be interested.
The results on the other end were equally successful. We 'were able
to place by September 30 following graduation 85 percent of the
people who completed the program. The next yell., the class of
1981, the current year, we expanded the program statewide in
Delaware, to 22 out of our 25 high schools, and the results have,
been nearly identical in the second year of operation.

Well, we began to attract a lot of qttention from this program, so
we created Jobs for America's Grad'uates, a national nonprofit con
poratiOn, and its job was to replicate Delaware program in four
other locations. Maybe Delaware is uniqueof oourse, Delaware is
unique4the first State in the United Stateswe are delighted that
Vermontr and Indiana joined but countrybut perhaps Delaware
was uniqhe. Perhaps it would not work in another kind of locatibn.
So we put it to work, in Massachusetts, Arizona, Tennessee, and
,Missouri, working' as successfully in those places as it worked in .
Delaware. We put together a national board of directors: 'Vice
President Mondale,,Yjce President Bush, Governors Rockefeller
and Alexander, John Filer, the chairman of the NAB, Benjamin
Hooks of the NAACP, Howard Baker,. Jim Jeffords, Carl Holman of
the National Urban Coalitionthe kind of bipartisan support that

.11 L.
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you need to get a program like this going. Vice Pre'sident Mondale
helped us get it going in the Carter administration. East week,
Governor Alexander, and I had the, opportunity to present it per:,
sonally to President Reagan. He was interested,.aslied an awful lot
of very good questions, and I think that was a'very, encouraging ---,
meeting. , .

In those five test-areas, as of September30 of this'year, we had ...

an average 86-peicent placement rate in All those prograias. We be-
lieve that that is' encouraging enough that we ought to try and
saturate each of the market areas. And as you can see from that'
chart, in Delaware and Arizona, we have got something close to
saturation But in the program in Tennessee or in, the program in
Massachusetts, we are only dealing with a small number of.schools.
What we need to do is expand that test to cover the entire market
a,rea. - .. . .1We believe we have been successful enough that we have gdt a
strategy here that is working. .

Senator QUAYLE. Excuse me. Do you have total saturation ii' the
State of Delaware? . 4,

Governor nu PONT. Essentially.
/1 Senator QUAYLE. And what about Arizona? - .. .Governor nu PONT. Arizona is 60 percent, just oVer half.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you. .
i

.Governor nu P.oNT.',Xnd of course, the -problems in these differ--.

ent States are very different. -Arizona's economy is quite unlike
Delaware's, and the city of Memphis is a good urban test site. So
we hav,e got dakprinkling of diffei-ent locations and different kinds
of economies.

Perhaps even more interesting is the cost of thii program. Mr.
,Angrisani was here some months ago and <testified that the title II
CETA programs were. averaging $6,000 per placement, the title IV
programs, $9,000 per placement, and others _ranging upward of

.$15,000 per placemeat. Jobs for Delaware Graduates, where the
cost data is really firm, is costing only $1,500 per placement, and
wibelieve that average is going to hold up across the country.

This program has been successful, I believe, because it has fol- ,
lowed the kind of an-outline that I dwelt on a few minutes ago. It
is a private sector program with a public service corporation run-
ning it; it is comprehensive; it reaches the young people before

.... they become unemployed and follows up for 9 months
,

and it is Cost...effective. .

Let me make, if J might, a couple of recommendations, and then i
I would like to take your questions. As yoli go beyond the present
system and start t6 design the,new one, I would encourage you first
of all to think big. We tend so often'to think in goverhment of run-
ning gcsirernment programs or education programs. I think .youoi
have got to think much more broadly than that and think about
programs that include all the actors on the economic stagethe
private sector, the businesses, the labor unions, community leader-
ship, and of course, education in government:

I think you have to have a genuine involvement by the private .
sector, not in an advisory role but in a participatory role, where
they can be responsible and accountable for what is happening.

le
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I would support almost any kind of a youth employment program
that vests responsibility for success in the collective leadership of
government, business, labor, and education. My reasoning is that if
you have all the play.ers in the economic system involved and re-
sponsible, the program is going to work. But I also recommend very

. `strongly againstfarbitrary economic. criteria. Because one student's
mother or father makes $50 above some Federal poverty line is no
reason to exclude thit person from program: We are trying to
solve an unemployment problem. It toes not matter if it ,is urban
or rural or middle class or poverty or where it is located, we want
to stop young people from becoming unemployed. Treating all the
people who need,help will do that.

Perhaps most important of all, I thinklit is time we brought
some order out of the confusion that exists. And I do not know how
it is in the States that you represent, but in a State of 600,000
people, Delaware has four independent prime sponsors, two federal-`
ly mandated manpower training councils, a Governor's grant oper-
ation, a State employment and training council, a job service em-
ployer committee, and several dozen education advisory boards and
councils. All of those have administrative costs and overlap and ju-
risdictional diSputes, and I think it is time we had a sole agency
responsible for receiving, distributing, monitoring and evaluating
all the employment and training effortsCETA and vocational_
education included.

There are lots of ways-to do it. As a Governor, I would like to see
Governors involved. I think you have to involve the State legisla-
tures. But it is also important that we involve everybody in the
community. And I Would suggest to you a nonprofit corporation
with broad community representation, perhaps appointed by Gov-
ernors and confirnied by State legislatures, which is the traditional
way of doing things in the States. And that kind of an animal
might be better than a State agency to carry out this program.

In conchision, my philosophy in employment and training can be
stated very simply: "School to work; work to work; make fit to
work.", Those are the three transitions that an employment and
training program is trying to accomplish. School to work to prevent
-unemplbrient; work to work for those whose jobs are being phased
out by technology hopefully, we can get to them and retrain them
before they go through the unemployment processand of course;
the last element is make Tit to work, trying to attack the problem
of those whb are alreadyWnemployed. -

These are going to take some imaginative solutions. Jobs for
America's Graduates is one of them. Another one that ought to be
considered is whether we are really getting any. benefit out of our
extended unemployment benefits. We spent $2.1 billion in fiscal
1981, on extended unemployment benefits. Wouldn't It be better to
take that money and put iLinto training? I think you would get a
much better return on your dollar and perhaps solve some of the
problems we have, and you could 'do a lot of training with $2.1 bil-'
lion.

As I said, Mr, Chairman, you have an opportunity to rethink and
rewrite, and reprogram America's attack. on uneniployinent. What
we have had before has been expensive and ineffective, largely be-
cause it has gone after the problem after the fact of unemploy-
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ment What we need is something that is affordable and preventive
that tries to get the people before they become unemployed.

Your task is to consider a new mechanism for,the delivery of em-
ployment services., It has, got to be less expensive, comprehensive
and accountable, a private sector partnership ,rather than a Gov-

, ernment-run program. I believe that a strategy based upon preven-
tion rather than remediation, sponsored by community leaders
rather than Government officials, can succeed where existing pro-
grams have not succeeded, and I hope you will consider that kind
of an approach in rewriting the legislation.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Governor. I think your

statement has been extremely helpful, to both of these subcommit-
tees and to our parent full committee. I congratulate you on the
success you have enjoyed With Jobs for Delaware Graduates in
your State.

In your testimony, you have stated that the object of your pro-
gram is to identify ,those young people who are most likely to
become unemployed Could you, if you would, please, elaborate on
how this identification is being made?

Governor nu PONT. Well, if you start with your senior clasf of let
us say 400 people in a high school, you begin in September with a
series of interviews with the students and consultations with the
principal in the high school. You basically leave .the selection to
the high school,. They know the students better than we do. You go
through and" you 'eliminate all the students who are planning to go

' to college or are in vocational.education programs leading to em-
plpyment, all the students who have already decided to go in the
military or go to work for their uncle's lumber yard, or whatever.
You area en left,-we believe, with about a third of the senior class
who are really uncertain as to what they are going to.do. Through
iffteeviews, through some testing, we try to identify thosAwho need
the help the most. Many of those young people need remedial pro-
grams. We do not run the remedial programs ourselves, We refer
them back to the school system to the remedial programs that are
there. But identifying the students has not proven to be difficult,
except in one aspect and that is, they all want to ,participate .be-
cause thgy see this as a route to a job. As I said, 60 percent of the
people in the high schools signed up in writing to be part of the
program, and our first task was to recognize that perhaps 40 per-
Cent of the whole group really did not belong there. But students
are very tuned to getting a job. It is a difficult thing for them to do,
they',1vant it to happen, arid they want to participate. So the prob-
lem is not finding enough. The problem is coming down from the
top and eliminating those who may not really need the help.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Governor. I share your
view that the success of our job training and placement programs
is conditioned by the collective involvement of government, busi-
ness, labor, and education. In this regard, I hope you could describe
more fully how this collective leadership is organized and generat-

.. ed in Delaware.
And now for a kwo-part question. AlSo, I have heard,recammen-,

dations that a se crate State board for vocational education, em-
ployment, and training be fqrmed in every State. You seemed to be

1 'I
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aiming iu that direction, but you also hinted at a nonprofit organi-
zational structure. The second half of the question is exactly what
shbuld we write into law in this regard.
' Governor DU PONT. Well, the answer to the first,part ofThe ques-
tion, Senator Stafford, how do you get it organized, you organize it
at the top. You have got to get the leaders of the community in-
volvednot the director of the employe training program at your
large corporations. You want the president. You want the presi-
dent of the AFL-CIO, the president of the NAACP or whatever
community groups there may be. You want the heads of your State
educational systems, mayors, county executives, and Governors.
That gives it some visibility.
. When I sit down at a table in Delaware with the board of direc-
tors of Jobs for Delaware GraddateN that has instant credibility be-
cause sitting around that table are the top leaders of every phase
of economic activity in Delaware. You bring them onto this board,
the board gets,the- resources, the money; and the board makes the
decision on the hiring, the operatioh of the program, so all these
people are involved. .

I might add this is particularly` appealing to the business commu-
nity which is so' often critical of us. They say, "You' in Washing-

- ton," or "You in Dover, put together programs and inflict them on
us. When are we going to get an opportunity to design and run a
program?" ,Well, here is such an opportmiity, and they have been
very. enthusiastic.

The second part of the question concerning vocational educa-
tionand I know that, sitting-back behind me here are a few inter-
ested parties on that subject, so I am going to be very carefulyou
-could merge vocational education and training programs into the

i
cchool system. You could perhaps go the other way and merge

ose into the existing CETA operations. But in either case, all you
ould be doing is swapping one Government program for another.

Wouldn't it make" more sense to take our friends in vocational edu-
cation who know what they are doing better than all of us do, and
make them a part of a community organization involving labor,
business, and government, and let them run the program jointly
through that kind of an animal. And I would suggest to you that
you use as a vehicle for perhaps a portion of your new programs or,
all of them, if you felt confident enough in it, that you use as a
vehicle a public service, nonprofit corporation of this type as the
channel of your funds. That would solve a lot of political problemsN

N on the local level and would also make a very effective mechanism.
Senator-SrAFFoRn. You are talking about all of the fundsand

the national contribution, as you pointed out, is quite small com-
pared to State and local contributionsbeing placed in a pot that
would be the local, the State, and the national contributions?

Governor DU-PONT. Well, when you are talking about job train-
ing, you have got a whole series of different kinds of organizations.
You have got the organizations that the private companies are run-
ning. You do not wanCto touch those; you want to let them train
for their own businesses. You have got all the CETA programs
which are today being -run by our departments of labor, by our
prime sponsors, by a whole raft of people. You have got our voca-
tional education programs which are being run basically by voca-

`/
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tional education school districts throughout America. You have got
some other job training programs, non-CETA programs, that are
being run. I would Wrap all of _those together. All of the Govern-
ment-funded programs could be together.

Vocational -education, of course, has traditionally thought of
itself as part of khè education system. But I wonder that it is not
time to rethink that as really part of the employment and training
system. I would n,bt want to put it under CETA, I doift think, be
cause CETA has not operated very well. But you could put it under
&tie of the new`public corporations, though the politica* problems
in doing that may be very substantial.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Governor.
Why do you believe that the program cost per placement for Jobs

for Delaware Gradates is so significantly lower than the cost per
placement for programs with Federal involvenlent?

Governor nu PONT. First, there are no stipends, and the program
on the right-hand edge of the chart, for , has a stipend.

Secondand I 'hesitate to' say this it is not a Government pro-
gram. It is basically run by private s ctor people who are-paid to
run effective brganizations, and it does not have nearly the admin-
istration that a CETA program ,has. -Our overhead is very, very
low. We have, I *ant to say, between 80 and 85 percent of the
money that comes in to _Jobs for America's Graduates is the sala-
ries pf thejob specialists. It is a very low overhead program; and
that i§g,-the other cost-effective aspect of it. And remember that
titztSe, figures include in the Jobs for America's Graduates'column 9
-Months of follow -up after graduation, and the other programs do
not.

Senator STAFFORD. In line with the previous question, I would
like to follow up with an additional inquiry about' the relative re-
sponsibilities of all levels of government in our educational system.

As you know, Governor, attempts are being proposed to make
substantial reductions in tederal, aid to education on the justifica-
tion that education is a State responsibility. Do you see no role for
the Federal Government in education, and will the States, if that
occurs, shoulder this responsibility by making .up for the loss in.
Federal revenues by additional spending at the, State level?

Governor DU.TONT. Well, Governor Alexander and-governor Bab-
bil&of Arizona made a proposal to> David Stockman and some of
thMthers in Washington the other day that we swap you educe-
tion for income maintenance programs. You take the income main-
tenance programs, and we will take education, and dollar for
dollar, we are even. Well, Mr. Stockman looked at his feet and
thought about that for a while and did not seem too positive, which
makes you suspect that he has not got an awful lot of confidence
that he can cost control the income maintenance program.

I believe that the answer to your question is yes, that we could
provide the resources and take the full, responsibility for education
and do an adequate job. There are innovative programs run by the
Federal Government, some of the title I programs that are teach-
ing reading, making remedial efforts for those who need help in
the younger programsthey are 'very good programs. I think they
would be very popular among the States. Some of your other pro-
grams like busing, I suspect the States would not be much interest-
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ed in picking up. But I believe we could run an education system as
effectively, if not more so, than it is being run now with adequate
funding. *-

Senator STAFFORD. Thank, you very, much, Governor. I know Sen-
ator Quayle has been, forced to leave for a few minutes, and he
wanted to ask you somerquestions.lie is meeting with the Secre3
Mary of Transportation, I think. While we are waiting, please
answer this: You mentioned some of your students have been found
in their senior year to needvvemedial training. I presume that was
in the basics: reading, writia, and arithmetic.

Governor DU PONT. Yes, Senator.
Senator STAFFORD. We ran into that in Vermont also, which is

.somewhat similar to your State in population size, if not otherwise.
We learned of one instance in which a vocational educator men-
tioned a young man who did quite well in his mechanical work as a
senior in high school, but he was unable to write a letter tb his
girlfriend because he had insufficient command of English and let-
terwriting to do it. This suggests the remedial, situation may go
back earlier than ,even the senior year in high school and I won-
dered if your findings in Delaware would suggest that also.

Governor DU 4PONT. Oh, yes, sir. We have begun' a program in
Delaware, this year tor the first time, of graduation reqUtements.
YOu have to pass a test to get a diploma. And what we are attempt-
ing to do is each year, raise that standard a little bit and slowly
work that standard back sq that you are identifying those students
who have real problems in the fourth and fifth and sixth grades .
and beginning the remedial programs early. But again, you have
got to start somewhere, and it seems to me the place to start is at
that critical year when they are. about to go off the end of the
plank, and then we ought to..iyork it back through high school and
into junior high school and. o-ffeourse, begin the remedial programs
there.

Senator STAFFORD. We have a 2-year vocational technical college
in Vermont, and they found that some of the first year has to be
devoted there to remedial work in English, writing, and arithmetic.

The present vocational educational programs generally provide,
set-asides for disadvantaged and handicapped children from various
aspect's of the program, and these come partly from the basic Fed-
eral grant. Should States take over the whole system of educa-
tionand now, I am confining my question to the vocational educa-
tional fields what would be the fate, in your opinion, of some of
the set-asides for disadvantaged children and for handicapped chil-
dren?dren?

Governor DU PONT. I would come down on the samd'ground that'
I did a moment ago in answering .your question, that if you are
talking about running an educational system, I think we can ade-
quately do it.

A lot of the handicapped programs, though, you have' identified
here in Washington as requiring special resources. The results of
those have been very difficult for us in some cases. The cost has
been very high, and a great many people seeing the availability of
these funds have sought to place children who otherwise might not
be considered handicapped III those special areas as an opportunity
to get more resources and an improved education.
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I think in the vocational area that we could handle it, and I do
not speak in any way as an expert on that, but I have a lot of confi-
dence in the vocational education system in all of the States. As Isay, it is One of the most effective ones going, and if you cannothandle it in vocational education, you probably cannot handle itanywhere.

Senator STAFFORD. 'Well, that area would be a very troublesome
one for this Senator because it has appeared to me in the past thatthe reason the handicapped educational programs in this country
have come into being is based partly on a Supreme Court decision,-the Brown case, \that said every child without regard to race oranything else is entitled to an equal opportunity in education. The
handicapped really were not getting a fair shake until Public Law
V-142 came into being. So it is a troublesome question; I would
say, Governor, in this particular instance.

Senator Quayle is on his, way back, but I will continue this ques-
_

tioh filibuster until he actually Beets her;
Can Federal legislation create the public service corporations youadvocate, or do we have to rely-on local initiative of the kind thatyou created for your program?
Governor DU PONT. I think you could very easily in your Federal-

legislation say the employment a,nd training programs will be runby a nonprofit corporation that must include the following repre-sentatives or kinds of representatives. You do that everywhere in
education, in the new reconciliation bill you just did it again, and
we are about to have to appoint yet another committee, which I be-lieve has to include students now to help us make \the decision, and
I am looking for,some good second and third graders to appoint tohandle that task. Your legislation did not tell us what grade theyshould be from, so we are going to try to get a representativesample.

But seriously, yes, yolk could mandate that, and I think it wouldwork that way.
And Senator, if I might come back to your handicapped question

for a moment, what you are really asking is who can be entrusted
with the responsibility of making !the right decision on the educa-°tion of handicapped or disadvantaged or indeed; of anybody. At themoment, the Federal Government has the major share of that re-sponsibility, along with State government. I have a lot of'confi-dence that a nonprofit corporation with a representative board- ofdirectors from all these sectors could make that decision just aswell and just as fairly, and perhaps make it even more effectively,because that board will be familiar with whatis going on in Ver-mont(or Indiana or Delawve. And the Vermont board will ,knowfar better what is happening in Vermont than a committee of theU.S. Senate that does not have a Senator from Vermont on itwould know, and I think you would get improved accountability

and improved programs.
Senator STAFFORD. Well, thank you very much, Governor. It isgood tosee you again, and congratulations on what you have donein Delaware,
Senator Quayle.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you .very much, Mr. Chairman.

90-946 0782--2 i.)
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Delaware may be a unique State, but Indiana has a lot of prob-
lems, and I had to try to solve one Of them with Con Rail, and I
certainly appreciate your indulgence and the indulgence of our
chairman. . .

I would also like to echo what Senator Stafford said and con-
gratulate you on your jobs for pelaware graduates program. Iar
think it is certainly an imaginati*program, and you have had a
great deal of success.

I gather by the chart there, with the data on five States, that you
believe that this kind of a concept could be exported to other States
around the Nation.

Governor DU PONT. Yes, Senator. We are attempting at this point
to put together a saturated market test..It is relatively easy to take
3 or 6 high sc1hools of the 30 high schools in Memphis and run this
'test and place the students, because after all, you have a small
number of students, and you have got the whole Memphis econo-
my. The real test is when you take every high' school in Delaware,
every high school in Memphis, every high school in. Arizona, and
absorb those, people into the entire market. Now, I believe the

. answer is yes, it has worked very well in Delaware;,in Arizona, you
have got a 50 or 60 percent test. So I believe it can be done, and I
believe it is exportable, and think we will shortly, have aPlittle
More data to demonstrate.

Senator QUAYI,0 Governor, my line of questionings going to be
on the delivery system, and at the end of your remarks, just before
I departed, you talked about qilasi-public corporations to be run at
the State level with appointments by the Governors. What would
be the composition of these boards or corporations, would they in:-
dude mayors. Would they be represented?

"Governor DU PONT. Traditionally, in most States, the way of put-
ting together a group of people to deal with any problem within
the State is to use the Governor and the legislature. That is, the
Governor nominates, and the legislature adviSes and consents to
those nominations.

While you were out, Senator Stafford and I were discussing ap-
pointments, and pointed out that in the new reconciliation act in
education, we are about to have to appoint a new advisory commit-
tee to look at the delivery of education. You require in that legisla-
tion that there be a mayor, a student, a parent of somebody in
school, a teacher, and the list has about 25 people on it. You could
do the same kind of thing, a public service corporation that is man-
dated to include a Governor, if you like, a representative of mayors
and county executives, a representative of vocational education, a
representative of basic education, whatever you want to put there.
I would require labor unions, businesses, and so forth, and I. think
we ought to refine our thinking a little more asto how you would
structure that.

What you .would say is a Governor shall appoint, subject to the
confirmation process required by State lawand you would want
to check in each State and make sure that that is all,right. In our
case, I would appoint, the Senate would confirm, and there would
be public confidence in that, because that is the way we appoint
the public service commission, that is the way we appoint -the
judges, that is the way we do all of our business, and it is a tried
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and true and understandable and accepted method 'of putting to-
gether an organization to.dea with the problem.' Senator QUAYLE. In the State of Indiana, for example, we do not
have confirmation of anything, basically, in the State general as-
sembly, The Governor does it all there.

Governor DU PONT. That is a very enlightened State.
SZnator QUAYLE. You would like that, wouldn't you? The Gover;

nor ddes it all.
But in regard to`this puhlic sservice corporation, what do you en-

vision it doing? Would it be running or funding training programs,
vocational education programs, and handicapped programs? IJow
comprehensive could this corporation 'be?

Governor DU PONT. Understand, Senator, what we have working
now in these five States. Jobs for Delaware Graduates Board is one-third government officialsthe mayor of our biggest city, the
county executives, three of them, myself, the Lieutenant Governor,aid so forth. One-third education peoplethe head of our State
board of education, a variety of other high educational officials.Add it is one-third private sectorthat is, the head of the AFL-
CIO, the head of the UAW, the presidents of four or five of our cor-
porations. That is the kind of board we have. We have taken the
$11/2 million' that run our Delaware programsome of it comes
from our State legislature, some of it comes from Governor's grant
moneys under the CETA prpgram, some of it comes from private
donation we put all of that\money in one pot, and that money is
actually 'allocated by the board of directors and hires the job spe-
cialists and pays the electric bill and rents the offibe space _and so
forth. That is one way to do it, to have that corporation run the
training program, and that is what we are doing.

Another way to do it would be to give the resources to that board
and say, "You accept bids from your technic 1 and community col-
leges, from your vocational education sys , from your labor
unions, from community organizations, and put the money
where you think .the most effective training organization in your
area is," and some of the money would go perhaps to each of those.
Who can train welders best might be a different group front those
who can train stenographers best. And there are two,very good ex-
amples. We have a, very good training program, secretarial pro-
gram, in one of our private colleges, and if I were, choosing, I might
choose there for stenograPher training. The welding programs are
run by an entirely different group of people; the vocational peopledo a good job,there. And you would let that board make the deci-
sion among the mix, and that would do two things. First of all, it
would get you out of the business of supporting these vast*CETA
organizations and their administrative costs, which are enormous.
And second, it would allow each community to decide better for
itself where to put the resources.

Senator QUAYLE. Presently, in Delaware; there is direct funding
to Wilmington, I would presume, on training programs.

Governor DU PONT. Wilmington is a prime sponsor under the
CETA legislation.

Senator QUAYLE. And you have discretionary funds as Governor,right?
...Governor DU PONT. That is right..

rr
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Senator QUAYLE. And does the Wilmington prime sponsor" con-
tribute funding to your jobs for Delaware graduates?

Governor Du PONT. No. I believe they would if we asked them,
but we have not asked them to, because we had enough resources
to get the.jobs. .

,Senator QuAyLg. Well, under the State public service corpora-
tion, would you envision all the training fundsjust take Dela-
ware, for examplewould you envision all the training funds gbing
through the public service corporation, or would Wilmington still
be retained as a prime sponsor in the delivery system?

Governor Du PONT. I would like to see them all going through
one organization, statewide.

Senator Quet.E. I think that is sort of where we are coming
down to. I think it is a challenging idea and something to which we
should give serious thoughtbut if we just establish that and do
not gives it primary responsibility or total responsibility, then we
are getting another entity involved in training programs and voca-
tional ed, handicapped, let cetera, that would diffuse the efficiency
that we are all striving for. If all training funds would go through
a State public service corporation then how would the prime spon-*
sors of the major cities around the, country, Wilmington being one
of the major cities, Indianapolis being another, and Burlington
being anotherhow would they interreact with this State public
service Corporation?

Governor DU PONS. Let us let the State corporation do the job.
The problemand let me go back to my testimony for a rrioment
the problem you have today in the State of Delaware, I/44th max
be smaller than the entire city of Indianapoliswe 600,000 people
in Delawarewe have four prime sponsors, a Governor's grant op-
eration, two 'federally Mandated manpower planning councils, a
State employment and training council, a job service employer
committee, °and several dozen educational advisory boards, and
none of these people talk to each other. I mean, they have a Confer-
ence every. year, and they all meet, and they all know each other,
but do ithey realty, exchange job information? No, they do not. In
fact, I would venture that the best job placement data in Delaware 4,

,'.today--and I say that even with the Secretary of Labor sitting
'Ilere=is probably the jobs for Delaware graduates grid, because we
have gone out and done it through this private corporation, and I
think we have ,fOund things that the Secretary of Labor has not -

found. In fact, we go to some places, and they say, "Yes,- we will
.tell you about some jobs, but do not tell the government. We do not 4.
want them ddwn 'here, with their inspectois aqd their forms:, and
all of theft. data. We would just as soon go along ourselves." But

your, city and county organizations would Under this format disap-..
pear, and there would be one statewide. body to do the job:

Senator QUAYLE'. You would envision putting the training fund;
ing through it, vocational education through it, employment serv-
ices through it.

'Governov DU PONT. Yes.
.

Senator QUAYLE. And what-else? Would you have Some of the
other education programs, or would you stop there; basically?

0iv 1.
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Governor.ou PONT. I woulcr p:7it all of the tr 6:
the community, except for the private. sector 9 1. -4,
tioir ones. I would put all of ttem there. "- .

Senator QUKYLE. OK. YQUwould take all
training, you are talkijig about employment
education, and the employment and training p uoivit today. You would put that in one. ezo-k,"4"Now, Deliware is umique, not only in beiethe "ye,
always like to be reminded of that. But what' about a ' e fn-diana or New York or California, where we might ha'' ...set up
some of, these public service corporations on labor niarkets? For ex-. ample, Indiana is verS, diversified. I mean, Gary, Ind., is so much
different than Evansville. Ind. it is like campaigning in two differ-
ent States, two different, worlds. Since you have that diversity, I
wonder if you could expand some in other States where you-would
have maybe three or four of these public service corporations on a-regional of' job market basis?

Governor DU PONT. Clearly, working within a job market, howev-
er you define that, has some appeal. You occasionally'get into somenasty interstate problems that way, but leaving those aside, I think
you could do that. I would opt for making those subsidiaries to t4statewide board to 'ha've some control and coordination. But youtould go, I suppose, although I think you would Lose some effective-
ness, to let us say in Indiana, six regions, or whatever. But' youbegin to get too many, you begin,to get back to the same problem
that we, have. But the one advantage is---:and we have not talked
gery mucl?[ about this this morhing, but this is the thing syou oyghtto leave here with your focus uponis that you have got to bring
in the private sector. And what is missing today in the program is'that yoti have only got government, people involved. You have gotto bring.ift all of the economic actors, and that is what these public
service corporations really do.

Senator QVAYLE, Well, you said it ybuiself, Gover4for: A lot-of
people said, "We have. jobs here, but do not tell the government.
We do not want to be'messing around with allthe forms, the dupli-
cation,6'Snd the apparent bureaucratic maze that exists here." AndI think, no matter what we do in this area; that you have gOitto,
have that intercourse with the private sector and the public sector,
business and labor with education.

Is vocational education 7-percent Federal funding?

a

Senator STAFFORD. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. And the training program is 90-perce nt Feder0funding. Styou are dealing with Federal on the one hand and

State. agencies on the other; and yet the goals are basically the( same.
Governor DU PONT. And "ask anybody in Indiana, following upthat analogy, which does training better, vocational education orall the CETA programs.
Senator QUAYLE. What do you think they would say?

. Governor DU PONT. I know very well what they would say. Voca-tional education, with a 80/20 mix one way, is doing many times
better than thepovernment programs with a 90/10 mix the other
way.

tiff
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Senator QUAYLE. Let me end and ask you what should be the
role of the Federal Government besides "Give me money, and.stay,
out of it"? Basically, isn't t t what you are saying, "Stay, the
out of it, and give me your oney"?

Governor DU PONT. Well, nator, I would not be so crude- -
Senator QUAYLE. Well, you are much more diplomatic, Governor;

that is why you are a Goverfdr.
Governor DU -PoNT [continping]. As to adopt a radical position

like thatmeritorious though it might be. [Laughter.]
I think, going back to my_clays in the Congress, that the role the

Federal Government plays is to help steer, to try to alleviate some
of the national problems that exist in unemployment. Clearly, you
have got to have an unemployment system that tides people over, a
financial system, a safetynet, if you will.

But when it comes to doing the training, you ought to provide
some direction, and I think let the local communities to it. I have
suggested in my testimony, perhaps a radical idea, but that is to
take the extended unemployment benefits, andinstead of paying
them, put that money into a training program. You have been un-
employed for 26 weeks; the 13 extra additional weeks of unemploy-
ment may help a little bit, but think what you could do with that

.Several billith dollars 'and a voucher -given tq the unemployed
worker 3 weeks after he has-gone on ttie unemployment rolls and
-said, "In the next 10 weeks, you must use this voucher to get train-
ing somewhere, and when you save done that, your unemployment
benefits can continue on to 26 weeks, but then you will be trained
and ready to get a job and we will try to place you It a job." That
is a much .better use of the Money than simply continued income.
maintenance.

So a job for the Federal Government there would be to make
those resources available somehow to a locally run training organi-
zation because Indiana's trgining problems are different than
Delaware',s training problems

Senatofh QUAYLE. But we da have to continue some resources and
some leadership at the Federal level% Whit I am driving at is that
as we look at this budgeta I happen to be on the Budget Cdm-
mitteethe figures just do no add up. I mean, there is just no way
that we are going to get to t ,at phantom balanced budget in 1984
without further cuts

Governor DU PONT. Well, Sepator,liere is a program that would
allow you to double the *a ring at half the _cost, and even Mr.
Stockman would understand that

Senator QUAYLE. Yes, he ,would buy that; but Mr. Stockman .
might also say, "Well, since we are going to have all this efficiency
at the State level, why don't, we just let the States handle it'' and
that is what I am a little bit fearful of"without any money."

Governor au PONT. I would say to Mr. Stockman what I said ear-
lier, why don't we adopt the Governor Alexander and Governor
Babbitt proposal, of you take the -income maintenance programs,
and we will take all the education, and it is a wash on money..

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Stockman's figures, I do not -think add up t.**...v%
to being a wash on moneyvf mentioned that to him' and was glad to fi

see that the Governors came and reassumed the primary juris-
diction over education .and training programs and said maybe the

Fy
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income maintenance programs are more a Federal responsibility. Ido not really disagree with that, but I don't know if the numbersadd up. t .,y-- :

.
° Governor DU PONT. I think, they add ups.-% -Senator QUAYLE. Do they?; .

Governor DU PONT. If you take all the education expenditures ofthe Federal Government and--
Senator QUAYLE. ,You are going to give us all the welfare pay-ments,-and those are pretty big. f

-Governor DU PONT..13Ut you created the problem, Senator. Thenational' economy is not something that Delaware did. [Laughter.]Senator QUAYLE.° You have been a fine witness so far, Governor. Ithink that while, I am ahead, or at least even, I am going to quitand.,say thank you. You have lived up. to expectations that yourtestimony would be challefiging and stimulating, and I lopk for-ward to working with you personally and with Senator Stafford aswe go down. this road to figure out a better waS,,to provide for ouryoung, people in this country.
.Senator STAFFORD. Governor,, we sure do thank you 'for beinghere. Let me ask you one final,,rief question. I4 Delaware, underyour system, what do you do about a dropout who does drop out,eveh after 9 months of graduate supervision?

Governor DU PONT. Do you mean, once hels placed in a job, anddrops out?
Senator STAFFORD. Yes.
Governor DU Pc T. Well, some do, some for legitimate reasons.they get mar`rie , they have a baby, they move to another State.

Those, there is not much you can do about. But if a student is un-happy in a job placed in, we continue to work for that 9 months totry to place him somewhere else.
.Senator STAFFORD. Let me just expand the question to ask whatca be done or what do you do with a dropout who ,occurs before ,,completing high school?

Governor Du PON,T. We try very hard to bring those people back - einto school. And one of the things about this program that I havenot really stressed is it seems to me the secret in the long run froman educational point of view is to make the student believe thatthe best place to get a job is to stay in school. The studentdoes notthink that today. The student does not equate school with job. He.or she equates school with homework and schapl work, But if youcan convince students that the best way to gel-a job is to stay inschool, you are going to win the war id the long term. We have nogic method in this program of keeping people in. I cannot even 4,,...;cite you any statistics that show this reduces dropout problems. Ibelieve it is going to in the end, but we have not been able to dem-onstrate that.
Senator STAFFORD. Governor, we appreciate your help for b_....oth ofthe subcommittees which are here.
I note that Senator Pell_has been able to join us now, and beforeI invite him to make either a statement or ask a question, let mesay to all ot our guests that if you findthis room chilly, the reasonis a reversal of the usual flow of air in Washington; I am advisedthat we are getting an unavoidable heavy flow of cold air. from thenew Hart Building into this room, and there is no way we can stop

.
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iteven' if' I filibuster. I thought I ought -to make that'announce-
ment because the lights almost went out a few minutes ago, and we
may suffer some additional catastrophe before we get through.
, 'Senator Pell, do you have anything you would lik,to say?

Senator PELL. Thank you Very much, Mr. Chairmal
I really just, want to congratulate you and Senator Qtrayle for

holding this hearing. From the viewpoint of efficiency and effec-
tiveness in the Congress, I have often felt much advaNe could be
made if we'had more joint hearings of this sort,'and yW, are to be
congratulated on that.

,.,

As a member of both subcommittees, I have a particular interest
here,-because policies and programs developed within education ob-
viously have to take into account-and reflect the emplOyment.needs
and the job °market in out, Nation as a'whole, and conversely, the
employment needs orour Nation.require that education pig/ride a
well-qualified, well-trained, and well-informed work force So this is
a very good-preliminary step-in that direction.

I would ask that the balance of my remarks be inserted in the
record at this point. . ' . ,

Senator STAFFORD. Without objection, so ordered. . .

Senator PELF. I would caution, however, .that the purppse and
function of education goes beyond the preparation for a specific job.

. It is concerned with the whole individual,. and with preparing the
per on for a life that encompasses much more than the .workplace.

the individual's ability to Read, write, and, compute are crucial
not only to excellent performance on 'the job but also to his or her
ability to function in this world, to comprehend and understand
the events that swirl around us, and to appreciate and take part in.
the cuItural.offerings of our society. , to ,

. It is appropriate, therefore, that we refer to vocational education
and training. For it is truly both. Educationand training. To
pursue one without the other, particularly at the secondary level,
is to provide inadequate instruction to the young people of this

4--Nation.
This hearing is also an important preliminary step toward

ttauthorization of the Vocational Education 'Act which, because of
provisions in the Budget Reconciliation Act, doesa'not actually come
up for reauthorization until 1984. Despite this, I want to ' ke this ,

opportunity to offer some of my own thoughts concerning e ft''

principles. or guidelines that should be followed as we pr eed
toward reauthorization. . .

First, program improvement. I believe deeply that one of the
major roles of Federal legislation_should be toz insure that vocation-
al education and training courses be' up to date as possible. They
should reflect the requirements of the job, and should utilize the
-latest ?mans of instruction. Thig means modern machinery and
tools, and use of the latest computer technology. Vocational educa-
tion students must have access to the most modern resources avail-
able,*and Federal law shotild provide assistance to help accomplish
that objective. t. , --......

- Second, targeting of funds. F a of the mind that the Federal
contribution to vocational education in the years ahead should not
be geniral aid, but rather should focus upon the needs of saecial
populations. Among these should be the eclinomically, disadvan-

A
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taged, the dropout, the handicapped, the incarcerated, women andmen in nontraditional roles, persons of limited _English-speaking
ability, and particularly those who are deficientin -basic skills in-struction.

I am deeply concerned that a block grant approach to vocational 'education would inevitably pit these groups against each other, andrthat one or more pf these very. deseqing groups would not receive
the kind of' assistance "they ..neeit. I believe, therefore, that anyreauthorization legislation should target the limited Federal funds
available to meeting these needs.

Third, an emphasis upon economically depressed areas. Closelyrelated to the need to target funds upon special populations is the
equally important need tip direct those funds to the geographic
areas of greatest need. Thus, to insure that the Federal dollar has
a maximum beneficial impact, I believe that Federal funds shouldbe directed. to the most economically depressed urban and ruralareas of our Nation, and within those areas to the special popula-tions I have mentioned previously. I would suggest that a povertyindex might be the best way to determine the urban and ruralagas reates1 need, perhaps with' a formula containing elements
similar to those in title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-tion Act.

Fourth, adult training and retraining. It is clear that vocational
education must beconie more actively and deeply involved in thearea of adult training and retraining. This involves several differ-, ent groups: the unemployed and economically dislocated worker;:the displaced homeMaker; 'the underemployed worker- who is notfulfilling his or her full work_potential; 'and the worker who simplydesires either to change or upgrade his or her work status. Because

pf limited Federal dollars, it may be necessary to target these fundsto areas of greatest unemployment. Clearly, however, this is a na-tional priority that is not being adequately addressed and in which
-vocational education can and should have a major role to play.

Fifth, work-related experience. The success of the cooperative
education program indicates clearly the value of a work-related ex-perience. Wherever possible, formal instruction should be supple-mented by an on-the-job experience to give the student an under-standing of what the job involves, as well as the demands placed
upon the person .who holdS that job. It is an important testingground for the student, and can provide valuable insights into whatthe stuant can expect to find in the Workplace. I believe deeplythat a work-related experience should be an integral part of voca-tional education and training, and recognized as such in reauthori-zation legislation.

Sixth, reauthorization legislation should not be subject to com-plex regulations. It is possible to fashion legislation that embodiesthe principles I have outlined without requiring -long,, detailed ad-ministrative regulations. It is critical that we set the guidelines,provide the targeted resources, and 'then permit the State and local
kntities to be as innswative as possible in developing programs to
meet the needs of the people. .

Seventh, adequate funding. With the fiscal constraints confront-I,ing us, it is abundantly clear that the Federal vocational education
dollar cannot be all things to, all people. This, in view of our lima-

..
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ed resources, would urge that the Federal dollars be directed to
* IneetingThe_i:reary specific needs within very specific subject and ge-

ographic areas. This may well necessitate a further narrowing Of
the prhiciples I have set forth. If that must occur, however, it will
take place not because of eur lack of concern or commitment but

,.. because of our desire to make sure that the limited money we have
is used in the most effective manner.

At base, the, one underlying and guiding principle Should be
thiswhatever we do, no matter how grand or small the scale, let
us do it well.

Senator STAFFORD. Do you have any questions of Governor
du Pont?

-, - Senator PELL. No. I just came in, and I want to get the flavor of
the hearing.

Senator STAFFORD. Governor, we thank you very much indeed for
helping us. -;-...,

Senator PEu...And I join in thanking you, Governor du Pont.
Governor DU Porn. Mr. Chairman, we thank you for the oppor-

tunity of being with you, and as you begin to shape your legisla-
tion, I Would be delighted to consult, formally or informally, in the
future,. if I can be of help. ..

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, sir, and we are aware
that you have other. appointments, so we will be pleased to excuse
you, if you wish. , .,

Governor DU PONT. Thank you, Senator.
[Responses by Governor du Pont to questiong of 'Senator Hatch'

follow]

T
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS BY LETTER

OF OCTOBER 27, 1981 FROM SENATOR ORIN C. HATCH

TO THE HONORABLE PIERRE S. DU PONT, /V%

GOVERNOR OF DELAWARE

Question 1: Regarding your question related to the extent of the,
program activity in the five test sites of Jobs for '
America's,Craduates, Delaware Ls virtually state-wide
at the present timeoperating in all but one of the
state's high schools. Arizona covers approximately
half of the state's youth, while Memphis is in six of
the city's approximately twenty-five high schools. In
Massachusetts, the program is operating in six high
schoolsall chat are available--in the communities
of Quincy, Taunton, and Falmouth. In Missouri, where
the program scarred this year, is is operating in six
of the public high schools in the cities of St. Louis
and Kansas City.

The time table for expansion to all of the high schools
In each of the states'varies? largely dependent upon
funding resources. We have a request before Secretary
of Labor, Raymond Donovan, for approximately $1.25
million per test site per year for the next three years
which would allow, for a "saturation" of all the high
schools in the major cities listed when matched with
existing funding commitments. Our objective is to
test out the concept by reaching each and every youth
needing assistance in those labor markets and transi-
cloning them from school to work in the private sector.
This effort is the ultimate test of Jobs for America's
Graduates, and one which we believe is in the nation's
intereiV*to validate. Let me add one final note. Since
this has been an experimental program in all of the
areas except Delaware and only this past year have
results become available, I now believe that serious
considerationwill be given in each of the locatioAs
'about means of extending the program state -wide as the

iWresults bekome fully appreciated and the potential at
benefits for the states' economies are fully analyzed.

Question 2n In response to your question regarding any changes that -

might be necessary in operating the program in "large
states" such as New, York or California, we have given
that question consideration.

7,

It is our conclusion that the basic concept can be
applied on any scale desired. Memphis. St. Louis,
Kansas .City,'as well as Eh:;ex and Tucson are substan-
tial communities, and the cept is proving,, very sucbess,-
ful there, The only potential changes we would forseeare-

90
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the possibility of a state-wide service corporation
rhsponsible for the program state-wide, while'regional
or rotor city "subsidaries" might be necessary to

assure the intense level of commitment and attention
by the leaders'of the economic system as proven so
successful elsewhere. The word "subsidiary" is a
deliberate one, however. It is very important that
one central body have overall authority for the entire
labor market, state or regional, so as to assure a
consistency of approach and predictability that business

and the community can count on. It might also be that
some economies of scale would come idto play in a
large-scale application of the program that could add

to the1cost- benefit ratio.

Question 3: In response to your question regarding the participation
of the business community, I am pleased to report that

this part of the program has been among the most success-

ful. The Involvement af business in the design and
implementation of the Frogram helped to assure a broad

acceptance of its value to the private sector as the

first graduating class of young people became available

for employment. Several facts testified to the level
of participation of the business community--nearly four
hundred employers in Delaware, for example, currently

employ yousg people from the,Jobs for Delaware Graduates

program. Over two hundred of them recently wrote the

members of the Delaware General Assembly urging their

support for the program as a vehicle to supply them

well-prepared entry level employeesr In addition, the

simple fact that some 86% of the young people involved

in the program upon graduation in the four locations

operating in the past school year have been successfully

placed is just one more piece of data demonstrating the

level of support and participation by the business

community. Representatives from literally hundreds
of businesses currently serve on the boards of ifirectors

or on advisory committees to the local nonprofit boards
that operate the program in the five test sites. Rather

than lose any participants, we have found a demand by

employers for young people that exceeds theosupplyz-we

are receiving many more calls for youth to be placed
than there are young people available in our programs

to fill them.

Question 4: Your final questidn, as to whether Jobs for 4merica's

Graduates can be successfully substituted for the current

range of vocational education programs can be answered

with a straight forward "no." Jobs for America's Grad-
uates is designed to reach those young people who are

not college bound and who are not being successfully

prepared for employment through vocational education

programs.
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Further, Jobs for Ame'rica's Graduates is designed to
prepare youth with the basic entry level skills--how
to get and keep a job, getting to work on time, how
to dress properly,and so on. Vocational programs
go much further by providing specific skill training
that gives them a firm leg up on employment prospects
in most cases. As we would see a broad scale appli-
cation of Jobs for America's Graduates concept, it
would be to attempt to feed those youth willing and
interested into vocational programs in the,10th or
11th grades and to apply the Jobs for America's
Graduates concept to those who, for whatever reasons,
cannot or will not benefit from vocational education
programs so as to assure that even these youth, upin
graduation, will have the necessary skills to obtain
an entry level position and successfully compete in the
private sector.,

As one additional note, we actively our
upon placement in the Job, to give consideration
taking adult level vocational training courses
to increase their skill level as a means of providing
upward mobility potential. There is substantial evidence
that a significant number of our youth, once they get
on the job and see the skill needs of'their.employers
and what it takes to get,higher wages, within a short
time begin taking adult vocational courses: These are
the same youth who were unwilling to take such &ourPes
while in high school, but time spent on the job has
brought home the message of the needs for specific skills
far more effectively than any other previous activity.

I hope this has been responsive to your questions.
Please do not hesitate to contact me ijf further
clarification or expansion of these comments is needed.

a,
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Senator STAFFORD. now the joint subcommittees would ask that
the Honorable Albert Angrisani, Assistant Secretary f r Employ-
ment and Training of the.Department of Labor, and thHonorable
Robert Worthington, Assistant Secretary fOr Vocational and Adult
Education, Department of Education, if they would jointly come to
the witness table. .

We have decided fqr the two subcommittees, gentlemen; that we
will hear you both as, in effect, a panel, before We get to questions,
and that it would be best to allow you to decide which of you will
speak first and who will speak second.

STATEMENT OF HON. ALBERT ANGRISANI, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF LABOR FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, AND HON.
ROBERT M. WORTHINGTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR VOCA,

TIOF:iAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. ANGRISANI. I will go first, if you -do not mind, Mr. Chairman.
I am just going to submit my statement for the record.

Senator STAFFORD. Your full statement will be placed in the
; record,

Mr. ANGRISANI. will just say a word or two. No. 1, thank you
for holding these hearings. We have worked with Senator Quayle's
subcommittee on some, specific items regarding the management
process of the current CETA'system, and I think it is a good oppor-
tunity for us to start this CETA reauthorization process off in a
joint capacity with your committee.

There are many, many unanswered questions from tbe CETA
side of the equation. We do not have all the answers right now. But °

3fwe do welcome this opportunity to share with you some of our
thoughts, some of our concerns, and mosdimportantly, listen to the
ideas that you may have for moving forward with this legislation.
We feel that it is very important that we do so in a joint, coopera-
tive fashion because the bottom line of,this whole process is train:
ingwhether it is vocational education training or remedial train -_'
ing or CETA training in general. It is important that we tie thig
into a nice, neat package very quickly, by the end of this fiscal
year. s

So I am. here in the spirit of cooperation today, to listen and to
learn, as, well as to talk; and I- welcome the opportunity to 'answer.
any of your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Angrisani follotsj
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.STATEMENT OF ALBERT ANGRISANI
ASSISTANT SECRETARY -OF -LABOR
FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

I. BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY,

AND THE
SUBCgMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS

AND HUMANITIES 4,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR-AND HUMAN RESOURCES
UNITED STATES SENATE

October 21, 1981

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees!

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear

before you today at this joint hearing,on the ;ilution-

ship between employment and, training programs and vocational

education. These hearings are particularly appropriate

in view of the imp'ending expiration of the COmprehensive

Employment and Training Act. (CETA) at the end of FY

1982 and the current consideration being given by the

Congress and the Administration to optiobs for employment

and training programs beyond FY p82.

Let me begin by briefly repieming,the relationship

between CETA and vocational education. Then I would

like to say a few words about where we are in our employment

and training policy review process. While I will focus

my remarks on the' relationship of CETA programs to vocational

education, it important to note that other employment
f

program* also have significant linkages to vocational

(
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education, including the Work Incentive (WIN) program,

A

the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, and apprenticeship training.

CETA and Vocational Education

CETA and the Vocational Education Act each fund

skill training progrsas, but there are important differences

between the two programs.

In the ase of vocational education, most funding

is proyided by to and local governments.' Federal

resources accoun for only a fraction of the total public

expenditure on vocational education in a'year.

Federal- funding for vocational education canbe

put to a variety pf uses including skill training, work

study and cooperative education programs, remodeling

of facilities, and curriculum development. Federal

funds are allocated by formula to each State which must

set aside a ainimum for handicapped, economically and

academically disadvantaged and postsecondary programs

and 4dult programs. Each State determines its own intra-

state allqcation of Federal resotiicei:;' in general,

though, vocational education serves auch h oader clientele

than CETA.

CETA skill training programs are federally funded,

with no State or local matching fund reguiiement

CETA focuses almost exclusively on tht economtgal y.

I
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disadvantaged unemployed population, with, the go al of

6placing eligible individuals into qnsubsidized employment.

States have an important role under CETA, but do not

provide e*tensive funding.

The need to strengthen the rohlationship between
o

these two systems which provideasimi!lar types of services
rf

among clientele groups has long been recognized. Before

CETA, the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA)

gave preference to training and education provided through.

State vocational education agenci4. The 1973 CETA

legislation contained a number of provisions intended

to tie the two systems together, including iequiredo

representation of vocational education on .State and

local CETA councils and a mandatory set-age of training

funds for vocational education. Additional provisions

to strengthen the relationship between the'two systems

were 'contained in the 1977 amendMents which added youth

Programs to CETA. Specificalay, prime sponsors were:

required to Use at least 22 percent of their Youth Employ-

ment and Training Program allocation for local education

agencies to serve in-schliol youth in programs designed

to enhance their career opportunities and job prospects.

This arrangement frequently involved schools providing

vocational education programs.
1

90-916
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Lost recently, the 1978 CETA reauthorization strengthened

, cdhsiderably the requirements for coordination with

,1 vocational education. This included:

-- instituting new planning requirements, with

tie -ins to vocational education;

ihcreasingsthe vocational education 'set-aside

in the Title II training program; and

establishing a new set-aside for Governors
,

to encourage linkages between education and

-
'CETA training programs.

In addition to implementing these statutory requirements,

the Erp.loyment and Training Administration has taken

a number ofadmLnistrative steps to encourage a closer

working relationship between CETA and vocational education

programs. For example, 10 demonstration projects have

b4en funded-tozj1.trengthen CETA/vocational education

collaboratIon.4,This 18-month demonstration terminated

last month and. final igsults are not yet available.

Also; ETA has i+ued a technical assistance guide on

the 'coordination of CETA and vocational educatiOn.

This guide is for the use of CETA prime sponsor,s and

grantees.

A concern for coordination of CETA and vocational

education also is manifested in the 1976 amendments
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to the Vocational Education Act. Annual applications' '

submitted to State Boards of Vocational Education are'

required to describe how the proposed activitie's relate

to'programsLconducted by CETA prime sponsors. The five

year State plans must also set forth criteria developed

for coordinating 'CETA and vocational education programs.

Despite these advances, there remain a number of

barriers to a more effective relationship between the
. . .

CETA and vocational education system. For example,

the two systems have different planning and funding

,-J

I

cyclei. Then there is the different clientele focus

to which I alluded. Also, the fact that CETA prime

sponsors are the chief elected officials of city, county

and State governments, whereas the local schoolsystem

and community college districts gen rally operate indepen-

dently from these officials, may hi der collaboration..

Furthermore, CETA has experienced mu h greater Federal

control than'haS vocational educatio

I believe that further adminlst tive improvements

in the relationship betwe n the two s stems and desir---.

able and feasible, and I intend to continue 'to work .:

to achieve thee.

Employment and Training Policy Review

As you know, in recent months the Department of

Labor has been conducting a broad policy review to confider

O
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options for training and employment legislation in 1982- -

when CETA authority expires. The issues invplved in

a reconsideration of the Nation's training and employment

pol'icies are complex and extend beyond those activities

authorized by CETA. Although we have not reached a

final position within the Administration on the redesign

of the training and employment system, during the meetings

and conversations I have had with practitioners and

others a.feW general points of consensus have emerged.

-- Federal legislation cannot be overly prescriptive

regarding the structure and operation of programs.,.

-- -Training and employment programs should be

held accountable for moving participants into

private sector jobs and, thereby, increasing

their earnings.

Training and employment programs cannot serve

everyone who needs some assistance.

With fewer resources, we will have to achieve

administrative efficiencies including eliminating

overly prescriptive Federal regulations so

as to increase the level of service per dollar

of outlay.

-- And finally, it is critical that we not repeat

the past error of overpromising and

1
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creating unduly high expectations for training

and employment programs.

As I noted earlier, an examination of the options

available to us in a reconsideration of Federal training ..

and employment policies g s belond CETA.

It is an opportunit focal]. of us to examine out

broader policy objectives and reassess how the Federal

involvementin several current programsincluding CETA

and vocational education--can be redirected so as to.

enhance the development of thelNation's human resources.

Mr. Chairmen, during the coming months, I look \-

forward to continuing to work with you as we both consider

issue's and options available in developing training

and employment legislation that will be more likely
44o.

to result in improved employment and earnings of those

we serve. As this time I would be pleased to answer

any'questions thatyou or other Subcommittee members

may have.
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Angrisani. That
was as brief as we expect statements to be in the State of Vermont,
under the Coolidge tradition. [Laughter.]

We would be glad to now hear from Dr. Worthington.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Quayle,

and Senator Pell.
I would like to say that I, too, am pleased that you have called

these hearings. The first person I called in Government the day
after the President nominated me 16 this position was Al Angri-
sani. I said, "Al, I want to sit down and talk with you," and I wend
over to see him. We have met on several occasions, and we expect
to be holdings, lot of discussions on vkcational education together.

I would like, also, to provide a formal; more detailed statement,
but I will take 5 or 6 minutes and briefly read a summary state-
ment.

I am pleased to be here with you today to talk about vocational
education; an enterprise including more than 19"000 institutions of-
fering a great variety of vocational education programs to more
than 20 million of this Nation's youth and adults at a total annual
cost of approximately $8 billion of local, State, and Federal fuilds
combined. These vocational education programs range from intro-
ductory vocational guidance in prevocational industrial arts at the
middle school level to highly sophisticated technician training in
technical institutes and cothmunity colleges. And many of theses
programs involve close collaboration with business, industry, and
laborfor example, many-different types of cooperative vocational
education, apprenticeship, and quick start customizea. training for
new industries that contribute to both local and State economic de-
velopment. Not the least,of our endeavors is a broad spectrum of
special programs for the disadvantaged and the handicapped, as
well as for the limited English proficient, displaced homemakers,
AmericanIndians, and others.

I emphasize the breadth of.purposes and offerings invocational
educatiOn because I-believe that the changes that we, as a Nation,
will `confront during the 1980's are of similar breadth. The dimen-
sions of change for this next decade can be categorized as economic,
technological, dernographieAnd I would add governance,.because
of the significant changes that this adthinistration's approach to
governance will make, particularly in education and training. I will
briefly list some of these coming changes because I firmly believe
that any comprehensive discussion of skilled work force develop-
ment systems for the future must take these changes into account.

Under the heading of economic change, we have the problem of
overall low prothictivity; deteriorating competitive position in some
industries; aging and inefficient' pl Kt_s;)nflation;,. and a short
supply of investment capital.

Under the , heading oi\technological- changewe have rapid
change in many industries, plus the introductioifof some complete-
ly new technologies; further acceleration of this rate of change be-
cause of expected new investment in industrial research and develt
opment; the massive changes in the offing due to advances in infor-
mation technology, and the resulting obsolescence of skills in many
occupations; and the need for training and retraining programs for
ever-increasing levels of skills. eG.
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Under the heading of demographic change, we have the overall
aging of the work force, a,projetted decrease in the percentage of

'` the work force composed of youth, but an increase within that age
braCket oilminorities; we have an, outmigration of skilled workers
from the 'Frost Belt to the Sun Belt, a gradual skewing of the work
force toward the service sector and white collar occupations and
away from the manufacturing sector and blue collar occupations, a
tendency for adults to remain in the work force longer and to opt
for later retirement, a continued influx of women into the work
force, an increase in the number of gkilled adults whole jobs are
being lost through structural adjustments in the natiotTal and in-
ternational markets, an increasingly mobile work force, and a con-
tinuing concentration of poor, unskilled or low-skilled workers in
densely populated urban areas.

Because of these many changes, the skilled work force dglelop-
ment agenda for the 1980's will be far more complex and demand-
ing than thdt of the 1960's and early 1970's. Then, the major focus
was on bringing the economically disadvantaged into the main-,
strearNif the national economy. This problem as it affects youth
and young adults is still with us, but must now share the stage
with a number of other vital national needs. Any listing of national
needs Lpi,the 1980's would include the following: .-

Defense preparedness. According to a report of. the House Armed
Services Committee and numerous statemen by industrialists and
their national associations, the lack of skille manpower may prove
to be a serious impediment ,to the planne defense buildup and
will, at the least, drive up defense procurement costs.

Second, domestic energy production. The inherent instability of
reliance on foreign Sources of energy supply has resulted in the pri-
vate energy sector's heightened investment in a variety of domestic
energy programs. Many of these demand not only increased sup-
plies of new workers but new types of skilled workers. .

Agricultural production and related fields is a third need. At-
cultural 1.exports contribute $40 billion on the plus side of e
Nation's balance of payments; but there is little, ifany, surplus.

If this Nation means to keep its crucial lead in agriculture, new
technologies must be developed and more highly skilled workets
trained in agribusiness, natural resources and environmental pro-
tection.

Fourth, economic revitalization of ner cities. The Kemp-Garcia
free enterprise zone concept is one approach to economic revitaliza-
tion The highest concentration off` unskilled workers are foUnd in
the,inner cities. Therefore, a major emphasis must be put on pro-
viding qua,lity training programs in the inner cities.

Another dimension of change, is the philosophy of governance.
We are now in the process of transferring not only operational au-
thority to the States and localities, brit also finalftesponsibility for
thy' direction and accomplishments of these proliams. The Federal
Government will become a junior partner and facilitator in these
programs, providing leadership and developmental resources as re-
quired. It will not 134a major source of funding for State and local-
ly operated programs.

- I emphasize the governance change because this approach iS far
different from that of the 1960's, when the manpower development

40
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and training program began, and the 1970's, when CETA came into
being. During those decades, the popular approach was to create.new,, federally funded and directed programs,. with responsibility
remaining at the Federal lever This was never the approach to
funding' vocational education, where Federal funcfs were intended
to lever or geonerate State and local moneys, a strategy that has
proved eminently successful, and a strategy that fits expected con- .

' ditions in the 1980's.
Given the. four dimensions of change with which we must deal in

0 the 1.980'econonic, technological, demographic, and gover-
nancethe desirable characteristics off' a training system will prob-

e.. ably include:.First, the training system should be of broad scope.
Theaystem must offer many different kinds of programs including
those. f considerable technical complexity. .

It must be highly fldxible. Because many retraining needs will
have to be answered within short timeframes, the system will need
the capability to gear up quickly and reshape itself with minimum
delay. ,

.
Minimum Federal cost would be another characteristic. Given

the great'overall cost of addressing skilled work force needs pursu-
ant to the many demands anticipated, Federal dollars must gener-
ate much greater amounts of both public-and private dollars. Clear-
ly, the stability of public funding will be greater if guaranteed by
existing.State and local statutes.

Decentralized operation. In order to achieve the flexibility re-
quirej aridn6.4neet the governance requirements of this adminis-
tration, the syst-eth must show an established State and local struc-
ture requiring minimum Federal direction or supervision.

Inplace training facilities. The,.system should be, "hard" in that
training facilities are in place and immediately available, rather
than haVing to be created anew each time a different need arises.
"During the palst 'few weeks_, Secretaries Bell and, Weinberger ex-

. changed letters concerning cill shortages in the defense industrial
base and how vocational education might assist in easing these
shortages. Secretary Weinberger clearly was interested in an ap:
proach thatand I quote"would give us the potential of using an

,,,existing training infrastructure to meet our manpower needs".
r" Another characteristic is the ability to work with the private

sector. The system will need proveri_capabilities to collaborate with
private employers to mutual advantake, with, established working
mechanisms to achieve such collaboration.

Finally, the system should have. experience .in training special
needs populations. Since' expected work force shortages mandate
that all sources of potential skilled workers be tapped, the system
must have onlifie instructional programs for reaching such
sourcesincluding the disadvantaged, the handicapped, the limited
English proficie n , and women choosing to enter nontraditional
fieldsand it st have demonstrated capabilities to. serve these
special populatio successfully.

While vocational education rates more highly on, some of these
characteristiCs than otliers, and while it cannot, entirely by itself,
meet all of the skilled work force demands expected in the '1980's, I
am convincedsthat it is the only education and training system this
Nation,yosseeses that comes reasonably close to meeting these re-
' ',..
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quirements However, my .personal conviction must be supported
by facts. In this brief statement, I will only attempt to provide a
few typical examples.

First, vocational education has a .distinguished track record in
addressing national probleins. Just before and during World War
II, largely at the joint initiative of vocational education's Federal
head and State directors, more than 7.5 million defense workers
were trained in over 1,500 vocational centers throughout America,
in just 5 years. On another front, agricultural leaders and Presi-
dents alike have commended vocational agriculture and the Future
Farmers of America as having contrihuted significantly to the agri-
cultural productivity that this Nation now enjoys:

Second, vocational education today is not resting on its laurels of
the past, nor has it needed any special invitation to begirtan effec-
tive response to current national needs. For example, California
has set up special pro-grams to train computer and electronics tech-
nicians for the Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. The State Techni-
cal Institute of Memphis, Tenn., has $5 million in contracts with
the U.S. Navy to train skilled naval fechniCians of various kinds;
and all 50 States now have "quick start" training-programs for
new and expanding industries. Many have been in operation,-forsome time.

In our Office of Vocational andAdult Education, we haie estab-
lished special task Forces in defense preparedness, the privatesector, and entrepreneurshipand two others will shortly get un-.
derway in high technology and in agriculture and its related fields.
These internal task forces will quickly develop into national panels
inChlding representatives from all concerned organizationg and sec-tors.

As still another example, my office-is negotiating a contract with
the National Academy of Sciences and its panel of scholars so that
it can investigate the whole question of enterprise zones, youth em-
ployment in the inner city and depressed rural areas, and how vo-
cational education can respond to these problems in new and cre-afive ways.

In' conclusiOn,-1-ewhasize that in supporting vocational educa-
tion wand its potential, I do not belittle other skilled work force
training programs. In the first place., Mocational education has the
dual purpose of both educating and training for miarketable skills.
Other programs such as CETA were created for different purposes.
Many instances of effective collaboration between these two pro-
grams are to be found throughout the United States. For example,in Utah, four Salt Lake area school districts and Utah Techni 1

College served 419 CETA clients last year with a 72'percent p ce-
ment rate. Another Utah example is Project Articulation wiii6
part of a statewide effort to Use 6 percent CETA-vocational educe
tion moneys to develop curriculum modules, effect institutional
change, and enhance program coordination, especially -for digadvan-
taked potential dropouts.

In Vermont all CETA title VII and skilled ttgining improvement
programs are conducted in 'vocational centers. For example, in

`Brattleboro, Bennington, and Builington programs that train
CETA-eligible participants to become licensed practical nurse, vo-
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cational funds were used to support the instruction while CETA
funds were used to support the students.

These examples and my earlier comments suggest that vocation-
al education cannot only contribute heavily toward' meeting the
skilled work force development needs of the 1980's, but is the ap-
propriate vehicle for coordinating other training resources such as
those in the private sector and those supported by other Federal
agencies.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to meet with you
and the members of your subcommittees, and I aSsure you of my
full cooperation in considering issues and alternatives that will
impact on the effectiv,eness and comprehensiveness of this Nation's
education and training programs in the future.

We have submitted. for the record a comprehensive background
paper describing the vocational education 'enterprise in greater
detail, together with 'a historical account of coordination between
these programs and those under the Manpower Development and
Training Act and the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act. ',will be pleased to answer any questions that you might have.

Senatpr STAFFORD. Thank you very much, pr. Worthington. The
full statement you mentioned will be made a part of the hearing
record. -

[The prepared statement 9f Dr. Worthington follows:]

.
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MR. &OMEN AND rEMBERS OF THE SUBOYMITTEES:
.

I AM PLEASED
I

TO BE FERE WITH YOU TODAY TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT VOCATIONAL..
.

EDUCATION,..WAICH IS AN ENTERPRISE INCLUDING MORE THAN 19,003 INSTITUTIONS

OFFERING A GREAT VARIETY OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS TO MILE THAN

TENN MILLION OF THIS NATION'S YOUTH AND ADULTS, AT'A TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF

APPROXIMATELY $8 BILLION -- LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL FUNDS COMBINED.

THESE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS RANGE FROM INTRODUCTORY VOCATIONAL

GUIDANCE AND PRE-VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ARTS AT. THE mirou-SCHOOL. LEVEL TO

HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED TECHNICIAN TRAINING IN TECHNICAL INSTITUTES AND CCFMUNITT%

COLLEGES. AND MANY OF THESE.PROGRAMS
INVOLVE CLOSE COLLAB6RATION WITH

BlSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND LABOR FOR EXAMPLE, MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF

/12STR

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATI APPRENTICESHIP,,ANO 'WICK START°

cusnliam TRAINING FOR NEW IES THAT CONTRIBUTE TO BOTHLOCAL-AND,

STATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. NOT THE LEAST OF OUR ENDEAVORS IS A SIMILARLY

EiRbAD SPECTRUM OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED; AND THE HANDICAPPED,

AS RELL AS FOR THE LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT,
DISPLACED HYEMAKERS, AMERICAN

INDIANS, AMONG OTHERS.

Jot
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I EM151-P.SIZE THE BREADTH OF PURPOSES AND OFFERINGS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
,

BECAUSE I BELIEVE THAT THE CHANGES THAT WE, AS A NATION, WILL CONFRONT CURING

THE Eft ARE OF SIMILAR BREADTH. THE "DIMENSIONS OF CHANGE".FOR THIS

NEXT DECADE CAN BE CATEGORIZED AS: ECONOMIC, TECHNOLOGICAL, DEMOGRAPHIC

AND I WOULD MD, "GOVERNANCE", BECAUSE OF THE SIGNIFICANT CHANGES THAT THIS

ADMINISTRATTi APPROACH TO GOVERNANCE WILL MAKE, PARTICULARLY IN THE EDUCA-

TION AND TRAINING AREAS. I WILL BRIEFLX LIST SOME OF THESE COMING CHANGES

BECAUSE I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT 4NY CCMFRedENSIVE DISCUSSION OF SKILLED WORK-

,FORCE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS FOR THE FUTURE MI* TAKE THESE CHANGES INTO AMOUNT.

TIMER TIEHEADINS OF WE HAVE THE PROBLEMOF OVERALL

LOW PRFUCTIVITY1, DETERIORATING ITIVE POSITION IN SOME INDUSTRIES;

AGING AND INEFFICIE0 PLANTS; INFLATION; AND A SHORT SUFPLY OF INVESTMENT

CAPITAL.

I.VVER THE WADING OF 1EQIUMICALSIREE, WE HAVE RAPID CHANGE IN

, MANY INDUSTRIES (PLUS DIE INTRODUCTION.OF SOME COMPLETELY NEW TECHNOLOGIES);

FURTHER ACCELERATION OF THIS RATE OF CHANGE BECAUSE OFXPEOTED NEW INVESTMENT

IN INDUSTRIAL RESEARdH AND DEVELORENTP:THE MASSIVE CHANGES IN THEOFFING.°

BECAUSE OF ADVANCES IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; INCREASED USE OF AUTOMATED

EQUIPMENT; TIE RESULTING OBSOLESCENCE OF SKILLS IN MANY OCCUPATIONS; AND THE

NEED FOR TRAINING AND REMAINING PROGRAMS FOR EVER-INCREASING LEVELS OF SKILLS.

1EER THE HEADING OF DEMMEUCCIRIGE, WE HAVE THE ONERALL AGING OF

a
0 THE AMERICAN MOTOROE; A PROJECTED DECREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF THE MARK -

FORCE COMPOSED OF YOUTH (11UT AN INCREASE WITHIN THAT AGE BRACKET OF MINORITIES);

AN OUTMIGRATION OF SKILLED WORKERS FROM THE "FROST BELT" TO THE "SUN BELT";

A'GRAEUAL SKEWING OP THE WORKFORCE TOWARD THE SERVICE SECTOR AN) "WHITE'COLLAR"

OCCUPATIONS AND AWAY FROM THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR AND "BLUE COLLAR"

6
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OCCUPATIONS; A TENDENCY FOR AptA:rs TO REMAIN.IN THE WORKFORCE LONGER AND TO
.

OPT FOR LATER RETIREMENT; A CONTINUED INFLUX OF WOMEN INTO THE WORKFORCE;

AN INCREAfE IN THE NUMBER OF SKILLED ADULTS WHOSE JOBS ARE BEING LOST THROUGH

STRUCTLRAL ADJUSTMENTS IN THE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MATOETS4cAN

INCREASINGLY LABILE WORKFORCE; AND, A CONTINUING CONCENTRATION OF POOR,

UNSKILLED CR LOWSKILLEDWORKERS IN DENSELY POPULATED URBAN CENTERS.

BECAUSE OF THESE MANY CHANGES, THE SKILLED WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AGENDA

FOR TIE 1930s WILL BE FAR MORE CON,PLE< ApID DEMANDING THAN THAT OF1HE 1960s

AND EARLY 1970s. THEN THE MOOR FOCUS WAS CN BRINGING THE ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY. IHIS PROBLEM

EgSPECIALLY AS IT AFFECTS YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS T-IS STIII. WITH US, BUT 1ST----

A NOW SHARE THE STAGE WITH A MINER OF OTHER VITAL NATIONAL NEEDS. ANY LISTING

OF NATIONAL NEEDS FOR THE 19$0s WOULD INCLUDE TIE FOLLOWING: .

1. DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS - ACCORDING TO A REPORT OF TIE HOUSE ARMED

SERVICES CCFMITTEENO NUEROUS STATEMENTS BY INDUSTRIALISTS AND

THEIR NATIOdAL ASSOCIATIONS TEE LACK OF SKILLED, MANPOWER MAY PROVE -

TO BE A SERIOUS IMPEDIMENTTO TIE PLANNED DEFENSE BUILD-UP; AND WILL, ,

'AT THE LEAST, DRIVE UP DEFENSE PROCUREMENT COSTS,

2 DOMESTIC ENEMY PRODUCTION - THE INFETWIT INSTABILITY OF RELIANCE ON

.FOREIGN smiis OF ENERGY SUPPLY HAS RESULTS) IN TIE PRIVATE pew(

SECTOR'S HEIGHTENED INVESTMENT IN A VARIETY OF DOMESTIC ENERGY '

PROGRAMS. MANY OF THESE DEMAND NOT ONLY.INCREASED SUPPLIES OF NEW

YORKERS, BUT NE4 TYPES,OF SKILLED WORKERS.

3. kamLT1Egaula1OtuaLRE4mitham- AGRICULTURAL

CONTRIBUTE SAO BiLum ON THE PLUS SIDE OF THE NATION'S BALANCE OF

PAYMENTS; BUT THERE IS LITTLE, IF ANY, GRAIN SURPLUS AND MOST FARM

t
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ACREAGE IS BEING LOST TO'OTHER LAND USES EACH YEAR. IF THIS NATION

MEANS TO KEEP ITS CRUCIAL LEAD IN AGRICULTURE, NEW TECHNOLOGIES MUST

BE DEVELOPED AND MORE HIGHLY SKILLED WORKERS TRAINED IN AGRIBUSINESS.

NATURAL RE4OLRCES, AND efimayvarrAL PROTECTION.

I. ECONOMC REVITALIZATION OF INNER-CITIES THE KEMP-GARCIA FREE

ENTERPRISE ZONE CONCEPT IS ONE APPROACH TO ECONO4IC REVITALIZATION.

HOWEVER, THE HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF UNSKILLED WORKERS ARE FOUND

IN THE INNER CITIES. THEREFORE,-A-MAJOR EMPHASIS MUST BE PUT ON

PROVIDING QUALITY TRAINING PROGRAMS.

ANOTHER "DIMENSION OF CHANGE" IS THE PHILOSOPHY OF GOO:ME: WE ARE

IN THE PROCESS OF TRANSFERRING NOT ONLY OPERATIONAL. - AUTHORITY TO THE STATES "

AND LOCALITIES, BUT ALSO FINAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR'THE DIRECTICN AND ACCOM-

PLISWENTS OF PROGRAMS. THE FEDERAL GOVERWEIT WILL BECOME A 4UNICR PARTNER

AND FACILITATOR IN THESE PROGRAMS, PROVIDING LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENTAL

RESOURCES AS REQUIRED. IT WILL NOT BE A Nall SOURCE OF FUNDING FOR STATE

AND LOCALLY OPERATED PROGRAMS.

I EMPHASIZE THIS KINO4WCHANGE BECAUSE THIS APPROACH IS FAR DIFFERENT

FROM'THAT OF THE 1960s (WHIEN THE MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT BEGAN)

AND THE 1970s (wHiN C.E.T.A. CAME INTO BEING). DURING THOSE DECADES, THE

POPULAR APPROACH WAS TO CREATE NEW FEDERALLY FUNDED AND DIRECTED PROGRAMS..

WITH RESPONSIBILITY REMAINING AT THE FEDERAL LEM:, THIS WAS NEVER THE

APPROACH TO FUNDING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, WHERE FEDERAL FUNDS WERE INTENDED

',TOIEVEALOR GENERATE STATE AND LOCAL MONIES-4 STRATEGY THAT HAS PROVED

EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL: AND A STRATEGY THAT FITS EXPECTED CONDITIONS IN THE 1980S.,

GIVEN THE POUR "DIMENSIONS OF CHANGE" WITH WHICH WE MUST DEAL H4 THE 1980t--

ECOMMIC, TECHNOLOGICAL, DEMOGRAPHIC, AbElGOVERNAMCETHE DESIRABLE

CHARACTERISTICS OF A TRAINING SYSTEM WILL
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o BesigESIEE --THE SYSTEM MUST OFFER MANY niFFEReir KINDS OF PROGRAMS,

-INOLIZING THOSE OF CONSIDERABLE TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY.

O HIEH_Y FlEXIBIE - BECAUSE MANY RETRAININGNEEDS WILL RAVE TOBE

ANSWERED WITHIN SHORT TIME-FRAMES, THE SYSTEM WILL NEED THE CAPABILITY

TO GEAR UP QUICKLY AND RESHAPE ITSELF WITH MINIMUM DELAY.

o ('MINIMUM FEDERAL COST 7 GIVEN THE GREAT OVERALL COST OF ADDRESSING

SKILLED WORKFORCE NEEDS PURSUANT TO THE MANY DEMANDS ANTICIPATED,

FEDERAL DCLLARS*MUST GENERATE MUCH GREATER MOUNTS OF BOTH PUBLIC

i/ AND PRIVATE DOLLARS. CLEARLY, THE STABILITY OF PUBLIC FUNDING WILL BE

\1/4 GREATER IF GUARANTEED BY EXISTING STATE AM) LOCAL STATUIES.

0 DECENTRALIZED OPERATION( -IN ORDER'TO ACHIEVE THE FLEXIBILITY REQUIRED

AND TO MEET THE GOVERNANCE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, THE

SYSTEM MUST SHOW AN ESTABLISHED STATE AND LOCAL STRUCTURE REQUIRING

FEDERAL DIRECTION OR SUPERVISION.

O IN-PLACE TRAINING FACILITIES - THE SYSTEM SHOULD BE "HARD'', IN THAT

TRAINING FACILITIES ARE IN PLACE AND IMIEDIATEL*AVATEABLE, RATHER

HAVI TO BE CREATED ANEW, EACH TIME A DIFFERENT NEED ARISES.

( EtRim THi PAST $B4hEEKS, SECRETARIES BELL AND WEINBERGER'EXCHANGE)O,

LETTERS CONCERNING SKILL SHORTAGES IN THE'DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE AND

143W VOCATIONAL:EDI/CATION MIGHT ASSIST IN EASING THESE SHORTAGES..
_

'

STiCRETARY WEINBERGER CLEARLY WAS INT1REST.I IN AN .APPROACH THAT
,

'AND I QUOTE Itu..o GIVE US THE POTENTIAL-OF USING AM EXISTING

TRAINING INFRASTRUCTURE TO.IMEET OUR MANPOWER'NEEDS."

0 ABILITY TOWORKWITH THE eRIVATESECTOR - THE SYSTEM WILL NEED PROVEN

2
CAPABILITIES TO OVAECRATE WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYERS TO mom!. ADVANTAGE.

WITH ESTABLISHED WORKING MECHANISMS TO ACHIEVE such COLLABORATION.,

AND, FINALLY ca. sr
.
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0 EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS - SINCE EXPECTED,

WORKFORCE SHORTAGES MANDATE THAT ALL SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SKILLED

YORKERS BE TAPPED, THE SYSTEM MUST WAVE ON-LINE INSTRUCTIONAL. PROGRAMS

FOR REACHING SUCH SOURCESINCLUDING THE DISADVANTAGED, THE HANDICAPPED,

THE LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT, AND WOMEN d400BING TO ENTER

NONTRADITIONAL FIELDSMID DEMONSTRATED CAPABILITIES TO SERVE THESE

SPECIAL POPULATIONS SUCCESSFULLY.

WHILE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RATES MORE HIGHLY ON SOME OF THESE CHARACTERISTICS

THAN ON OTHERSAND hHI IT CAW., ENTIRELY BY ITSELF, MEET ALL OF THE SKILLED

wommExthmos IN THE 1.980SI AM CONVINCED THAT IT IS THE ONLY

EDUCATION AM TRAINING

TO MEETING THESE REDUI

THIS NATION POSSESSES THAT COVES REASONABLY CLOSE

HOWEVER, MY PERSONAL CONVICTION mum- BE SUPPORTED

BY FACTS. IN THIS BRIEF STA I WILL C*1-Y ATTEMPT TO PROVIDE A FEW -

TYPICAL EXAMPLES. J

FIRST, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION HAS A DISTINGUISHED "TRACK RECORD" IN AI:MESSING

NATIONAL PROBLEMS. JUST BEFORE AND TURING WORLD WAR II-- LARGELY 'AT THE 'JOINT

INITIATIVE OF VCCATIONAL.EDOCATION'S FEDERAL HEAD AND STATE DIRECTORSPORg

THAN 7,501000 SKILLED DEFENSE WORKERS WERE TRAINED, IN OVER 1,500 VOCATIONAL

curnzRs THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES, IN JUST FIVE YEARS. ON ANOTHER FRONT,

AGRICULTURAL LEADERS AND PRESIDENTS, ALIKE, HAVE COMENED VOCATIONAL PGRICUL-'

TUBE -AN) THE FUTURE WERS OF AMERICA AS HAVING CONTRIBUTED SIGNIFICANTLY TO

rig AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY THAT THIS NATION NOW ENJOYS, WORLDWIDE.

S VOCATIONAL EDOCATION,IODAY, IS NOT RESTING ON ITS LAURELS OF

THE PASTNOR HAS IT NEEDED AMC SPECIii. INVITATION TO BEGIN AN EFFECTIVE

RESPONSE TO CURRENT NATIONAL NEEDSf FOR &AMPLE, CALIFORNIA HAS SET UP SPECIAL

PROGRAMS TO1TRAIN COMPUTER ANQ,EiZFONICS TECHNICIANS FOR THE LOCKHEED

MISSILES AND SPAgE GOPANY; THE STATE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE,

yl
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HAS $5 MILLION IN CONTRACTS WITH THE U.S. tWNY TO TRAIN SKILLED NAVAL

TECHNICIANS OF VARIOUS KINDS; AND, ALL FIFTY STATES HAVE °QUICK START"

TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR NEW AND EXPANDING INDUSTRIES -MANY HAVE BEEN IN

OPERATION FOR SOMETIME.

IN THE OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATIOtt WE HAVE ESTABLISHEDD,

SPECIAL TASK FORCES IN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS, THE PRIVATE SECTOR, AND .;

ENTREPRENEURSHIPAND 1110 OTHERS WILL SHORTLY GET UNDERWAY IN HIGH - TECHNOLOGY

AND IN AGRICULTURE AND HS RELATED. FIELDS. THESE INTERNAL TASK FORCES WILL.

QUICKLY DEVELOP INTO NATIONAL PANELS INCLUDING REPRESENTATJVES FROMALL
Le

CONCERNEa ORGANIZATIONS AND SECTORS. As STILL ANOTHER ID<APPLE, 'MYOFFICE IS

NEGOTIATING A CONTRACT WITH THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND ITS PANEL.

OF SCHOLARS SO THAT IT CAN INVESTIGATE THE WHOLE QUESTION OF ENTERPRISE :

ZONES; YOUTH EMPLOYMENT IN THE INNER CITY AND IN DEPRESSED RURAL AREAS, AND

HOW VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CAN RESPOND TO THESE PROBLEMS IN NEW AND CREATIVE.

WAYS;

IN CONCLUSION, I DINASIZE THAT IN SUPPORTING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND

ITS POTENTIAL-4 DO MI BELITTLE OTHER SKILLED WORKFORCE TRAINING PROGRAMS.

IN THE FIRST PLACE, VOCATIONAL ECUC:ATIONIHAS THE pla PURPOSE OF BOTH EDUCATING

Ate TRAINING FOR PARI&TAELE SKILLS. OTHER PROGRAMS, SUCH ASi.E.T.A., WERE
. I

'CREATED.FOR DIFFERENT PL5POSES INSTANCES OF EFFECTIVE COLLABORATION:

BETWEEN. PROirS ARE' BE FOUND THRIGHOUT,ThE UNITED STATES.° 7

El* UT*, POUR-SALT LAKE AREA SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND

PERCENT'TECHNIC& Cbt.t.EGE:SEkkt 919 [1.A° CLIENisA.Asti WITH A 72 PERCENT' o

pukaaerr RATE. NOTFER Ural EXAMPLE1 is Pastr '
OF A STATEADEIF.FORT TO USES i:::71!CETArVCOA EDUCATIttN MONIES. 9

0, a: ei:;t)

TO DEVELOP CIMICUL111 /COUCES, INSTITUT! CH*, WHANCEI:

CCORDIgATIONESPECIALLY FOR DISADVANTAGED POTENT teopptris.'
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IN VERMONT, ALL ETA TITLE VII AND SKILLED TRAINING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

TRAINING ARE CONDUCTED IN VOCATIONAL CENTERS. FOR EXAMPLE, IN &ATTU:MO,

BENNINGTON() AND BURLINGTON PROGRAMS THAT TRAIN (ETA- ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTSID

BECOME LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES, NCCATIONAL FMCS SUPPORTED THE INSTRUCTION

MILE (ETA FUNDS SUPPORTED ThE STUDENTS.

THESE EXAMPLES AND MY EARLIER CONVENTS SUGGEST THAT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CANNOT ONLY CONTRIBUTE HEAVILY TOWARD MEETING THE SKILLED WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

NEEDS OF THE 1980s, BUT IS THE APPROPRIATE VEHICLE FOR COORDINATING OTHER

'TRAINING RESOURCES SUCH AS THOSE IN THE PRIVATE!kCTOR, AND THOSE SUPPORTED

BY OTFER FEDERAL AGENCIES.

R. CHAIRMEN, I THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO' WITH ; AND I

ASSURE YOU OFMY FULL COOPERATION IN CONSIDERING ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES THAT

WILL IMPACT ON THE EFFECTIVENESS AND SCMPREFENSIVENESS OF THIS NATION'S'

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS IN THE FUTURE. WE HAVE SUBMITTED FOR THE

RECORD A BACKGROM PAPER DESCRIBING THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENTERPRISE IN

GREATER DETAIL TOGE1TER WITH AN HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OFTTORDINATION BETWEEN

THESE PROGRAMS AND THOSE UNDER THE MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT AND

THE CCMPREHENSIVEEMPLCMENT AND TRAINING ACT.

I IN.4BE'PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY OLESTIONS THAT` TU OR.OTHER SUMCWITTEE

MEMBERS MAY -HAVE AT THIS TIME.

.
0

44,
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Senator STAFFORD. Senator QUayle and I will both invite our
dear friend and longtime colleague, Senator Randolph, to make
any statements he wishes to at this time.

nator RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, I am very grateful for your
indulgence, tOVermit me, because of schedule interruption which
have kept me from being here to listen to the testimony of the Gov-
ernor of Delaware, Mr. du Pont, to make a statement at this time.
I talked with Governor du Pont briefly in one of the hallways as I
came here today. Ala; I have nqt had the opportunity to listen to
the testimony of Mv. Angrisani.

Senator STAFFORD. He spoke in thACoolidge tradition, Jennings,
only about 2 minutes.

Mr. AlgoaisANI. The temperature is below 50, and I am very
brief, anyway. [Laughter.)

Senator RANDOLPH. Well, this is the coolest hearing room .r have
been in.

Senator STAFFORD. I pointed out earlier, Senator, that a fault in
the heating system is supplying us with nothing but cold air in this
chamberathis morning.

Senator RANDOLPH. Yesterday morning, I wOsay to my col-
leagues and guests, we had snow in my home town of Elkins, W.
Va., and I have not checked yet to see what the situation is this
morning, but we cfroften have snow in October that does not
remain very many hours, once the sun comes out.

I would invite you all to come to West Virginia this weekend to
see the wonderful foliage. I do not want to speak against Vermont
in any sense, however.

Senator STAFFORD. Well, our foliage has passed, so you are wel-
come to have the tourists now.

Senator RANDOLPH: That is right. It does move from that area
into the highlands.of West Virginia. But truly, this past weekend, I
have never seen anything more breathtakingalthough that is anoverused wordas yoli drive, as I did; from Morgantown to
Charleston.

On a previous trip through West Virginia, I wrote these words:
Auturrin days are wonder da0;:with colors red and gold; summer is
gone and fall, is here, and the...year is growing old. And often do I
like--to think that God, with mystic hands, has reached down from
Heaven and painted all the land. But there is a mysticism about

pie, beauty of an autumn, and I think we recognize that, as we ap-
preciate the changing of colors. And I believe, of course, when you
are younger, as I am, you reflect more under those circumstances.

But I am very appreciative to have the opportunity to speak of
this, perhaps, an indulgence, but hopefully not an indiscretion.

I am a strong supporter of vocational education and youth pro- ,
grams. I look back to 1963. That was the 100th anniversary of our
State of West Virginia. We were signed into statehood by Abraham
Lincoln in 1863. I make no reference to politics when I recall that
on our 100th birthday, dune 20, 1963, the then President of the
United States, Mr. John Kennedy, spoke in Charleston, in the driv-
ing rain. It had rained most of the night and«during the day, and
when he stepped out on the portico of the State capitol building, it
was not a bright day. And as was higcustom, you know, he did not
wear a hat, and he did not want an pmbrella held over him as he
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made certain, very meaningful remarks on our anniversary. But
the first words he spoke were these: The sun may not always shine
in West Virginia, but the people always do.

Now, why should I mention this today? I think it is characteristic
of many States, certainly including Vermont and Indianais Indi-
ana included? _

SrSenator QUAYLE. Well, of course. [Laughter.]
Senator RANDOLPH. Of course, I 'believe in Indiana. The finest -

football well, the finest basketball playerlet us, get to basket-
ballwhoever came to the college where I had something to do
with coaching was a tall young man from Rushfield, Ind.that is
where Wendell Willkie was from. He was 6 feet, 3 inches talj, and
he had just been graduated from the high-school. I went out to In-
diana and drove him back to Elkins, W. Va. He became a freshman
at our college, married a West Virginia' girl, and helped us to cap-
ture three State collegiate championships. So I can say something
good for any State. [Laughter.]

Senator QUAYLE. Yes, but where are his,kids 'going to school?
[Laughter.]

Senator RANDOLPH. And I never speak- of the tragedy of Calvin
Coolidge beating a West Virginian for the Presidency in 1924, John
W. Davis, I never speak of that; we just rather chuckle.

But you forgive me, and r doubt if you will. [Laughter.]
But I come now to 1963 in'the State of West Virginia, and what

were our facilities for vocational education. We had nine of these
facilities, schools, whatever you would want to call them. Today, we
have 94, and we continue to turn away hundreds and hundreds of
youth and adults who frankly, I could say, require this training;
they realfy require it if they are to be productive workers, and then
taxpayers to,the United States of America and other political sub-r
divisions:They really require the training. And you say, "Well, let
them get it themselves." That is impossible, in many instances.

I have talked with the State officials in connectio With these
programs., 1 have visited at least 25 of these vocation -technical
schools in our State, peihaps more. And those State of ials and I
are joined in a very understandable concern thati wo ld like to

,

express to-All of our witnesses, and the two who si v.: the table
now, over the proposed reductions in vocational at ' program
fundhx..And they and I point out the fallacy, believe, in cut-
ting back on vocationalreducation funds, while w propose td revi-
talize'the economy in other whys in our country.

In our State, our peo le generally believe th t revitalizing the
economy must go hand in hand, not by cutting out vocational edu-
cation', as is indicated, but by keeping it strong if we are to revital-
ize our economy.

Re ently in West Virginia, and.I do not like to report it, entire
°cep ations have almost bebome obsolete. That is nothing new in
one tate. It has occurred in many States, because of our changing
patterns of production' and factory output, in not only the building 401,0

and fabrication of some items, but even in connection with the
transmittal of those to the public. . ' .,

Nqw, this means that we in the State of West Virginia have
something that other. States have, and that is these constantly in-
creasing layoffswhether our economy is good or bad, we are

. .

7
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having problems, and I am not attributing it to anyone or any ad-
ministration. But we are faced with not only the obsolescence that
I speak of but. the layoff in plants that have been operating and
still are trying to do that.

I want to tell you, and I have asked ray staffer to give me the
figures, that within the 94 vocational education facilities that I
mentioned earlier, -we have been 'serving 162,196 individuals. So
people have been a part of this program; it has been a people's pro-
gram, and I rather stress that fact.

Louie Marx, Inc., a firm in Marshall County up in the northern
panhandle of our State, had to close its plant and 839 men and
women are out of employment. Avtex Fibers in Kanawha County,
laid off 800 workers. OWens Illinois, the glass people in Marion
Couhty, laid off 335. Houdaille in Huntington, W. Va., laid off 650
workers. Libby Owens Ford laid off 400 workers in Kanawha
County.

Now, there are the permanent cutbacks, as I have indicated,
with the closing of a plant or plants, but we have also had prob-
lems within our coal mining industry. But as various new occupa-
tions emerge and new and more modern equipment is required, it
is essential that the equipment and the built-in practicing of skills
in vocational education programs be updated to be comparable
with that which we know exists, properly so, it business and indus-
try,

The technical skills of vocational education teachers need to be
upgraded,": also, so as to cover the changes that are taking place
across this broad spectrum which. I have mentioned. Training for
new and expanded industriesand we have some new industries in
our State=nig-t be furnished to provide the new industry the
needed encouragement 'for these industries to come into our State
of ,-West Virginia, or into Indiana or 'into- Vermont, where there
have been closings. Here there can be a utilization of the plant fa-
cility, includingsome of the facility's existing equipment, if it is re-
tooled within a plant. G

So these are "matters which I 'think-the vocational education pro-
gram cahnot stand aside 'from, but can perhaps be' very instrument
tal in helping.

CUrrently, the States contribute $10 to every $1 in Federal funds
appropriates for vocational education..I think that this is an indi:

Scation that we at the State level believe, in the program,* I know I have ;talked with -State legislators. They report that
they will be, unable, apparently, at this time in the sessions being
held to appropriate the additional bands that would replace the
Federal reduction. There is a need for more, not less, vocational
education funding.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
S enator STAFFORD. You, are always most welcome, Senator, and

your contribution to this or any othercommittee you serve on are
always very value le,

Let me address a,.. few' qUestions. Before that, if it id agreeable,
Senator ,Quayle, might hbld the opportunity open for all the
members who we not here this morning, for 2 days, to submit
questions in writi to the witnesses, if tbatis agreeable to the wit-

,
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neSses, also. And we would appreciate your prompt Crepiii.if yOu
could do that.

Let me ask just a few questiods, and I may submit just a few of
tbege.to you::for. response in writing, in view of the frigid atmos-
phere we are frying to work in this morning and the way 12 o'clock
is approaching us.

Mr. Angrisani, let me ask you this. I believe it was a report pith-
lished by your department which indicated that the lack of coordi-
nation between CETA and °vocational education was more 'the
result of personalities and turf fights and less the result of me-
ohanical .shortcomings in the legislation. Could you comment on
these assertions, and when you have completed, I would be pleased
to have Dr. Worthington respond also; if he cares to.

Mr. ANGRISANI. I am nat too familiar with that report, but I can
comment on the point;youlust raised: If it was, as asserted, perSon-
alities and things like that, that may have existed in the past; but
we have a very good working relationship with Dr. Worthidgton
and Secretary Bell, and Secretary Dontovan and I have gone but of
our way to help cultivate that relationship,'and I do not see that as
being axproblern as inthe past,

I think that the potential areas of duplication and overlap are
more in the planning side. In terms of getting to the bottoin line in
this whole situationif I rkuld just say-for a second that when you
put all the rhetoric asideWhd everybody finishes telling everybody
else what they have done in the past a nd the specific parts of their
programs that are exemplary or the.particular thine that they are
doing exceptionally wellwe haye in front of us a very unique
problem and that is that we have two pieces of training legislation
that are coming due for reconsideration' at roughly the same time,
and because of the scarcity of resNurces that we face in the future,
we need to tie these together in, a neat package, in cooperation
with the educational system, into a plan that works. And I have- to
say that in the spirit of cooperation duff exists between Education
and Labor we, in fact; are trying to analyze what we really believe

.; works before we come foh-ward with a complete and detailed' pro-
gram. ..We have been here. a few short months, and.the manpower
situation 'has been studied for the last 20 years. So, though Seer&
tary Donovan And I feel very conifortable that the spirit of coopera-
tion that exists is a critical element, we are proceeding cautiously
arid carefully, in developing the solution to this roblem.

So perhaps one of the,reasons for being brie ere is that,
from our standpoint, all the answers are not knoWn yet, and we
feel that working together with Education and this committee we
have to arrive at those answers in the very near future.

Senator STAFFORD. Dr.PWorthington, do you concur in that?
Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes, Pdo.- Mr. Chairman, I cited just a, very

few examples in, my paper, but we have a 4111 report on examples
of collaboration and cooperation..Having served in State govern-
ment at the time the MDTA Act went into effect, that act clearly
spelled out the role of various agencies. CETA was a little. less; de-
scriptive than MDTA and tended to cause more of whitt you re-,-
ferred:to as "turfsmanship":

J
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But I thighs we have been very cooperative in most respect§
throughout the Nation, in CETA-vocational education collaborat v

effaitn§, and -can be more so in the future.
Mor STAFFORD. Thank you...

As you both know, the President is planning to abolish the 'U.S.
Department of Education. Suggestions have been made ko transfer
Xministration of the Vocational Education Act to the-Department
of Labor. This, of course, would include moving the vocational agri-
culture programs to the, Department of Labor, a move which I
expect would be opposed by the farmers of this country. Would you
both, you care to, comment briefly on the implications of this
move, should it occur?

Dr WORTHINGTON. Secretary Bell, as you know, Senator, has sub-
mitted a report to the President, who is studying it ata this tittle,
which gives options for the future of the Department of Education
or for Education's role at the Federal level. Until the President has
made his decision on these issues, I really cannot comment, other
than to say it is being studied.

SerTator STAFFORD. This is sbrt of a hypothetical question, in any
event. ,

Dr WORTBINGTON. As far as vocational agriculture programs, sir,
I did see a resolution that came from the State agriculture admin-
istrators recently, in which they did not take too kindly to that
idea.

Senator STAFFORD. I would hate to go home and explain it to my
commissioner of agriculture in Vermont, as a, matter of fact.

Do you have any cbmment on it, Mr. Angrisani?
Mr. ANbRISANI. Well, we are below our ceilingt, Mr. Chairman,

and we would velcome Bob and his crew over to LaborI am .kid-
ding now, strike that from the record. [Laughter.]

Mr. ANGRISANI. In all seriousness, I think this is a time to ex-
plore all the options, and the President .is doing that. It comes
down to the point that I made before, and that is that the relation-
ship between CETA employment and training, vocational educa-
tion, aid the overall educational institution has to be married not
so much physically, but from the standimint'of philosophy and di-
rection., And I consider the movement of bodies and desks and
things like that to sid incidental to the ultimate is-sue which is can
we move forward in a coordinated effort. That is the key-issue, I
think.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank' you very .much. I am going to put one
' more question to you both, if I may, and then the others I have, I

will do in writing for your response at your early convenience.
Recently, Mr: RobertCarlson, a member of the White House

staff, made the following statement, quotipg: "I believe everything
should be done by the private sector, and when the private sector
cannot handle something, then the. local governments should rake
over." He rater added. that, "States should assume responsibility for
solving problems only as a last resort."

What level of confidence do you, have in the private,- sector's
. being able to completely handle vocational education and job train-

ing, and do you believe there is no constructive role that the Feder-
al-Government'ean play in promoting these services?
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Dr. WORTHINGTON. Well, vocational education historically, as you -
know, Senator, has been a .Federal, State, and local partnership,
with the Federal Government contributing the smaller part in
terms of the dollars, but the dollars serving as a catalyst for State
and local investments.

As far as the private sector is concerned, vocational education
has traditionally worked closely with the private recta' through
the use of training committeesevery good vocational training
schools in this country has specialized advisory groups on the
trades; in fact, you will find this is almost universal throughout the °
NatiOp, where schools use people from the private sector to advise.

As I mentioned in my statement, we have established a task
force which is looking at 'the- priyate sector and vocational and
adult education to determine to what extent the private sector
might assume some of the funding responsibility that has been
almost exclusively Federal, State, and local in the past; and, to en-
courage more involvement generally.

I was impressed by GOvernor du Pont's idea of involving the pri-
vate sector more, and particularly his emphasis on the preventive,
rather thari;the remedial.

Senator STAFFORD.Thank you very much.
Mr. Angrisani.
Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes, Mr. Chairman. If you are asking can the

private sector do the job tomorrow without any transition, I think
the answer is clearly no. Ultfnately, though, there is no doubt in
our minds that the private sector is where the jobs are and that we
have to transition into a mode where they can take a leadership
role in this process.

Secretary Worthington mentioned the Department of Defense
and some of the activities that they were doing with defense con-
tractors. We are pursuing a similar course in some of the things
that we are doing, and there is no doubt that we have to tie the
training activities that we are doing to the stream of jobs in the
country. And I think that down the road it would be ideal to
assume and.to look forward to the private sector doing the entire
job on its own, as the private sector does in many other countries.
But clearly, there is a need for transition.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you both, gentlemen. I will submit my
' additional questions to you in writing, as I said.

Senator Quayle, do you have questions?
Senator QUAYLE\ Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Were both of you here for Governor du Pont's presentation?
Mr. ANGRISANI. 1 missed the first half.

4444t

Dr. WORTHINGTON.' Yes.
Senator QUAYLi.°Were,you here when ¶he diseased hir. idea of a

public service corporation and putting training funds, voc ed funds,
and employment services funds in a public corporation that would
then serve as the conduit for the other prime sponsors? Were you
here for that?, '

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes.
Mx ANGRISANI. No, but I am generally familiar with the idea.
Senator QUAYLE. I would like both 9f you to comment specifically

on that idea and in particular the idea at the State' level where he
is talking about one entity, this being the public service corpora-

:;.; .04
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tion, serving as the mechanism for the distribution of funds of
three distinct programsemployment service, vocational &him-
tion, and training:

Dr. WORTHINGTON Well, traditionally in vocational education',
since the Smith-Hughes Act was passed in 1917, there has been a
requirement for a State plan which identifies a single State agency
or board to receive those funds. That has worked quite well.

I met recently with a conference of State directors of vocational
education, and they expressed their conviction that the "sole State
agency" requirement should be continued. Butjhe idea that the
Governor laid out before us, the idea of pulling Till 'these together
for coordination purposes, seems tohave some merit. I would like
to study his proposal further, and I have arranged with his staff to
meet with him to discuss it m'more detail in the future. But I
think it is an exciting concept and one that could prevent waste
and overlap, and could increase coordination in a very positive
way.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr Angrisani. .

Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes, Senator. I think, as Bob says, it is an idea
that really is a bit intriguing and deserves very, very careful con-
siderStion. The primary reason that I feel that way is that strug-
gling with the day-to-day management problems in CETA right
nowand also struggling with the need to coordinate what we are
doing with voc ed and the Department of Education in general and
the other areas of the Government where, in fact, training activity
goes on that I was not even aware of until a couple of months t
agog the idea of working with 50 public service corporations that
are accountable to one entity in government, at least on the sur-
face, sounds like a very clean way of doing buSiness.

However, I do recognize that, as in anything else and in other
ideas that we see fiim time to time in this reauthorization process,
there are a lot of good ideas that sound great in theory, but when
you really get down to the mechanics of putting them on paper in
terms of what is manageable, you get a whole new perspective.

So I think right now in the whole reauthorization process, we are
sorting_nut the philosophical and theoretical side, but that we
really do have to roll up our sleeves in the next couple of months
and get down to what can work on paper.

Senator qUAYLE. Both of you used words like "exciting concept",
"intriguing' it was not an outright endorsement, I understand
that. You have got to study it further. But certainly, you are inter-

, ested in studying this potential, and you think that it does have a
posSibility. I found it exciting. I have been talking along these lines
ever since I got into the whole training issue.

rwonder4f vxemight extend this ",exciting, intriguing concept"
from the State level' to-the Federal level; and that we might have
one entity that will deal with employment services, vocational edu-
cation, and training and employment. How about that intriguing
concept?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. I might say that Cor(gress, in its wisdom, in
1917, when they passed the Smith-Hughes Act, created a Federal
Board for Vocational Education which had on it five Cabinet mem-
bers: Now, that eventually was dissolved, but it was the single
State board at the Federal level under the Smith-Hughes Act.
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Senator QUAYLE. What abotft this concept at the Federal level?
Let us not talk.about 1917. Let us talk about 1981.

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Well, sir, I always believe in studying the
past, because the past is prolog.

Senator QUAYLE. All right. But what about taking the past 'and
putting it to the present. We have got a problem in the communi-
cation. I do not know how many times I have heard that word
todaycommunication, coordinatimi, duplication. We heard it from
the Governor, and you used that word five or six times, Dr. Worth-
ington. Scr what about the concept at the Federal level?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Certainly, it would be worth evloring. I do
not know, really, whether it would work under present circum-
stances.

Senator QUAYLE. Now, do not be so enthusiastic about it. Secre-
--A. tary Bell may have different thoughts on this, and I would not

want you to extend yourself and get in trouble. I meat', this is a
public meeting and it is going to be reported and things like that,
but how exciting-is that idea?
'Dr. WORTHINGTON. I think it is pretty exciting.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you. [Laughter.]
Now, Mr. Angrisani.
Mr. ANGRISANI. I am so excited that I am warming up here, Sen-

ator. I think you left out the Department of Co amerce in that
whole process. Yes, think it is a very worthwhil'Fidea. I am ex-
cited about it. [Laughter.]

Senator QUAYLE. That is all I wanted to know. Now, then-
Senator STAFFORD. I was going to say to Mr. Angrisani, that'if he

is warming up here, I congratulate his metabolic rate. [Laughter.]
Senator QUAYLE. I would like for each of you to identify what

you reel to be the major problem in training. What groups should
. we be focusing our education and training onwhat groups of indi-

viduals? You spent a lof of time, Dr. Worthington, on skilled labor.
You talked about the military: I agree. In Mr. Angriiani's testimo-
ny, he-feed on some of the disadvantaged and the youth.. I would

'44i0 like to know from a training and education point 'of view who
should be our primary target; from the Federal level?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Well, under our present Federal funding,
about 20.9 percent of the dollars are targeted to the disadvantaged
in vocational education. But as I tried to point out in, my brief sum-
mary, vocational education is a very diverse program, extending all
the way fibm the prevocational at junior high, all the way through
adulthood, and it is a very diverse program with diverse needs that
have to be met out there. In the upper reaches of vocational educa-
tion, you are speaking of high technology. I have had several top
executives stop, In to see me, just walk in and say, "We have aseri-
ous problem"; for example, an executive from GE and another from
one of the computer companies in California, just last week. They
are .having a serious problem recruiting technicians, the person
who works between the craftsman and the engineera very seri-
ous problem. They ,want us to put great emphasis on that. We rec-
ognize there is a serious problem in ,the defense industries. The
House Armed'Forces Committee, for example, +epoxied that there
will be a shortage of 250,000 machinists and tool and diemakers in
this country over the next 5 years. Being a machinist or tool and

5
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diemaker requires great manual skills, great concentration on pre-
cision, a very high aptitude, and good skills, for example, in math-. ematics and blueprint reading.

I believe we need to continue in vocational educa ion to Serve a
diverse population, no; to limit the Federal encoura ement only to
one sector of the population, but to continue that diversity.

Senator QUAYLE. Well, now, let vie restate my q estion, I realize
the diversity of vocational education, but you als realize that wehaxe a limited amount of resources today. I think you also realize
that under this administration, which you happen to be an integral
part of, that we are redefining the role of the Federal Government,
and I.VP' are trying not to expand the role of the Federal Goyern-
ment, but to define .its proper boundaries; what kind of philosophi-cal approach and ,involvement should the Fedel-al Government .have in training, have in education. Governor du Pont said the
States ought to take back all the education. His tradeoff was not
too acceptable, but at least he admitted that that was primarily aState responsibility. And I want to know from the Federal role
what should be our primary responsibility. You talk about these
machinistS, you talk about the skilled labor shortage. But isn't that
more of an industry problem than a Government problem? I mean,if we are looking for some skilled labor out there, don't you think
that some'of the industry. is going to train these people? I want to
prioritize what the Federal Government's attitude and involvement
should be in training and- education. I want you to focus in. Are
you going to leave me with the idea that the skilled labor problemis the major problem that we have in training, employment and
education, and therefore, that should be th6 primary Federal re-
sponsiliijity? Is that what you are. saying?

Dr,' WORTHINGTON. Our emphasis on economic development and
economic revitalization will require that we train and retrain cer-
tain segments of ithe population to meet the changing demands of
the industries as they expand. So vocational education cannot_drop
that role; it must continue it. .

I am very concerned about the high youth unemployment in the
cities and thg rural areas of America, as well, and I think we need I
to concentrate on that.

Senator QUAYLE. Now you are warming up.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. As a natter of fact, Senator, 10 years ago

when I was State director of vocational education in New Jersey,launched a campaign which was called "The War on Unemploya-
bility " We had more than 60,000 young people at that time, 10 year's
ago, out of school and out of work. I would venture to say there are
probably 80,000 there now. BUt that is a very, very serious problem
we must address.

I like the Governor's approach to the preventive medicinethe
preventive medicine of educationto avoid the high cost of remedi-
al programs. We know that the ,preventive medicine of vocational
education costs less, and we should place emphasis on pat, .

Senator QUAYLE. From a priority levelail this is what I amtrying to get out of thisdon't you feel that a priority of employ.
meat, training, and vocational education/that we ought to be con-cerned on a priority basisnow, Lknow that these other probltms.existbtit on a priority basis, it shoal' he with young people and
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the youth, and more particularly, from a Federal level, minority
youth? Do you disagree with that?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. No, I do. not, totally, but I--.
Senator QUAYLE. You do not totally agree with it, either.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. I must emphasize that we must keep the di:

versity of vocational education, because vocational education is
really a State and local program with Federal stimulation. And as
Senator Randolph was pointing out, if the Federal Government had
not stimu

facilities would very likely not exist, today.
,lated the building of vocational facilities through the 1963

act. These
As part of our reauthorization studies which I am not at drty

to discuss of this time, we, are assessing the claim that many of
those facilities such as Senator Randolph was talking about need to
be refurbished and upgraded. According to reports, we have a lot of
obsolete equipment out there.

I would hope that as we present to you, our reauthorization pack-
age, hopefully sometime during the next session, that we will be
able to prioritize some of these things, .as you have requested. I
think it would be difficult to do it today without further thought.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Angrisani, do you want to comment? On a
priority basi,'what the Federal Government's role ought to be?

Mr. ANGRISANI. From a personal standpoint and from the stand-
point of the CETA legislation, I think the answer is clearly disad-
vantaged youth.

Senator QUAYLE. Pull 'the microphone closer; I cannot hear you.
Mr. ANGRISANI. Frog a personal standpoint and from the stand-

point of the Idgislation and the way it is drawn right now, I would
have to say,that in terms,of the,.Department of Labor's thinking at
this point in time, the first priority is disadvantaged youth.

Senator QUAYLE. And that is where you think that the Govern-
ment should foci's; on the disadvantaged youth?

Mr. ANGRISANI. At this point in the development-of our thinking,
and consistent with the mandate in the legislation, and from a per-
sonal standpoint, I think that is the first priority.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Chairman, it is close to noon. Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much; Senator Quayle. We

will have another joint hearing. We can assure otir guests and wit-
nesses that we will try to find a warmer room than this one for the
next 'hearing.

Mr. ANGRISANI. Mr. Chairman, Senator Randolph extended an
invitation for us to go to West Virginia. Do you think I could sub-
stitute that for my hearing on appropriations tomorrow?

Senator STAFFORD. Well, Mr. Angrisani, I have been in West Vir-
giriia in the winter and discovered it is just about as cold astVer-
mont is. [Laughter.]

Senator STAFFORD. There being no further questions, this joint
meeting of the two subcommittees is adjourned, and we thank Oil,
gentlemen, very much:

[Whereupon, at 12:08 p.m., the joint hearing was adjourned.]

C
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND JOB TRAINING
PROGRAMS, 1981 "

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1981

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND
HUMANITIES, AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT
AND PRODUCTIVITY OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND
11TiMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.
The subconimittees met, pursuant to-s notice, at 10:t in

room 4232, Dirksen Senate Office Buildink, Senator ,Dan Quaylepresiding.
Present: Senators Quayle and Denton:,

OPENING STATEMENT OF SkNATOR QUAYLE
a Senator QUAYLE9 The committee will come, to ord r. . o

First, I would like to take this opportunity to e> ress my appre-cilliori to the distinguished Senator from Vermont, Sdnator Staf-f° :for leading the way in setting up thesee joint hearings of the a 0 -ucation end Employment Subcommittees. ,
s.. so In, my Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity, we have 3

had a numbeer of hearings; 4 days of hearikgs in Washington, D.C., .
and some regional hearings in-my home State of Indiana, to try to

r;rtain the proper role of the Federal' Government in assisting
'training programs, and in particular, assisting in twining pro- ,grams for youth.

'During those hearings and in discussions with-Senator Staftord it° became apparent that it would be beneficial to have joint hearingson vocational education and training programs as many of the
goals and purposes of these programs were very similar.' .

Our initial joint hearing in October was most successful. At that .time we heard.frOm Governor-du Pont who discussed the very suc-cessful jobs for Delaware graduates program, from Assistant Secre-tary AngriSitni of the-Employment and Training Administration,
and. Assistant Secretary ,Worthington Of the Education Depart-ment. .

As we continue these hearings, we will search ,for 'ways to im-
prove our Nation's approach to one of our.most serious problems, .that is, youth unemployment. .We, must take whard look at existing programs° to assi.re that
any programs withsairpilar or common goals and objectives- are run
in conjunction with each, other. We must give the public the mosteffective and cost-efficient programs we can without jeopardizingthe. futures of our young people.,,, i

fi
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How do- we prepare youth for employment? is the'major question
today. Within that context we must took et existing systems with- -."

.. ,-

out jurisdictional constraints. ' . , ,.. ,
Today, we are pleased to have with us our distinguished col- .

league, Senator Larry Pressler from South Dakota, who 'is well
known fbr his interest in and support of vocational education. We
will also hear from two groups

the relationships between CETA and Voc Ed at that impor-
tant level. . -.-

,,

With that, I will turn to my distinguished 'colleague from Ala-
.,

bama, Senator Denton, for his most welcome. comments.
Senator DENTON. I would like to express my appreciation to you,

Mr. Chairman, and also,to,our distinguished colleague- from Ver-
mont, Senator Stafford, for your dual efforts in coordinating these
joint hearings of the Subc mittee on Education, Arts and Hu- '

manities, and fheSubco ittee on Employment and Productivity.
With the 'problems of y uth unemployment growing at an alarm-

ing rate, the inauguration of these sessions provides a valuable
forum for the Senate to study new directions in the federal
Government's role in this area.

I admire the initiative with which you are approaching this'
.matter. For the record, let me say such work is characteristic of my i
friend from Indiana's intelligence, his experience, and also his per- . v
sonality. I have great respect for i-iim, and I wish to-say .that at this
hearing.

'Lac)Mr. Chairman, in my own subcommittee I am ad ressing related
welfare, employment, and education matters respecting both the
youth and the elderly in our population. And along with you, I-am
participating in the President's new and overdue reemphasis on vo- '
luntarism, and the growth of the private sector's share in- what
heretofore has been an exclusively Government domain. This ex-
elusive Government involvement has been, I believe, to our grow-
Mg disadvantage. , I

The basic thrust of Congress budget and tax bills this year has
been to rejuvenate the economy and create new jobs. The statistics
tell us that one of the groups in the Country that will benefit most
from this bigger economic pie is teenagers, particularly minority
youths. .

In my own State of Alabama, the unemployment rate in 1980 for
16- and 19- year -olds was 25 percent. For minority youth it was 56.7
percent. I have differing views on ways of manifesting affirmative
action, depending on the medium in whIsh the affirmative action is
taken. But in the field of education, I have very str:iig views sup-
portive of what amounts to affirmative action with Tespect to mi-
nority youth.

Vocational education should play an important'role in helping
these young people work and achieve and create. As the,U.S. econ-
omy, becomes more competitive, we will need men and women to
understand the latest technologies, and fill new jobs.

Vocational education .programs for high school youth scan give
the disadvantaged the skills necessary to compete in a changing job
market. The question is, what is the best way to fund and to deliv-
e'r these programs?' ,

C")
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As mentioned by the chairman, the testimony of the witnesses at
the last hearing was of great interest, not only to him, but to me as
well, particularly that of Governor' du Pont. I share his belief that
private- sector involyement is essential to the success of any job-
training program.

Nobody is better equipped to know the skills required in the mar-
ketplace than the employers themselves.

So let us get them involved in .vocational education. 'Governor
du -Pont, I believe, talked about a $1,500 cost fdr training an
individual who is otherwise qualified for a responsible job within a
large corporation. It might not be worth it to the 'Government to
spend this money, but it would certainly be worth it to the corpora-
tion Among the benefits of privateinvolverrient might be a savings

- in Government spending.
I am sure that that sort of thing will be looked into during these

, hearings I also firmly believe that preparing youth for jobs before
graduation should be our main target. It is very important for a
young person's self-esteem to be active. What a teenager does after
leaving school could affect his attitudes toward work for years to
come.

We have grade school programs called Head Start and others
with which I have dealt, which are roughly analogous to some of
the programs that Senator Stafford is working on. And some of the
employmerit programs for the elderly are directly parallel to what
you are dealing with, Mr. Chairman. -

Our efforts with fespect to the young person should 'concentrate
on setting that youngster on the right track. This might include, in
addition to training assistance, exploration of special wage rates for
teenagers.

Leadership of 'organized labor has been opposed to that concept. I k

Would say tha\ two-thirds of the Members of the Senate worked for
less than mini um Wages when they were teenagers. I certainly
did. I started working when I was about 8 years old, and it helped
my family. During the Depression we were lower middle clasS, at,
best. I sold magazines, worked for grocery stores, filling stations,
and did other jobs for less than the minimum wage. I did not con-
sider that exploitation. The labor market was not hurt by virtue ofmy industry. .

I think there is further in,-estiptiOn needed on this issue, not
only in this committee, but i.ri'many others.

I might add, as chairman" of the Aging, Family, and Human Serv-ices Subcommittee, ,vhicli has jurisdiction over the Federal
Government's largest older worker program, that many of the em-
ployment problems of youth are shared by senior citizens.

Despite the rapid growth of older America as a part of the'popu-
lation, the .percentage of older persons who are continuing to work
LS declining. Again, that has something to do with the minimum
wage.

On a peAonal note, I set up a nonprofit, charitable operation. My
mother has worked in it for 3 years for nfithing. She had been re-
tired-for about 6. She had lost her typing skills, she had developed
arthritis in her hands, her mental Imlay had dropped somewhat.
Within. a few months after taking that job at no salary, which she
still has, she was a new person.
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Now, I cannot see any harm in putting to work in the labor pool,
both youngsters and older people who want to contribute. Their in-
tellectual, physical, and spiritual health can be jrnprove4 by pro-
viding them that opportunity, an opportunity often not permitted
because they have to work for the full minimum wage.

According to a regent study by the Joint Economic Committee,
the tightness of the PI) market is discouraging older workers from
seeking employment. 'They are desiring to work past normal work-
ing age, but are finding jobs hard to come by. This is a challenge
that we have in ate years aheadto design jobyto make maximum
use of older workers. In the process, I suspect we may find ways to
help our youth.

I am looking forward to reviewing the testimony of today's wit-
nesses, and working with my colleagues on the subcommittee to
evaluate our present programs, and weigh options for a Federal
role to promote job opportunities for youth.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, fot your work here this
morning, and for riVi.mitting me to make ,this rather lengthy state-'
ment. I do want 'to assure you of my intense interest in what you
are undertaking, and also of the nature of my general beliefs in
this matter.

Thank you, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, 'Senator Denton. Your

intense interest in this, and other matters, has not gone unnoticed.
I certainly admire the way that you dig in and to get a hold of
=issues. I commend you for that,'I look forward to working with you.

I am sure Senator Stafford would join me in welcoming your at-
tendance her today as you are the chairman of the Aging and
Family and Human Services Subcommittee. There are some
common, grounds here, particularly in our concern over youth. You
are a very avid spokesman on the importance of the family.

If young people do not get started in the right direction, the dete-
rioration of the family unit is accelerated.

So I certainly look forward to working with you. You have
proven to be a valtIable.member of this committee and the Senate.

So with that, we will talk to another valuable member of the
Senate.

Senator Pressler.

STATEME,,NT OF HON. LARRY PRESSLER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much, Senator Quayle.
I commend you on organizing these hearings with the two com-

mittees, and Senator Denton, let me say that I identified with
many of the things that you said. I too had some sumn-ter jobs, if
they were at the minmuz wage, I would not have had them.

Mr. Chairman, I shall be very brief this morning, because I know
you haVe other witnesses. I introduced a bill, S. 952, based upon
some of my experiences when I served in the House, and I know
there are different ways to approach this problem.

I came from a State with a larger number of Indian reservations
where unemploypient is very high. Vocational and technical' educa-
tion is very important. I have observed programs in junior colleges,

orJ
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ebmmunity colleges licensed nursing programs and so forth thatare so important. , ..
Also, we have a State that- is not' a wealthy State, relatively

speaking. We do not have oil or coal, but we depend on agriculture.
We depend on the resources of our people, and certainly vocational
education is a very important part of that pictu're.

In fact, in South Dakota, in 1981, a study completed by the South/ Dakota Advisory Council on Vocational Education showed that forevery $1 invested in trade's and industrial education programs,South Dakota re iz a benefit of $16.86. The study included six
Qt.different areas om agriculture, a return $7.95; to health, a

return of $12.33, for a combined return for all areas of $12.21. This
high return results when a high percentage of our graduates boost
productivity by finding jobs and staying in the Statepaying taxes,

--,;4 buying goods andservices. Boasting a 91-percent placement rate
last year for postsecondary, voc-ed graduates, my home State is aperfect example of-'voc-ed as a major contributing factor, to thei training and employment demands of our State.

The success of South Dakota's voc-ed programs is resulting in en-
rollment increases. Most of South Dakota's vocationaltechnical
institutions are filled to capacity with waiting lists for many pro-grams. .

Therefore, I come before this committee as an advocate of a
strong Federal vocational education commitment, and I would add
to that, that our State also -must, on a matching basis, be equally
committed. .

-,-
.

I believe tlfat vocational education has the inherent ability to
meet many of our Nation's priorities: human development, econom-ic revitalization, full employment, develbpment of depressed com-munities.

Therefor g, ram pleased that Congress is taking the opportunity ,to reauthorize the voc-ed law. In our effqtts to revitalize our econo-
my, it is the perfect opportunity to evaluate and then -recommitourselves to a strong vocational education policy. ... .

Unfortunately, the Education Amendments of 1976 have created
some difficulties for voc-ed programs, and Congress must first ad-
dress these problems. On February 16, I introduced legislation, S.952, which was intended to serve as a vehicle for discussing one of
the leading problems, the distribution of Federal funds. .

According to the National Institute of Education's report, "prob-
. ably no aspect of the 1976 amendments .has generated moreprob-

lems, confueion and controversy than the required procedure for
distributing Federal fundg." Unfortunately, vocational educationleaders feel that the Federal Government is attempting to control
State and local programs- with Federal dollars. It must be noted,
however, that Federal dollars account for 'approximately $1 of
every $11 spent on vocational "education. This Federal portion t,should be easily integrated into the State and local projects in

I order to be effective.
, S. 952 incorporates the block grant funding mechanism as a
means of giving State andlocal agencies an opportunity to structure
programs in a manner consistent with local priorities.

For example, the acute shortage of health care personnel on the -4
Rosebud Indian Reservation in South Dakota brought the copmu-
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nay to the Todd County School District. Together, they devised a
., nursing aide program which has 'preptired high school students to

assist in health care delivery.
Similarly the Lake Area ,vocational School in Watertown has

had ad excellett welding program which was initiated by the groir-
ol ing number of small manufacturers in the community who needed

welders. Through industry-donated equipment and su rt, the em-.
i

ployment needs were met. The end result is new job , skilled em-
ployees, improved productivity, strengthened industry and a rejuve- , ,

1

nated economy. - . ,
...,..,- .

1

While my bill highlights national priorities for various vocational
education programs, it does not mandate the use Of flinds for such
programs. Consistent with President Reagan's block grant concept, .
public hearings shall be held to allow alt segments orthe Popula-

- tion to give their views on the progre.ms and use of foridg. Through
5-year state plans, annual program plans, and accountability re-

. ports, the vocational education programs will be monitored.
Hbwever, the widely varied. needs of our Nation cannot be met',

with rigid categorical requirements that actually stifle experimen-
tation. I. believe the F5deral roleallhould be to foster, not mandate,
voc-ed efforts. %

The beeline of the birt, e in this country will mean a declines
the supply of young ' 'le entering the labor force, during the

(....111-
1980's and 1990's. Employers will have a harder time recruiting
skilled workers, and are likely to turn to relatively untapped
groups for new employeesolder persons, women. who have been
out of the work force, the handicapped, and parptimeworkere. The
availability of training for these people will be even more impor-
tant. Again, I stress the need for State flexibility to meet those
training needs.

Mr. Chairman, it is often difficult to attch an economic return
on our investment in human resources. Ho ever, I have repeatedly .
seen the effectiveness of vocational education programs.

As this committee considers the future of vocational education
ft"and job training in general, I believe we must do everything possi-

ble to strengthen our vocational education system. A strong nation-
al" commitment to, voved in the next decade will be extremely im-
portant to younger and older workers in a rapidly changing techno-
logical age. ., . --.. -....

It
I thank the committee very much for this opportunity to testify

and appreciate your attention to the training and vocational educa-
tion needs of our Nation. .

Senator 'QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Senator, and thank you
for bringing your legislation, S. 952 to our attention.

As I understand it, your proposal is basically to block grant voc-
ed t'o the" States, in that block &alit you would eliminate many of
the requirements and restrictions that are plesently encumbered
on the vocational education, is that a fair summary?

Senator PRESSLER. Yes.,That is correct.
We find, in the State of South Dakota, at least, that we have

some unique situations. IM meetingel have had with South Dakota
vocational education teachers and people, they feel strongly that
more flexibility would be very helpful,?at is possible. .

/
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\Senator QtJAYLE. More flexibility would be iphereht in any kind
a a block grant concept, is that accurate?

Senator ?RESSLER. Yes. -
Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask you this. I know of your past inter-,

est in vocational education, and I also am aware of your interest intraining.
41Do you agree with me that there are very similar goals een

vocationaVducation programs and training programs? Do you not
believe, even at the Federal level, as well as the State level, that
their stated purposes, goals, and responsibilities are essentially the
same, that they really do not differ that much?

_The mechanism is obviously different, but many of their goalsare essentially the.saine.
Would you agree with that?
Stnator PRESSLER. I would agiee with that.
Let me say, in the next 10 years that our greatest need is 'going

to be people who have skills. We are going to probably, have to re-
,. train some people, or train people, which is the same as basic edu-cation:

For example, Citibank has decided to 'relocate their credit card
division in Sioux Falls, S. Dak. That will mean about 3,000 jobs.
Citibank made the decision to move one of its major divisions to
South Dakota, and hopefully other banks will do the same. Butthat hasliven an enormous training effort, all of a sudden, in Sioux
Falls, ancl,I guess it is basic education. Employees 50 years old arebeing traiqed for this very complex processing of credit cards na-tionwide aa.d. worldwide.

So that is retraining, l sUppose, but it is, really basic education
also. I would ..agree, if I underitand your question, that the two arevery similar.

Senator QUAYLE. . Now, you have focused on the retraining aspect,
which is obviously very important. Another key factor which youhave referred to in your remarks and which both Senator Denton
and I referred to specifically,. were the opportunities for -training
for the ycrung people. You have stated, I believe very accurately,
that thelit is a paramount problem here; that this problem is going
to continue, and as we get well into the 1980's, that it could be oneof the major problems confronting our States and-our Nation.

In Indiana, in particular, with the auto industry, we must be'very sensitive to any kind of retraining aspects,' as well as\Vleyouth unemployment.
I wonder if you might support,,at some junction, or give consider-able thought to combining our vocationaIie cational .programs

and our training programs? They ought to able to fitnction in a
more unified method to achieve their goals.

Have you given that any thought?
Senator PRESSLER. As we attem to consolidate programs andreduce the size and complexity e federal bureaucracy, I agreethat such a proposal is wo f consideration.
Senator QUAYLE. thank you :very much, Senator. Thankyou. '

r RESSLER. Thank you very much.
Senator QUAYLE. L irk forward to working with you on this

problem and gathers.
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Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much\ 1,
. Senator QUAYLE. Our first panel today is from St. Louis, Mo.,
Jewel Livingston and Ronald Stodghill. ,

Mrs. Livingston, you are first on my list, so proceed at will.

STATEMENTS OF JEWEL P. LIVINGSTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
STAOUIS OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTERS, ST.
LOUIS, MO.; AND RONALD STODGHILL. DEPUTY SUPERINTEND-
ENT FOR INSTRUCTION, ST. LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ST. LOUIS.
MO., A PANEL

Ms. LivirvosToN. Good morning, Senator.
To the Honorable Senators Quayle and Stafford, and to the other

honorable members of. the Senate Subcommittees on Education,
Arts and Humanities and Employment and Productivity, I consider
it a great privilege and a distinct honor to Have been invited to tes-

Nr tify before yuur committee relative to sharing with you my experi-
ences with vocational education as it relates to our OIC employ-
ment and training program.

In regards to occupational training needs, in my 10 years of expe-
rience in the vocational skill training area, I have found that em-
ployment training and serNices are needed to eradicate many of the
problems which make for increases in unemployment in the job
market.

Most 'of the unemployed persons whom we have come into con-
tact with at OIC. initially and generally lack the prerequisites of
attitude, education, training and/or experience that a great
number of employers specify. Secretaries, often do not possessithese
required specializations and prerequisites. Typists are available but
their speed and accuracy levels are low, most are beneath that of
job opening specifications. Sales openings exist but often unem-
ployed salespeople do not exhibit sufficient product knowledge, or
are not skilled in making a sales presentation. Many unemployed
persons do not meet these specifications.

All of the targeted employment outcomes of St. Louis OIC, such
as secretaries, retail salesclerks, cashiers, typists, keypunch/data
processors, and receptionists are listed in "Jobs With Most Open-
ings (Projected) 1978-90."

This 12-year projection shows that in the 'demand for labor
versus supply for labor, that skilled laborers are in short supply, in
these areas which we presently are offering.

Many unemployed persons are also job losers. Job losses because
of inadequacy is ever reoccurring and long enduring. These persons
are inadequate because they have not received or have not suffi-
ciently absorbed education, and training' necessary to perform a

,considerable number ofjobs. Among those persons are those who
have attitudinal, personality, or coordination problems and!or
those who have varying degrees of difficulty. in comprehending oral
or w?itten instructions.

Many employers in the city of St. Louis have singled out more
specifically the training needs of the unemployed and the Underem-
ployed in our area CritiCisms continue to be levelled by employers
that there appears to be a qualitative deficiency in the basic educa-
tion of many high, school graduates. It is charged that far too man/
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graduates are weak in basic grammar, in the ability to adequately
express ideas or opinions either verbally or in writing, in the fun-
damental concepts and procedureS in mathematics and science, and
in the possession of the accomplished hand/eye or foot coordination

N needed to adequely perform in a number of jobs.
Some examples of co laints are excessive spelling anmatic calculation errors, li. itd mathe-

ed vocabulary, inadequate, dexterity
needed to quickly perform job using hand/eye or foot coordination.
Added to the above are complaints regarding a host of attitudinal
deficiencies. -

.

Special reports in the Bureau of National Affairs Employment
indicate the need for better education and vocational training to-
help develop a competent labor force capable of adjusting to chang-
ing economical and societal forces. Emphasis must be placed on de-
veloping competency.

I can only elaborate on the employment and training system em-
ployed by those of us.at OIC. We believe in working with the whole
person or, an individualized basis in, order to train a participant in
any of the skill areas which we offer. This means taking a person
from where he is, to where he wants to go. It means bdilding a
sense of self-pride, self-respect, self-confidence, dignity and self-.
worth within the individual. He must be made to feel that, "he is
somebody and thatowhateVer goal he sets fel: himself he can accom-
plish it, if he really has the desire, the ambRron, the aggressiveness
and the fortitude to reach that goal." It means motivating that in-
dividual to the point whereby he has the 'desire to get- in there and
help himself fo achieve the goal which he has set for himself. It

_ means-xl*ging any negative attitude, to a positive one, so that
the individual knows how to get along with his fellow employees
and with his supervisor.

He must give his employer a good day'S' work for a good day's
pay, for he knows that if he helps his employer stay in business, it
keeps,him, as an employee, working. In Working- with the whole
person, this involves individual counseling services, individualized

_ instruction, group counseling sessions, world of work instructions '
along with refreSher instructions to review and recall many things
which one.had learned previously and had perhaps forgotten; and
in some-cases, things which had not been learned initially, as well
as job pladement and job followup activities on a 1-month, 3=rnonth,
6-month, and 1-year basis.

1 Another added feature in our training program is also a linkage
'. }with volunteer groups from business and industry, the clergy, civic

as well as community groups. The linkage with business and indus-
try is important from the, aspect of providing ifs with technical as-
sistance, to review our curriculum for each skill area, as well as to
review our equipment needs to keep them updated, and in keeping
with the business needs of modern dny. This avenue helps to keep
us hbreast of the needs of business and industry.

The Clergy Support Committee is important from the standpoint
that the church serves as a recruitment arena, to commuzircate our
programs to their individual scongregations, this includes giving
their parishioners the facts concerning the program and indicating
to them that St. Louis, OIC is a source, of help' for those interested
in learning a skill, to help them to obtain a job, after completion of

'O ti; 0- -
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training, which eventually enables them to become trpaying citi-
zens. This keeps us in touch with tflbse in the community whom
are most in need of our services.

Civic and community groups help us in the public relations area
as well as with fundraising activities, which are most needed.
CETA funkare not paying 100 percent of anybody's program. Con-
sequently, nonprofit agencies must always seek additional funds. I
cannot begin to convey to you t1he amount of time which I have to
spend seeking funds throughout the year in order to have a viable
and quality program to supplement the CETA funds allocated to
our -program. -

The OIC skill training program is a source of trained manpower
,which is available to business and industry in the cities-throughout
our country wherein OIC's are looated..We at St. Louis OIC have
struggled hard to create a meaningful and -relevant manpower

., training program to aidotir participants in accomplishing a realis-
tic goal for themselves. Wit have provided employment and train-
ing for thousands in our city, as well as, related services for numer-
ous others.

Impediments to training encountered by'rolith with CEPA funds.:
One. Payment of stipends to youth encourages one to enlist in a

,program merely for the stipend payments, rather than for the skill
training. Payment of stipen4 also encourages our youth to go from
one program to another program paying stipends, as the stipends
become exhausted in each program in which he is en lled. The
other factor relative to stipend payments to you is that the
amount .paid is equivalent° to minimum wages pai on a job. This
does not encourage youth to learn a skill and to go to work in
order to become self-sufficient. St. Louis OIC does not pay stipends
to persons enrdlled in our program. In fact, we have trained over
1,700 ADC recipients throughout our 10-year history, with over

..,.. 1,300 of those who have entered our program having completed our.
training, with clbse to 1,000 of those completing our training re-

f, ceiving unsubsidized jobs,. causing them to leave, the welfare rolls'
and becoming taxpaying contributing members of our community.

Two. Business and industry asks for an employment history from
persons applying, for jobs. Many people whom we train at OIC have
no previous work experience. How can one develop a work experi-
ence background if, in fact, no one givei such persons a chance to
begin, or to develop one? MuCh of our job developer's time is spent
in developing contacts, and encouraging business to give our Par-
ticipants a charIce. At least 9 times out of 10, persons who give our
clients, who have completed our program, a chance, call us to give
them additional employees whenever they have future openings.

Impediments to employment. and training programs with the
present CETA regulations: ,

One. OIC's i4 most cases have not received their fair share of the
moneys allocated to the areas where OTC's are located. We have
done a good job in most of the OIC cities, but moneys have not
been provided based on the performance of the OIC training. Many
subcontractors who have been less proficient in their fdelivery. of
services were granted larger contracts than OIC's; Amuse there
are so many politiCal subdivisions, prime sponsors technically have
been in the habit of trying to give everybody a piece a the pie,

1
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rather than to divide the ,funds according to the most productive
programs.

Two. OIC is a proven program that works; however, the CETA
legislation is so.designed as to fragment the structured plan of ark
.pIC comprehensive. program which includes recruhment, intake
'arid assessment, orientation to the program, counseling services,
feeder or prevocational training, vocational training, jobologyf
job placement, and job followup services. In the words of our.
founder, Rev. Leon H. Sullixan, pastor of the Zion Baptist Church
in Philadelphia, Pa., "there it more to the OIC protram than build-
ings, curriculum, proposals or machines. There's a basis under-
neath this program to help people that can never be destroyed,
that can never be taken away, as long as our focus is on helping
poor people." This is a commitment to our communit3', and to the
principles of self-help.

Three. The CETA employment and training legislation has .become so broad that the emphasis on training and employment
upon completion of training has been diminished because the
broadness of the legislation required so many administrative dol.._
lars to administer the different programs that fewer dollars were
left to actually spend on training, for employment.

Four. The PIC Council, in my estimation, has not been as effec-
tive as it could be, because the councils haVe failed to get input
from persons who really are ,involved in conducting° employmentand training programs in our area: Many persons oh the council
rarely possess' the knowledge of what is involved in training the
unemployed to 'learn a skill, The membership of the council in-
cludes many persons in middle-management positions who are not
in a positiori to make decisions for the company. Training involves
much more than just placing a person in a vocational skill training
program.'

Mr.. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to thank the com-
mittee for allowing me to testify before you, and I would like to
submit an addendum to this report at a later date.

Senator QUAYLE. We will be more than happy to accept that ad-
dendum. It, will be incorporated in the record following your re%maiks. -

Thank you very much,'and before questions I will turn. now to
Mr. Stodghill. .

Mr. STODGHILL. Thank you, Senator Quayle..
I am yery pleased to have to share with you illy perceptions rela-

tive to vocational education and job training programs.
In examining the relationship between vocational education and

employment training, it is important that vie understand the dif-,
ferences' relative to the origin and intent of these two major pro-
grams.

Vocational education has been and is an integral part of the cur-
ricula offerings of the local education agency (LEA). It has largely
been subject or,skill area oriented with, until recently, little or ho

, attention to targeted groups, such as minorities, handicapped,
women, et cetera.

Vocational education, until the" 'turn or the century, was operated
solely with State and local resources. It was not until 1917 that the
Federal Government began to involve itself in vocational education

It
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through the Smith-Hughes Act which earmarked funds to be uti-
lized for training in specific vocational program areas to satisfy the
need of business and industry for skilled workers during World
War I. Federal subsidy for vocational education continued with es-
sentially the same thrust until 1963 when the Vocational Educa-
tion Act was passed. .This legislation was a dramatic departure
from past legislation in that...it targeted certain groups to be eligi-
ble for receipt of vocational education funds. However, it should be
pointed out that the bulk of. vocational education funds still contin-
ue to support specific program areas.

In sharp contrast, employment training programs over the last
20 years have been focused on providing job opportunities for tar-
geted groups, such as the undereducated, poor, minorities, and the
'hard core unemployed." In brief, employment training programs

were designed,to serve those who were unable to successfully nego-
tiate 12 ye-grs of formal schooling and/or the school to- work transi-
tion.

While 'vocational education is perceived to be the "school
sykem's business," employment training, on the other hand, has
bey designed and orchestrated by social and economic reformers
who have, in most.instances:viewed the public_school,s of our cowl-

° try as dismal failures. One can understand this phenomenon if one
examines the political and social climate of the 1950's and 1960's.
Job opportunities were plentiful, but there was a dearth of skilled
workers to satisfy the demands of an expanding marketplace. Em-
ployment or job training proved to be a politically populax vehicle
for responding to this problem. Employment training, as such, was
not on the front burner of American education and neither public
school officials nor the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
faie (HEW) lobbied for inclusion'in what was perceived as a politi-
cal response to an educational _problem. Consequently, the Depart-
ment of Labor (DOL) was and continues to be the architect for
fashioning programs which serve the needs of underemployed and
unemployed persons,

Almost two decades have passed and it appears that we.have cre-
ated empty solutions in search of real problems. Some groups
maintain that private industry councils (PIC) if properly funded
and implemented, constitute the answer. Others maintains that the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, as a function
of their experience, can do the job. Others say that career' educa-
tion advisory councils or industry education councils can do the job,. if given the chancetTbe list goes on, and on. The fundamental ques-
tion, "What are we really flying to accomplish," becomes increas-
ingly elusive as we continue to work on fine tuning ill-defined de.
livery systems. t .

On the one hand, vocational educparion should serve a preventive,
lorkg-term n4d. It should identify' thOse occupational areas in need
off' skilled and Able persons. It should also insure that those requi-
site academic competencies, such as language and computational
skills, are mastered. While it can be argded that vocational educa-

n has not met these objectives (and I would be the first to agree),
it nevertheless has the potential for doing so.

Again, this would necessitate a long term commitment that, if
successful, would substantially reduce the need for employment.
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training programs for out-of-school youth. Employment training
programs, while needed, are largely rehabilitative in nature and
serve as barometers in assessing the frure of public schools to
provide its constituency with basic mark table skills.

Part of the problem that we have experienced over the past two
decades is the perception that formal schooling, Kg-12, is not inte-
grally related to employment. Thus employment training programs
have attempted to work in a vacuum when what is sorely needed is
a recognition of the interdependency of education and employment
if either is to be effective.

If one examines the priorities associate with the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) Li ograms, it becomes clear
that the emphasis. is on funding progra s for out-of-school youth
and others who have difficulty finding e ployment. In a time of

,fiscal austerity, it would seem that an incr ased commitment to in-
school youth programs would be, more c t effective, and would
offer potential for a positive and more lasti g impact.

There have been isolated and noticeable uccesses in both voca-
tional education and employment training p ograms. What is lack-
ing is a structural mechanism to build on those successes. In the
St. Louis Public School System, for example, we have offered voca-
tional education to our students for over 125 years. The O'Fallon
Technical High School, which is our major facility for delivering
vocational education, Rffers specialized courses in over 14 depart-
ments and has developed.a cooperative and productive working re-
lationship with local unions over the years.

In addition, e operate the Arthur Kenned Skill Center, which
receives fundi g through*CETA and which e joys a placement rate ,
of over 70 per en_t It should be noted that he programs operated
by the Skill Center serve out-of-school outh and unemployed
adults. GETA also funds the youth empl ment training program
(YETP) which reaches over 4,000 high school students annually,
and has been infused intc0our regular curriculum.

Our 4chool'partnership program, funded by local and Emergency
School Aid Act (ESAA) funds, links businesses, universities, and cul-
tural institutions with the schools. It has just received an award
from the National Association for Indlistry Education Cooperation
for developing over 200 'cooperative progr ms. ..

Needless to say, we are ptroud of th e acebinplishments but we
recognize that they are singular a isolated. The reasons for the
isolation.caiLbe found in the legislation which governs vocational
educatiOn and employment training. For example, the CETA
budget cycle runs from October to September rather than July to
June, which is the common budget cycle for public schools. This
discrepancy causes problems in planning and carrying out joint
programs.

A second example, which quickly comes to mind, is the gover-
nance structure for vocational education and CETA programs. Vo-
cational education is typically run by State and LEA officials while
CETA Programs are run Sy municipal "officials through a prime
sponsor arrangement.

A third example relates to the
and

"pilot" aspect of CETA's youth
initiatives. It is difficult to plan nd coordinate efforts when fund-
ing is highly speculative. The YETP activities which have, been tre-
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mendously successful in the St. Louis Public Schools are on a con-
tinuing resolution and the level of funding is still uncertain at this
time. I need not remind you that we are well into the 1981-82
school year. '

One cannot 'help but wonder gipout the emphasis when one exam-
ines the funding for vocationalLducation and employment training
programs. Vocational education funds are earmarked for specific
programs within the public school structure while employment
training programs, (CETA) funds are utilized primarily far partici-
pant support and stipepds.

Consequently, the critically needed academic competencies, coun-
seling and other support and stipends but with the basic founda-
tions that are needed to render a young person employable. Acqui-
sition of basic math skills cannot be separated from the ability to
operate a computer. Acquisition and application are basic to the
education process and no less essential in the world of work.

In a time of declining resources, it would indeed be frivolous to
request more funds when we question the effectiveness of billions
of dollars already expended for the purpose of improving employ-
ability, employment . opportunities and employment for our
Nation's citizenry.

What appears to be reasonable to request, however, is a realine-.
ment of the existing structure by which we attempt to deliver voca-
tional education and employment training experiences. The inclu-
sion of LEA representatives in the implementation of CETA pro-
grams is. sporadic and often times subject to the whims of the
prime sponsor.

Additionally, private sector participation has not been a, vital
part of the design and implementation of CETA and vocational
education programs. Just as LEA's must submit to the State de-
partments of education .a 5-year plan for vocational education,
prime sponsors should be required to project needs and proposed 10
activities over a multi-year period. (Requite legislative Action).
Such planning should be collaborative and avoid duplication of
services and/or activities. At present there ,is no mechanism for
this kind of cooperative undertaking. What is obviously needed is 'a
structure whereby LEA and private sector participation is legisla-
tively mandated to carry out the charge of producing a skilled and
responsive work force to meet the needs of the marketplace.

As alluded to earlier, the mission must be defined in relatively
specific terms. If the purpose of vocational education and employ-
ment training programs is to provide for short-term manpower
shortages and secure jobs for the unemployed, then we may be
moving in the right direction. Duplication and fragmentation ef-
forts can be explained away as a result of our zeal to respond to an
immediate crisis.

If on the other hand we view vocational education and employ-
ment training programs as means by which we can systematically
respond to the needs of the marketplace and at same time re-
spect individual needs and interests, then a new direction must be
takena direction which identifies manpower planners, educators,
employers and labor union representatives as "equal partners,"

As a beginning, it is recommended that an employment and edu-
cation council be organized as a policy making body with equal rep-
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resentation from all of the abovementioned groups. Cooperative ef-
forts would tie the key to the workings, of this organization. While
consortia of this type currently exist under.CETA, they do not in-
clude broad based representation anddo not serve to foster link-
ages between vocational education and CETA.

While consortias of this type currently exist under CETA, they
do not include broad based representation, and do not serve to
foster linkages between vocational education and CETA.

It would be the responsibility of this body to develop a multi-year
plan which would guide the school system and manpower program
components in sequentially and mutually supportiye steps. Such
planning should be done in cooperation with the 5-year plans now
currently submitted by LEA's to State Departments of Education.

Clearly, there are implications for new legislation, revised fund-
ing cycles and modified reporting mechanisms. But if we are to in-
stitutionalize vocational education and employment training pro-
grams in a way that is cost-effective and holds out hope for stabil-
ity over time, we must include those who are affected by decisions
in the decisionmaking process.

As requested earlier, I would like to submit an addendum at alater date, Senator,
Senator QUAYLE. We will be more than happy to accept that ad-.

dendum, and it will be incorporated in the record, as will be Mrs.
Livingston's.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stodgbill and supplementary
comments of Mrs. Livingston follow:]

S
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In examining the relationship between vocational education and-

employment training, it is important that we understihd the differences
.% .

" °relative to the origin and'intent of these two major programs:
. 4 . .

,

Vocational education'has been and As an integral part of the cur-.
.

ricular offerings of the loeal edbcation agency 4EA). It has largely

been subject or skill area oriented with, until recently, little or no
-

attentio n to targeted ,group7
/5

sO. ch as

.

r i tlee,
.
handicapPed: women, e tc .

VocatjonalTducatlon, unti-t1t_ he tu

t
. _he

-

cenf url. was operated'sble13k .

with state and local resources. It-was lidt until 1947 that the federal , .

,. . . . i

government begam to involve itself nvocatiohal education through the

iN,

.

, - Stithipughes Act ich earmarked. funds to be utilized for training in
. -

;or
specific vocational program areas to satisfy the need of business and

,

industrrfor skilled workers during Werld War I. Federal subsidy for
.s,

r

vocational ,education continued with essentially the sate thrdst until
'

1963 when the Vocational Education Act was passed. this legislation was

amatic'depirture from past legislation in that it .targeted certain

group to be eligible fororeceipt of vocational education funds. However,

it should be pointed out that She bulk of vocational education fOnds
S

still col/inue to support specific'program areas.-

..

In sharp Contrast', employment training programs over' the last twenty

s,

years haue-been focused on providing job opportunities for targeted-groups,

such isthe undife$4ated,' poor, minorities and the "hard coreunemployed.'"

in brief, employment training programs were designed to serve those who

were unable to successfully negotiate twelve years of formal schooling and/
4. . 4

,pr the school to work transition.
7

fhi'le yocational education is perceived to be tfie "school system'S
/ .

4 .
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business," employment training, on the other hand, has been designed
o

and orchestrated by social and economic reformers who hive, in most

instancds, vierigg the public schools of our country as dismal failures:
' P

One .can understand this ohenornenlim if one exaiines the political and

1.social climate of the 195Os and Ilt0s. Job opportunities were plentiful
,

but therevo a dearth of skilled workers to satisfy the demands of an

eXpanding marketplace. EmpTyment or ;yob training proved to be a

politically popular vehicle for responding to this problem. 4Empipment

training, as such, was-not on'the front burner of American education and

neither public school officials nor the Department of Health, Education

. -

andWelfare (HEW) lobbied for inclusion in what was perceived as olit-
1

11/4ical response to an educatipnal probl9m. Consequently, the Depar ent of

Labor-(DOL) was and continues to be the architect for fashion* programs

which serve the needs of underemployed and unemployed persons.

Almost two decades have passed and it appears, that we have created

empty solutions in.search of real problems. Some groups maintain that

Private irldp'stry Councils if 'properly funded and implemented; con-

stitute the answer. Others maintain that the National Advisory Council on

Vocational Education, as a function of their experience, can do the job. -

Others say that career education advisory ebuncils or industry education
It

councils can do the job, if given the chance. The list goes on and on.

The fundamental question, "What are we really trying to accomplish?", be-

comes increasingly elusive as we continue to work on fine tuning ill-
,

defined delivery systems.

On the one hand, vocational education should serve a preventive, long

term need. It should identify those occupational areas in need'offikilled

and able persons. it should.also ensure that those requisite academic com-

petencies, such as language and computational skills, aremastered. While,

so
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it can be argued that vocational education has not met thesd objectives

( and I would be tie first to agree4 it nevertheless has the potential

le for doing so. Again, this would necessitate a long term commitment that,

if successful, would substantially reduce t'he need for employment training

programs for out-of-school youth. Employment training programs, while

needed, are largely rehabilitative in nature and serve as barometers in

assessing the failure orpublic schools to provide its constituency with
.woo

basic marketable skills.

Part of the problem that we have experienced over the past two de- '

cades is the perception that formal schooling, Kg-12, is not integrally

related to employment. Thus employment training programs have attempted

to work in a vacuum when what is sorely needed is a recognition of the

interdependency of educatidn and employment if either is to be effective.

If one examines the priorities associated with the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act (CETA) programs; it becomes clear that the emphasis

is on funding programs for out:of-school youth and others who have dif-

ficulty finding employment. Ina time of fischl austerity, it would seen;

that an increased commitment to in-school youth programs would be more

.cost effective and would offer potential for a positiveand mere lasting

' -
impact.

.
.

There have beeriliklated and noticeable successes in both vocational

education and employment training programs. What is lacking is a structural,
. -

mechanism to build on those successes. In the St. Louis Public School system,

for example, we have offered vocational education to our students for over

125 years. The O'Fallon Technical High School, which is our major facility

for deliverio9 vocational education, offers specialized courses in over

ffourteen departments and has developed a cooperative and productive working

relationship with local unions ovekr_the years. In addition, we'operate the
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fusedinto our regular curriculum.

Our School Partnership Program, funded by local and Emergency School

Aid Act (ESAA) funds, links businesses,
universities and cultural institu-

'ions with the schools. lIt has'jtst received an award from the National

Arthur kennedy Skill Center which
receives funding through CEfA and which

enjoys a placement rate of over 70%.11It should be noted thatthe programs

operated by the Skill Center, serve out-of-school youth and unemployed
04

adults. iCESA also funds the Yoilrft Employment Training Program (YETP)

which reaches over 4,000 high school students annually`and has been ill-

Association for industry Education Cooperation for developing over 200

cooperative programs.

Needless to say, we are proud of these accomplishments but we

recognite that they are singular and isolated. The reasons for the

' isolation can be found in the legislation which governs vocational educa-

tion and employment training. For example, the CETA budget cycle runs

from October to September rather than July to June, which is the common.

budget cycle for public schools. This discrepancy rause* problems in.

planning and carrying out joint programs.
.

,Aosecond example, which quickly

comes to mind, is the governappe structure for vocational education and

.CETA programs. Vocational education is typically run by state and LEA-

officials while CETA programs are run by municipal 'officials through a

prime sponsor arrangement. A third example relates to the "pilot" aspect
r

z

of CETA's youth initiatives. It is difficultto plan and coordinate ef-

forts when funding is highly speculative. The YETP activities which have

been tremendously successful in the St.'Louis Public Schools are on a con-

tinuing rosoltition and the level of funding is still uncertain at this time.

I need not rebind you that we areWell into the 1981-82 school year.

One canna help but wonder about the emphasis when one examines ire
tel

funding for vocational education and employment training programs. Vora-
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tional education funds Are earmarked for specific programs within the pub-

lic school strature while etployment training pr (CETA) funds are

utilized primarily for participant support and

$

pends. Consequently,

the critically needed academic competencies, counseling and other support

mechanisms are given minimal resources. *Long term solutions do not rest

just with participant support and stipends but with the basic foundations

that are needed to render young person employable. Acquisition of

basic math skills cannot be separated from the' ability to operate
- ,

computet. Acquisition and application are basic to the education process

and no less essential in the world of,work.

p
In a time of declining resources, It would indeed be frivolous

to request more funds when we question the effectiveness of billions of

doIlars'already expended for the purpose of improving employability,

employment opportunities and employment fbr our nation's citizenry. What

appears to be.reasonableto request, however;-is a-realignmerit of the

existing structure bywhich we attempt to deliver vocation'alleduCation

and employment training-experiences. The inclusion of LEA representa-

tives in the implementation of CETA programs is sporadic and often times

subject to the whims of the prime sponsor. Additionally, private 'sec-

tor participation has not been a vital part of the design an- dimplementa-

tion ofCETA and vocational education programs. Just as LEA's must
- .

1

submit to the State Departments of Education a five-year plan for voca-

tional education, prime-'sponsors should'be required to project need's and
,

proposed activities over a multi-year period. (req A res legislative

.0"
.action) Such planning should be collaborative and void duplication of

services and/or activities.- At present there is.no mecpanism fOr this

kind of cooperative undertaking.. What is obviously needed is a structure

, whereby LEA and private'seytor participation is legislatively mandated
--.
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to carry out the charge of producing a skilled and responsive wolkforce

to'ineet the needs of the marketplace. 4

As alluded to earlier, ine mission must be defined in relatively

specific terms. If thepurpose of vocational education and employment

training programs is to provide for short-term manpower shortages and

secure jobs for the unemploydt, then we may be moving in the right

direction. ,Duplication and fragmentation efforts can be explained away

as a result of our zeal to respond'to an immediate crisis. If on the

other hand we view vocational education,and
employment training programs

As means by'which we can systematically respond to the needs of the

marketplace and at the same time
respect individual needs and interests,

I then a new direction_must be taken-a direction which identifies manpower

planners, educators,.employers and labor union representatives as,"equal

',-partners."

As a beginning, it'is recommended that an employment and education

council be organized as a policy'making body with equal representation

from all of the abovementioned groups. Cooperative efforts would be the

key to the workings of this organization.
While consortia of this type

currently exist under CETA. they do not include broad based representa-

tion and-do not serve to foster linkages between vocational education

and CETA.

It, would be the responsibility of this body'to deVelop a multi-.

yeay plan which would guide the school system
and manpower grogram com-,

ponents in sequentially and mutually supportive steps. Such planning

should be done in cooperation with the five-year plans now currently

submitieckby LEA's al State Depirtments of Education.

Clearly, there are implications for
new legislation, revised funding

ss.
,cycles and modified reporting mechanisms. But if we're to institutionalize

;

vocation 1 education and employment training programs in a way that is

cost effective 04 holds out hope for stability over time, we must

include-those who are affected by decisions in the decision-making

process.
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SUPPLEMENTARY CCIrENTS
TO

THE TESTITNY OF JEWEL LIVINGSTON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ST. LOUIS O.I.C.

, FOR

SENATE LABOR AND HLMAN RESOURCES SUBCOVMITTEE ON
EmPLOYPENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

"P. DHAIRMAN

AS I INDICATED IN MY TESTIMONY BEFORE YOUR CONMITTEE,0I WISH TO ADO

T3 !.,), TESTIMONY SUBMITT THAT TIME, ADDITIONAL ',WITTEN COMMENTARY. I

THE ATTACHED REPRESENTS INFORMATIO4 THAT/MAY PROVE HELPFUL AS YOU

FORMLLATE POLICIES THROUGH LEGISLATION FOR THE EDUCATION OF FUTURE

GENERATIONS OF AMERICANS4fOR THE WORLD OF WORK.

.1

$
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45.

THE 0.1 C EXPERIENCE NATIONALLY HAS INDICATED T :t4T THERE IS MUCH TO BE GAINED
x

BY COMBINING THE RESOURCES OF C f.TA. WITH THOSE OF THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEM.

GCORDINATION AS RECOMMENCED EY 30TH THE NATIONAL COmPISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY

AND THE NATIONAL ADVISORY, COuNCIL ON i CATIONAL EDUCATION iS ESSENTIAL

.

BECALSE Bu THE ,CLA.TI'.,NA1 DLCATICN Ai: AND THE COmPRPENSI,E EmPt0YmEl'-AND

RAIN;NG ACT PEATHOPIZATION A- A POINT IN OLR NATIONS HISTORY .'HEN A

NEW APPROALH Tp GOvFRWENT INiOL,'EmENT AND FEDERAL RESPONSISILITY IS BE INS ADOPTED

Bt A NEW PRESIDNT:..:ERE IS AN OPPORMNITY FOR YOUR COmVITTEE, TO CONSICET

COMBINING THE TwO IN A MASTER PLAN

4.1 :LEADERS STRONGLY FA,OR A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TWAT WOULD ENABLE THE PRIVATE
,

SECTOR BUSINESSES AND THE STATE GOVERNMENTS TO 'WORK COOPERATIv LY WITH COM1UNITy.

BASED ORGANIZATIONS .R0 ,.AYE DEmONSTRATED 'HEIR EFFECTIVENESS AS DELIVERERS OF

EMPLOYMENT Al TRAINING sER,ICE

1

0.1 C LEADERS ALSO RA',E,INDICATED TO ME IN OUR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL THAT IF C.E.T.A. IS

TO BE REFI.AC03,IT SHOLI.VBE REPLACED BY A DELIVERY SYSTEM THAT COORDINATES THE

EXISTING SCHOOL SYSTEM INCLUDING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WITH THE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

OR CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTERS DEVILOPf0 BY REV. LEON'SULLIVAN AND 0.I,C.

/ CURRENT LEGISLATION :NTRODuCED BY SENATOR JENNINGS RANDOLPHAND SENATOR JOHN CHAFEE

SPELLS OUT ThE CONCEPT OF REV. SULLIVAN.

I WOULD APE THAT YOU, M.R. CHAIRMAN. AND YOUR COLLEAGUE! WOULD EXAMINE THE FIVE-YEAR
.

AHISTORY OF THE CAREER INTERN PROJE LINDER THE 0.I.C..WITH TlE NATIONAL INSTI-

TUTES OF EDUCATION AND THE U.S. CEPA Tut-NT OF LABOR.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN ST. LOWS DID.NOT INCLUDE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A C.I.P. (CARE

INTERCIPROJECT). ITU 1 010 FEEL THAT REFERENCE TO ITS RELEVANCY SHOULD g MADE

'As A4SUPPLEPENT TO MY ORIGINAL TWIMONY.
.

10-946 0-8:2-7

THANK AGA,111:

. i. .0 0tl:.J.

o
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Senator QUAYLE. Let me, just begin, Mr..Stocighill, where you left
..off.

You were talking about institutionalizing the educational pro-
grams and employment training programs in a way that would be
most effective. Were you here when I was going over some of that
groundwork with Senator Pressler, on a national level?

Mr. STODGHILL. Yei,
Senator QUAYLE. Would it be instructive for us to consider some

combination of our vocational-educational programs, which are now
in the DepartMent of'Education, and our training programs, which
are in the Department of Labor, into a unified agency or board or
Government mechanism.

Would that be instructive, and would that be going in the right
direction, in your opinion?

Mr. STODGHILL. Yes. What I am proposing , is, essentially that,
plus some other elements. It seems to me that as we approach vo-
cational education and employment training opportunities, what
has happened is the function of the different bureaucratic struc-
tures is at best the efforts will be fragmentedatthest they are not
coordinated,efforts.

It seems to me that one of the ways by w we can, approach
an activity, or approach a program that w 1 have some promise
over time, is to unify those who will really 1. direct involvement
in vocational education and employment t aining, and *Jo*
way, it seems-ko me, that we can begin to, that in a. way that
makes sense to bring together till?' vocational educators, LEA rep-
resentatives, if_,youn-Will, along with the employment training
ikople,"and'to create a policymaking body that also includes those,
representatives of the private sector who. know what the needs of
the marketplace are.

We have not moved, although there is some inherent logic in
,that, we have not moved in that fashion.zNhat we have cionp essen-
tially, and I guess some of the preliminary studies would indicate,
created various turfs, and one group has more expertise theoreti-
cally than the' other, but in terms of benefiting the young people,
the unemployed, the underemployed, we have matte, little attenity,
to do that.

What we have done is "Created billions of dollars to support var-.
loos interests, but not placing those together in a unified whole.

To what a long-winded response to a direct: question I would
agree witli. you, Senator Quayle,. . .

Senator QUAYLE. I that* you for that, and believe that may be
somewhat of a conclusion that this joint committee may male, not
that specific. V

Many of our witnesses, including yourself, have responded in the
. affirmative to that particular question, that there needs to be on-

_solidation or combination of training and vocational educationrpro-,

grams.
Now, given the practicalities, we have the vocational educaton

legislatit up next year, and we .have the employment and mining
legislation up next year. It will probably be very difficult, wiere we
have ,to Oauthorize thoie two, to get legislation through ifie Come
grass that would adopt such a consolidation. What proba,bly will'
happen is that both will, be rewritten, extended. As vocational ecru-.

6 t 13 4o.
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cation is the jurisdiction of Set ator Stafford and his subcommittee,I can only speak for my own, the employment training program,and we hope to have a different delivery ,system than what wehave right now.
We do not have the specifics, but let me share with you some of

the outlines of that. We are trying to accommodate States responsi-
bilities and local community responsibilities. There is really no wayto make everybody happy.

What our objective would be is to make it as flexible as possible,
to allow the States increased discretionary authority but retain in-
volvement of Cities and local municipalities. I suppose that a big ar-gument and discussion-will come in on the Composition of any kindof a State council, or board. I wonder if we might be able to usethat as a vehicle for getting attention to training programs and vo-cational education at the State level, focusing in on this respons;
bility being shifted to the States with flexibility and concern at thelocal levels.

. Do you think this has any merit, and what would be your re-sponse in making that effective, from your point of view?
Mr SonGtuti. I think there may be anumber of different 'viewson that. -It would be my opihion that such a beginning would offergreat prdmiielEssentially my interest is that privatesector partici-

pation .via a- mandate that the inclusion of LEA representation ispat of any employment training package, or any employment
training legislationI thinks that what we can do, and I am nottalking about additional dollars; I am talking about existing dol-lars; and perhaps realinement, and that is to bring those together
with policymaking authority, not simply small set-aside or discre-,tion to establish a group, but actually'a mandate from Congress toestablish such a group that would then have the responsibility of
assessing educational and vocational and employment needs in awholistic fashion, and that given the composition of this grour3, itwould be kind of expertise that would be able to_ deliver againin some kind bf unified way.

One other aspect in relationship to that, 'I would push for greater
accountability on the part of such a group, in terms ofe,specifica
tions of Outco(nes.

At the present$time there.ia tendency to continue to fund and
refund activities, withdut having any grasp really of whether or
not those programs have been successful.

',think there should be an attempt to greater accountabil-ity in respect to those funds,. and I think that can be a part of anykind of action that Congre would take in terms of what you planto do over 5 years, subject to annual review, and this has not been
a part of the CETA prpgraM as I understand it, and it is really not
a part of vocatio41 education. It is preSently. practiced, and I, would offer that to be a part of any. such fozination-Pf statewide.
body; an ',fully support the coneept.fisf that kind of, statewide corn-position. -1 .

Senator QtrA,t.E.,We -have .to get out Of the Mkbit of these con:tinuing resolutions, if .you, really want to get right, down to the
point. The budget process that we have, as well as the authoriza-
tion process, has to undergo' a lot of review, because Congress has

. just been Unable. to respond to some of the long-term planning that ,

A3
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is necessary to have a viablt program,
,:

and to implement delivery
systems that are going to be the most effective.

Let me ask you one final question. How are your activities at the
St, Louis. OIC coordinated with the local vocational education pro-
grams? .

Mr. STODGHILL. I would defer to Jewel Livingston to respond to
that. We do not work that closely, that would be my assessment
right now.

Ms. LzvmstroN. I could only say that we do not involve students
under 17 years of age, which means that we try to avoid getting
into the school age category. We mostly work with people who are
dropouts, who have completed high school, or dropped out after
they reach the age of 16. State regulations require children to
attend school until age 16. .

Senator QUAYLE. So basically you are talking about 17 as a Tcutoff
age, or a dropout? -

Ms. LIVINGSTON. Right. .

SeDitor QUAYLE. You would have very little contact or coordina-
tion with,the public school system?

41.. Now, do you go to the dropouts below age 17?
Ms. LIVINGSTON. No: .IR
Senator QuAYLFventeen is the--
MS. LIVINGSTON! Arid over, right.
Senator QUAYI:E. I notice, Mrs. Livingston, in your statement,

that you brought up the very relevant issue of stipends, and I be
lieve that your testimony reflected that there was not a payment of
stipends to your clients. '"

How do they get incpme, to exist for their work?,
Ms. LIVINGSTON. Well, some, as I related to, are ADC recipients,

, so they do get a maintenance stipend pf $30 a week, which gives
them travel to and from, and their food. But those stipends, are not
$3.35 an hour as the amount designated as the minimern, wage by
law.

,

Sehttor QuAng. Do you find that most of your clients do receive
some fzm of stipend, or' not?

Ms. rivirms-rox. Many of them do not, but quite a few do. .
,

Senatca QUAYLE. Do you feel that a training program should not
be an ina5me maintenance program?

Ms. LIVINGSTON. Right. We find that we get,better percentage of
completions 'out of the 'persons who enroll when the stipends are
not paid.: They are there for the skill training, they are easier to
motivate, and easier to get to complete their training %and reach
their goal. . , .

Senator QUAYLE. OK. , .
.

In your testimony, you said that many subcontractors.have been
less proficient in their delivery of services but were granted larger
,contracts than 01C. You went on to say that this *as because there
are so many political subdiv'sions. , ,

Is there 'any other reaso other less efficient delivery services
have beef granted they aw ds? - . - .1

eIVIS. LIVINGSTON. I really el those are the major ones. Just as I
Said, many political entities enter into the funding mechanism, and
the prime sponsors try to give everybody a piece of the pie. So
somebody: comes out on Ole short end, and many times it is OIC. .

.1
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,.Senator QUAYLE. When you say they want to give everybody a
piece of the pie, can you name a few of the other subcontractors?
-'11s. LIVINGSTON. Senator, would that be ethical?

Senator QUAYLE. Oh, sure.,
Ms. LivnicsroN.,Name calling gets you into trouble.
Senator QUAYLE. It will not get me in trouble. It might get you in

trouble. want to know.
Ms. LIVINGSTON. I could stand on the fifth amendment.
Senator, QUAYLE. We will talk to you in private, then.
Ms. LIVINGSTON. All right, that sounds better.
Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask one final question of both of you.
Both of you referred to the PIC Ciuncils, and I wondered how

yolifeel the PIC Council should be structured to get the most valu-
able input from the community in making decisions on allocation
of resources, and meeting the needs of a community.

Any -specific----
*Ms. LIVINGSTON. I think Mr. Stodghill gas an example of what

he felt it
Feel

entail.
I also feel it must' include the people who are really operating

employment training programs, to reallY take advantage of their
experiences, because they would be most helpful in improving the,
system, and, of course, I alluded to the middle management people -
who are on the council you have to have people on the council who
can make decisions, 410.

Senator QUAYLE. What' kind of people would that be ?Would you
say middle management, or shall we get the top management, or
should you get more people?

Ms. LiviNGsrox. The top management
Senator QUAYLE. The top management people who are accus-

tomed to making the decisions, forming, policy, and taking more of
a leadership role?

Ms. LIVINGSTON. Right.
Senator QUAYLE. Do-you Sind a reluctance of community leaders

.t.o.bewillinkto serve on a PIC Council?.
'Ms. Livniderox. Well, in most urban communities there are

great demands on those people who hold those positions, they serve
on a lot of boards throughout the community, and they do not
' really have a lot of time, but I believe that if it was mandated, that
some of them serve on the committees, I think we would get great-
er participation.'
,,Senator War-E. OK.

ThEink you both vft 'much, and we will look forWard to getting
all that private infor ation pn who is doing a good job; and who is
not.

Our next panel is, Moody Osmild, William Whitney, G. William
, Dudley and Robert E. Leak.. . .

Oswidd, you are first'on -1411st, so proceed at your discre-
tion.

A ;
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RTATEMENTS, OF DR. MOODY OSWALD, . DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
VOCATIONAL t:IIUCATION. STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-

) TI 7A. COLUMBIA. S.C., WILLIAM B. WHITNEY. OFFICE OF THE
GOVERNOR, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA CETA DIVISION. CO'-'
LUMBIA. S.C.. ACCOMPANIED -BY CHARLES MIDDLEBROOKS:
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. G. WILLIAM DUDLEY: JR., EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHEN-
SIVE EDUCATION. COLUMBIA, S.C., AND ROBERT E. LEAK.131-
RECTOR,SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEVELOPMENT BOARD. CO-
LUMBIA. S.C.. A PANEL

Dr OSWALD Thank yon, Senator Quayle. ladies and gentlemen.
I come before this subcommittee today aware that the Congress

is on the thr_eshold of making major decisions that will affect occu-
pational education, which will in turn affect the economy of this
country. I have every confidence that you will_ att in this matter
with sound judgment.

South Carolina is 'extremely, important in having a dynamic
manpower delivery system This system is comprised of institutions
and programs administered by three governing boards: The com-
mission on higher education, the State board for technical and
comprehensive education, and the State board of education.,

In addition, the CETA Division f the°Governor's office of execu-
tive policy and programs haslresOnsibility for the administration
of programs under the CET Act. We are also fortunate that an
effecitive relationship and linkaes between these agencies have
bAn formed over the past tw,o decades. This ability to work togeth-
er is one of our fundamental strengths, and quite likely has been
one of the major factors underlying the significant economic
growth that has been experienced in our State.

Due to time limitations, I would direct my remarks to three spe-
cific areas within our comprehensive votational education system:
One, an overview of our vocational education delivery system; com-
ments concerning the vocational CETA relationship in South Caro-
linaand the vocational education contribution to economic.clevel-.opmentin our State.

To set my remarks in proper perspective, allow me to briefly
direct ,rny area of responsibility,as the director of the office of,voca-
tional education. I am responsible to the State board of education,
to the State superintendent of education for the planning, adminis-
tration, 'coordination of all phases of the programs, the vocational
education in South Carolina.

The 92 school districts in South Carolina, divided geOgraphically _

and politically amkrig the 46 counties of the State, derive their
power of governance 'from the people as defined by the State consti-
tution. Prior to 1963, viable skills training programs on the second-
ary level in SoUth,,Carolina were virtually nonexistent( outside of
vocationolagriUtiire and home economics programs.

Today the vocational education deliv 4ystem consists of 55
modern vocational centers, and 218 high schools lowtedthrough-
out the State, which offer a wide variety of .occupational training
programs.

SecontarS, vocational education enrollment has increased from
79.097 students in 1969-70 to over 128,000 students in 1981. It is

9 4:
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:1" .-;,'eSpecially noteworthy that this increase occurred during tfie . same*

period in which .total State,secondary 'enrollment declined' 6y
,nearly 6.1,0W students :Currently, approximately 67 percent of the .secondary students in Sduth Carolina are enrolled in vocafkinal '.-;:education programs, which are taught by nearly 2,700 teachers. ,
`,Also. nearly 1.8,b0 students are enrolle'd in vocational raining,.i. .'4. retraining, and job skill upgrading programs. Vocatiohal educationhis inade steady .progress concerning the needs of population

...,- groups .'
During 1981, over 11,000 disadvantaged students and 6.507 handi- /\'capped students weie enrolled in vocational education programs in

the State Of those, 4)4 percent. and i-1 percent, respectively, were. . "mainstreamed" in regular vocatiOnakprograms. Approximately 63 1riercent of the total handicapped secondary school population is en-
7` rolled in vocational education programs. .

During ',.81, over .$12 triillion in Federal funds, and approximate- . -
t ly i,":30 ,millio,n in State.and local funds were expended to support,., 4.vocational programs and services system of public educationin our State. .

VoAtionar education and CETA, in South Carolina, have recot- `-niked7ne iniportarice in linkages between ouragencies in order/ toassn ctive programs for those we serve. Examples include the
education nkage prdject funded throligrthe CETA office, to estab-lish effective linkage between vocational education, business and
industry, and other, local and State agencies;'the joint survey-of
business and industry. in the State to identify new and emerging
occupations, and, of course, CETA title IV, youth programs admin-
istered through the office of vocational education., .

-Efforts, are continuously underway between Voc-Ed and CETA to
increase and find ,more cost-effective ways to limit tax dollars. Thisis not to'say that there is an absence of problems between Voc-Ed
and CETA. . . ° -

.I would like to offer the following recommendations for ydur con-
sideration One, revise the Federal regulations for both vocatiofial_
education and CETA which eliminate points of conflict between'the '
two systems Avoid loverrestrictive requirements that discobrage,ef-
fective programing, and ,provide, for maximum flexibility lhs meet-in best

a
best our unique needs. ' ..

.Synchronize the CETA, and vocational planning cycle, and ad-dress an effective linkage and planning process in the respective
Federal regulations.

Three, designate specific responsibilities under program design toeither the local educational agencies, or community-based organiza-'..tions. Develop a cooperative system where both entities have a nee-..., essary, defined role which contributes to the services provided 'forin-school youth. .
. ,Four, establish an audit cycle which provides for CETA. audits to

occur immediately following a specific program year. Assure thatCETA auditors have an adequate' .understanding of the nature"( -the programs they are auditing, and the agencies being audited.
Five, develop a sbt of standards or guidelines whic4ipply to the

award of academic credit under CETA and LEA arrangements.
Insure .that these guidelines are addressed in both sets' of Federal .regulations.. Develop creative programing that links CETA activi-

mil')
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ties with already existing courses of study, so that the award of
acadeinic credit does not adversely affect either program's goals.

Six, discoOnue the designation of specialArget ptpalation.

ups,_but rather focuscon serving all students, ed on individu-
1*. eneeds, ttierelly removing the attached stigma and offal harmful

effect on thesepersons. Rather focus on servans all students based
on their individual needs.. -

even, provide provisioris-'for community-bAtd organizations to
assist local ,education agencieA in the recruitment of students in
need pservice and in the placement 9f program completers.

In 'r and fie vocational education contributions to economic de-
lietopmeitt in.our State, as I mentioned earlier, nearly 67 percent of
the secondary students, in.grAtcle 9 through 12, in South Carolina,
are anfolled in vocational courses. This occupational training
.system ow/ides a continuous source of skilled. labor, over 200,000
completedNi the past 10 years, t.9 help meet the employment needs

. of business sand industry, and significantly contribute to increasing
the =potential earning., slid standard of living of the students am.
served., t.- "1 -

For example, a random sample of 371 completers in 198:.re-
Arealed_anc ayerage Dourly salary of $4.26. Over 27 percent higher
than Atielirevailang'iminiinum wage. '.

The fallemVtif of they employers who..have e mployed. vocational
-graduatesaring the last 2 years have shotmtharthese vocatifffal
grAluatei a bagodd to very good in. relation to their t finical
cnowledial ork attibide, work. quality, ,,overall performance
-rating, arierre tive preparation.

,As previdas stated, feel the, decision before this committee
and-, the esskin this matter are crucial in relation to the
future effec iv ess of acupational training'in this country.

I would like offer two options for your consideration. One uti-
lizeihe existing ccupational training delivery system in the public
sthool.systemzto serve school-aged students and out-of-school youth..,
Provide Federal funding to adequately support these training pro-
gramslha services. ProVide the States with the maximum degree
of flexitrity in order to most effectively meet their unique needs.

Diacontinue the designation of special target population groups,
but rather focus on serving all students, based on individual needs,
thereby removing the attached stigma. Provide provisions for com-
munity -basedpunity-based orgtmizations to assist local educational agencies in
the recruitment of students in need of service, and in theiplace-
ment of program completers.

The seconds option would be to maintain the current systems of
. vocational education and CETA /programs, under their respettive
Federal lays.. however, reduce/significantly unnecessary restric-
tions, synnronize planning cycles, provide for common Feaerai
rule! and regulations wherever possible and feasible, and privide

- ikcretliod emphasis and mechanisms for improving linkages at the
btatelind *oral levels.

We chave an excellent manpower delivery system in place in
South Carolina, but we need additional financial resources to pro-

4
vide the kinds of results needed to continue to improve the quality
of the lives of our students.

3
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Regardless of the option yOu select, coordination wll be essential
for the professionals involved in the administration of the training
programS This type of professional commitment exists in South,
Carolina, among all agencies involved in the manpower delivery
system.

In addition to Federal financial support, we need more flexibility
in any Federal legislation iri order to meet the individual heeds of
the students and business and industry.

Thank you for your patience and attention.
[Th''e prepared statement of<Dr. Oswald follows:]
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Oiribe G. MUNN%
S441 ierilnkedest of Gumbo

November 18, 1981

Senator Robert T. Statforci
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on EduCation
Arts and Humanities
4230 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Stafford:

Enclosed Is a draft copy of my written statement for the Oversight
Hearings on Vocational Education and CETA scheduled on Tuesday,
November 24, 1981 at 10:00 a.m. p

I am Wooled to have an opportunity to participate in this important
process and present South Carolina's education and lob training system.

It Is my hope that my testimony,, and the testimony of other South
Carolina representatives, will be of assistance to the Joint Subcommittee
and result In strengthening the occupational training system throughout
our country.

MO/kih

Enclosure

I

CO"

Sincerely,

Moody Os , Director
bffka of Vocational Education

'0
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

DR. MOODY OSWALD, DIRECTOR

Testimony, by Or, Moody Oswald to the Joint Senate Subeommfttees on Education, Artsand Humanities and, Employment and Productivity - November 2! 1981

I. Introduction

Senator Stafford, Senator Quayle. Distinguished Committee Members, Ladies and
Gentleman. I come before 'this distinguished body today aware that the Ccingress Is
on the threshold of milking major decisions that will affect occupational education which,410114'
will In turn affect 'the economy of this countr9. I have every confidence that you will
act In Shit Watter'with sound judgement.

Overview of Vocational Educatlo In South Carolina'

A.OrTnization and Governance tit .

To let my remarks In proper perspective, allow me to briefly present an

overviewaorthwdynamIc Manpower Delivery System operating in South Carolina
in relation to organization, govemancr, and my area of resp3nsibility.

The formal educational experiences of citizens In South Carolina an admin-.
Astered by three governing Boards:

1. The Commission on Higher Education has responsIbillt for.skengthenIng
the State's institutions of higher lea Ing to provide quality college

education and' training beyond high se 1ifor every Citizen who can
profit from it.

2. The State Board for Technical 'and Comprehensive Education has within
its Jurisdiction all State-supported technical institutions. This Board
has authority over all postsecondary vocational technical, occupational
diploma, and associate degree programs financed In whole or part by
State funds,

3. The.State Board of Education has responsibility J
(

or the sbeermince of
secondary and adult.Millicationel ?aperient's In the State's system of
public schools. The Stat Board of Education Is the sole Egm
resionsible for%sthe idol stration of vocational programs consistent with
the requirements of Sta and Federal laws.

t. In addition, The CET Dielelon of the Governor's Office of Executive

Polley and Programs, St C. ETA Consortium aS4Prinse Sponsor, has

6responsIbliityl for administration of programa under the CETA Act
of 1973. of the Prime Sporissr Is to develop a comOrthentive°

9
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manpower program to meet the needs of disadvantaged, unemployed and

under-employed Individuals In South Carolina.,

The Executive Officer of the State Board of Education Is the State

Superintendent of 'Education, Dr. Charlie C. Williams, who is a State

Constitutional officer and is elected by a popular vote of the people in

South Carolina. In my position as DiOector of the Office of Vocational

Education, I am responsible to the State Board of Education through the

Executive Officer and Deputy Superintendent for the Division of Instruction,

for the planning, administration, coordination, supen/Islon and promotion

of all phasesag_the program of vocational education In the State.

Tile 92 school districts in South Carolina, divided 'geographically and

politically among the 96 counties of the State, 'derive their power of.
governance from the people as defined by the State Constitution.

Consequently,, educating the children of South Carolina is a State respon-

sibility being duly delegated to the local school districts by State statute.
*

B. Mission and Major Goals

1. The mission of the Office of Vocational Education, State Department of
1

raucation, is to efficiently and effectively: supervise anti manage all

vocational education funds provided' by the State wand Federal Governments;

render maximum service to vocational education In the public school system;

inform local school administrators and the general public as to theproblenis

and needs of vocatIonal education; provide.for.the professional improvement

of vocational administrative, ancillary, and ,Instructional staff; administer

all vocational education policies and procedures adopted by the State Board"

of Education; and, assure compliance gy local educational agencies with all

State and Federal vocational education laves, rifles, atm! regulatioAs.

2. Major Goals 3411/4

a. Appropriate oppontunitisk for career awarenets, exploratloo, and

orientation shall exist for individuals of all ages and grade levels;
_ -

b. Appropriate prevocational education opportunities shall exist for

ninth and/or tenth grade'students;

c. Appropriate vocational education opportunities shall exist for 1001

of all secondary students;

d. Appropriate opportunities shall exist In vocational -tech olcal education

.q r mstsecondary students: .

4 O. Appropriate opportunities In vocational education skall exist'fieotd-

of-school youth; -' . .
s

)
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f. Appropriate vocational education oppiertunities shall exist for adults

to be re-trained or to upgrade their job

g. Appropriate vocational education opportunities shall exist to meet the

needs of the handicapped and the disadvantaged citizens;

h. Innovative and model pr'ograms in vocational education and supportive

services shall exist to meet manpower needs In new and emerging

occupaticasj

I. The effects of sex bias and sex stereotyping will be reduced to ensure

equal access to vocationai,education progrims by both male and female;

Vocational education programs and supportive services throughout the

State shall be of a high quality;

k. Relevant vocational training and supportive services shall be readily

0 accessible to all student populations served In the State;

I. A comprehensive planning effort for coordination and consultation shall

exist among all governmental agencies and organizations Involved in the

deliviry of IvoCational training and supportive services to achieve

artkulatlop of vocational education programs.

. C. Vocational Education Delivery System

The most crucial turning point for vocational education In this century occurred

with the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 followed by the 1968

and 1976 Amendments. Prior to 1963, viable° skill training programs on the

secondary level were virtually nonexistent outside of vocational

and home economics programs. gince 1963, a truly remarkable explosion of

opportunities In vocational facilities and programs hes occurred, e

moving from an agrarian society to a more industrializ'ed society.

Area Vocational Centers In South Carolina

Fiscal Year Number of Centers in Operation

1964-

1966- 4

1968-- -15

4 1975----- -----

19S1---- ---
Vocational courses ant also offered In 218 high schools

throughout the State.

The Area! Vocational.Center concept in South Carolina was designed to eliminate

the duplication of high cost vocational- programs by school districts and provide,. -

an effective means for meeting the employment training needs of students and

businessilndustry. Currently, thedynarnic network of 55 area vocational centers

serve students from several "feeder" high schools in their respective school
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district and, in many uses, "feeder" high schools from multiple school districts.

A corresponding - xpanslon of vocational program offerings has also 7:courreci kt

the high schools of the State, as comprehensive_ high schools have evolved--W

providing occupational skill training in 218 high schools which prior to 1965

afforded few skill training programs for students.

South Carolina now has In place one of tile most comprehensive and effeCtive
ee,

manpower supply systems in this country through vocational education.
9.

D. Program Enrollments/Staff

Statistically, secondary vocational education enrollment in South Carolina has

Increased from 79,097 students in 1969-70 to 128,586 students in 1980-81

an Increase of nearly 63.01. It is especially noteworthy that this increase

occurred during the same period in which total State secondary enrollment

(grades 9-12) declined by nearly 64,000 students. Cprrently, 'approximately

67.01 of the secondary (grades 9-12) students in South Carolina are enrolled

In vocational education programs ;which are taught by nearly 2700 teachers.

Also, nearly 18,000 adults are enrolled in vocational training, re-training,

and job skill thagrading programs.
4

FY 1981 Secondary Vocational Education Enrollment/Teachers

Service Area Enrollment Teachers

Agriculture 9,980 172

Marketing and Distribution 4,734 98

Health Occupations .1;067 75,

Constirser and Homemaking 31,605 419

Occupational Home Economics 1,957 57 ,:

Business and Office 37,111 690

Trade and Industrial, 23(624 755

Industrial Arts 4,790 84

Prevocatioiial 13'714 193

fbtm. -128,586 2, 681

Vocational education training ir4Solth'earofina starts in the middle and early

secondary grades with career education, prevocational education and Industrial

arts training programs. Student enrollment in these program's exceeded 20,000

during FY 1941 and are vital in terms Of assisting students In selecting their

career objective, instilling a solid work ethic, and In contributing toward

increased productivity.

During FY 1981, 14,379 disadvantaged studenti aad.,67507 handicapped students

were enrolled in vocational education programs in South Caroline, and were

I.

9
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provided special assistance and support services to tinthern succeed in
vocatignal education. Of these enrollments, nearil 91k01, of the disadvantaged

students and MO% of the pandicapped students were *main: tamed" In regular

vocational programs. A recent study by the Office of VocaN tiOal Education, on

the extent to which vocational education is serving handicapped students in

South Carolina, revealed that approximately 63% of the total handicapped

secondary school populatioti enrolled In vocational education programs.

Student and Employer Follow-up
.

Obviously, enrolimeneoPportgn(ties in occupational training programs at all

levels of Instruction muit yield student placements In gainful employment or

continuing education. In the Spring of 1910, 17,960 vocational education stu-
dent successfully completed secondary occupational programs In South Carolina.

Of these gxnpleters, approximately Set entered the job market and On continued
highe' education.

The Office of Vocational Education conducted an employer follow-up of 337

students who had completed their vocational training In the Spring of 1980 and
had secured employmentin a )ob related to their vocational training. The

results were most encouraging 'an'd indicated that employers consider them to
lie.:"ijocid" to *very good* in terms of 'their: technical knowledge, work

attitude, work quality, overall performance rating, and relative preparation.'

'Further, there we're no significant differences In the employer ratings amorrg

the studepts In relation to'sex or racial/ethnic groups.
F. Funding Sources and Distribution

State funds are allocated to local school districts for vocational education based

on the number of pupils classified In vocational education (F.T.E.) in accordance
with the South Carolina Education Finance_Act of 1977. -The majortpurpose of

WS law is to establish a system of State financial aid that recognizes localr
financial ability and upgrades educational opportunities for every child in the

State's public school system to at least those standards expressed by the State

Board of Education's Defined Minimum Program.

Federal funds, consistent with P.L. 94-982, are allocated by formula to local

educational agencies. The Federal allocation formula Is designed to allocate

khIgher4roportIonate share-to-local educational agencies having the greatest
needs. Included In the Federal allocation formula are factors relating to:
relative ability to pay, concentration of low income Individuals, size of the.-
program (vOcational enrollment), unernilloyment rate, student dropout rate,
and Initiation of new programs.

10 0
fl
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During 1980-81, over $12 million In Federal funds and approximately '830 million

In State/local fulps were eXPenaed to support vocational programs/services ins"

the system of public education.in South Carolina.,

Program Improvement Efforts

ij Is axiomatic that In order for vccationaleduation.to effectively serve the needs

of students and employers, It must be aware of and respond to those needs.

Therefore, the State Department of Education - Office of Vocational Educa'tion has

placed the highest priority on efforts to Improve vocational program quality, effect-

iveness, and relevancy. The follewing are represeritative of some of these improve-

mint

A. ProgQuality and Effectiveness

1. Quality Program Standards

A significant advancement in assuring the continued quality of vocational

prograiiss recently occurred as a result of action by the South Carolina

Lagislafri. On June 5, 1980, an Act (R623, 57841 was passed to amend

certain sections of the 1976 Code of Laws of South Carolina relating to

vocational education. This Act required that "On or before December 30, 1'980,

the State Board of Education shall adopt,instructiOnal program Standards for

villatIonal programs and a needs, assessment format-which Include instructional

requirements for the special characteristics of the different vocational

programs..." Further, that 'these instructional program.standards shall ,

be incorporated In the (*tab Carolina State Plan for Vocational-Technical

Education al adopted by the State Board of Education. The instructional

,standards adopted by the State Board of Education shall be used to evaluate.

vocational programs." These larogram standards were developed and approved

by the State Board of Education on December 12, 1980. The new program.

standards and evaluation ctIteriawill be Included in the FY 1982 State, Plan

for Vccitional-TechnicaiEducatIn.

2. Peofessional.Staff Development ,

' in order. for vocational education programs to be of high quality, they must

hive competent and qualifiedadministrators, ancillary. staff, and teachers.

Ther fore, the Department of EdUcation - Office of Vocational Education has

placeded p esitorudidevelopment, at both the State and local levels, among

Its highest pelority.areas.

Currently, the second phase of an effort 'to identify professional development'
se 114

needs of vocational.teschers is nearIng Completion. The first phase of this

effort focused or? the professional Z;velopment %aids of Trade and industrjal

teachers, while the second phase addressed the needs of all other vocational

1p
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service areas. The results of these projects will provide Information needed

to conduct relevant inset:vice training to improve teacher competencies and

effectiveness In the classroom.

3. Equipment Updating and Replacement

South Carolln a ,prelentry has In excess of S20 million Invested In vocational.

equipment located In 04,55 area vocational centers and 218 high schools*

throughout the State. in order to maintain program quality, It is essential

that Instructional equipment be continually Updated. An Equipment Needs

Assessment was conducted during FY 1980 and FY 1981 by the Department of -
Education - Office of Vocational Education to determine siSecific needs in this

area. As a result of tgis assessment, recommendations were Made by the State

Board of Education to the, State Budget and Control Board for several million

dollar's in State funds for new vocational equipment and for the replacement of

obsolete/worn-out vocational equipment. As a result, the State Budget and

Control Board approved and the State Legislature appropriated approximatelyI
$2 million in VY 80 and $2.5 million ih FY 1981 for this purpose. It Is anti-,
cipated that at least this level 'of funding will be required infuture years for
equipment replacement and uxPating.

B. Program Relevancy
a

The planning and decision4na1Eing basp at the State Level, was reInforcedby the

statewide assessment of Vocational and Te4chnical Education Need} in South

Carolina, conducteq, during FY, 1979. This comprehensive effort Involved

surveying the perceptions of employers, educators, teacfiers, and the general
. \public throughout the State regardIng-sneeds related to vocational aptcl technical

education. .The Needs Assessment Report. was distributed in December,; E.' 1979, to local voat ortadipersonnel, TEC administrators, Employment Security

Coternlislon, State Adyllory Council for Vocational and Technical Education,

State Development Board and vocational.teacher, educators.

Continuing the thrust of the statewide effort, local vocational personnel have

been provIded'aids and assiatence'in conducting- local needs assessments.

a) -A Vocational seeds Assessment Handbook was developed for localidmin-
1straib`rs and vocational planners: This handbook wan distributed to

vocational Fenfer directors during a needrassessment InservIce Session
o Pr. 6r

46-, In Apr11, 1980. -
b) An eletensIve needs mentitraining session for local vocational planners

-
^ Was held In the' Spring' Of 1911{. - 1 . .

... ..
,,c) Three projects have been funded' to conduct vocational needs assessments

at the local level: H; B. SiofforS Area "Vocational Education Center Sole.. ,,, .,r,

a

90-946 Q-82---8
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,(Spartanburg County),'Beaufort-Jasper Career Education Center, andthe

Georgetown County School District.

These are onlya few of the efforts currently underway to Improve _vocational

education programs and services in South Carolina, which will provide a solid base
-

for meeting the challenges of the `1980's. `Otherefforts of equal Importance include:

the elimination of sex stereotyping, bias, and discrimination in vocational education

and advances made In student recruitment In non:traditional progrims; the Ave-
,

locetent and field testing of a public relations program for use at the local level;

continuing efforts to Iniplement performance -based Instructional materials; the

coordinItion of Business/industry days in over 20 area vocational centers during

this year; and, Insery ice training programs, with college credit, for teachers of
.disadvantaged and handicapped vocitionati students.

. Vocational edicators at both the State and local levels lo South Carolina can be

extremely proud of the progress In Vocational Education during the past 10-15

years. However, we'do not feel that we have `arrived' -- there is much to be

done to effectively meet the challenges ahead.

IV. New Thrusts

South Carolina experienced an Increase of 523,692 persons or 20.09 from 1970 to

1980. Approximately 801 of this growth occurred in the age groups over 20 years

of age. South, Carolina's population is steadily getting older and is a continuation

of the trend that has been experienced ;ince.the early 1900's (median age in 1900 -

13.1 years, 1980 - 28.2 yeah).

It Is effected that the population growth experienced during the past decade will _

continue and perhaps increase at a faster rate during' the t980's. Population growth

alone will cause a corresponding deinapd tot- services by, the public. This will require

a continuing trained labor force In:
..

'Health Services - doctors, nurses, paramedics, technicians, assistants /aids

*Business and Office - Word processing, data processing, secretaries

*Occupatlo'nal Home Economicsics - food services, clothing services, home

fumishInds, etc.

'Marketing and Distribution - general merchandising, retail trade, etc.

'Trades and Industry - air conditioning, heating and refrigeration, appliance

repair, body and fender repair, machine shop, building

construction, metal trades

Increasing population longevity will cause an Increasing need for medical services

C and nursing homes. Again,increasing the demand for trained workers in Health

Services.

.4
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An increasing number of persons In the 21 to 65 age group, coupledfilth
technological advancements In business/indintiy, will create an increasing demand
for adult occupational retraining and skill upgrading programs.

The continuing Increase In the number of women entering the workforce will
cause a corresponding need for occupational training and support services
(guidanie and counseling, Job placement, child care service": etc.)
A deoland for trained labor In new and emerging

occupations brought'about by
technological advancements and business /industry growth and diversification will .
necessitate the development and Implementation of new occupational training programs.
A continuing demand for trained workers in specific areas for which there st a
current and 'projected critical need (Business and Office, Distribution andIt
Marketing, Health, Trade and Industrial) mandate that effective Measures be taken
In student recruitment and program expansions.

. South Carolina will continue to experience
an unprecedented rate of business/

Industrial growth/diversification and increasing demand for higher skilled people
to meet employment demand In high technology areas.

. a.

In order to effectively meet the challenges which the 1980's will present, It will
become increasingly necessary to departfrom the traditional method of doting
things. We must be willing to re-examine our philosophy of vocational education
and risk finding better ways for more effective /efficient delivery of training and
services to the people and employers in South Carolina. This will necessitate in
adjustment in our basic attitudes in willingness to change and courage to initiate
appropriate, actions. as

For example, we will need to:

A. Improve our capability to respond to change. The combined factors of
financial investment in equipment and teacher tenure tend to naturally
inhibit change. Consequently, In many instances, vocational programs are
primarily maintained based on enrollment demand rather than employment
demand.

Potential Strategies

1. Greatly expand the cooperative method of vocational Instkuction where, .*
through a Joint agreement between the local 'school district and employers,
students alternately receive

classroomInstruction In school and related+
or(-the -job training.

e
2. Continue to enhance conusualcittlep.. coordination, and articulation between

all training agencies,
employment offices and business /industry.

3. Develop a joint communications
network for keeping abreast of technological +

and employment 'changes as, 'and If possible, before they occur.

104
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4. Continue to concentrate efforts at the secondary vocational education level

to effectiliely prepare studegts with basic academic and job entry skills

required for Immediate..employment and/or continuing education.

S. 'Continue and increase professional development efforti at the State and

local levels for administrators, Ancillary staff, teacher educators, and

teachers.

Continue to Improve teacher pre -servile education pr/gram's and recruit-

ment efforts to provide a sufficient supply of qualified Instructional staff

for meeting the State's needs. This is Important at .the secondary, post-

secondary, and higher educational levels, but is especially important in

the area of high technology skill training.

B. Improve the effectiveness of needs assessments and planning at the Local and

StateUels.

There has been a continuing reed for more accuratE and complete employment

demand data (current and projected) at the local level for program modification

and planning purposes. This need can be expected to increase and become

urgent and critical In the near future. The Smith Carolina Employment Security

Commission Is regarded among the top agencies'in the Nation in relation to their

capabilities. ih the area of emplOyment and related data. H6woler. It Is a fact

that State employment data has had little effect in influencing future program

decisions at the local school district level. Federal and State law mandates that

the inspiration for vocational education planning begin at the local level. Local

school districts arerequiced to submit detailed applications to the State Depart-

ment of Education each yeam(November), spalfically setting forth their proposed

vocational programs, service's; and utilization of funds for the coming year.

In developing these annual applications, local school districts must rely 11

p rimarily on Information received from local advisory councils and local svrveys.

The Stahl Department of Education staff In reviewing and approving these

applications, 'end lacking local level employment data must In most cases accept
. .

the justification. Eftential data Is taken from vpproaed applications, summarized,

and incorporated in the Annual South Carolina State Plan for Vocational-Tech- ...
e

nice! Education. The State Plan represents, with the exception of State level
1

efforts, an aggregation of approved local plans.
1,)

Po tial Strategies .h

1. The Improvement, standardization, and expansion of local information

gathering techniques, such a,$ the Local Needs Assessment System which. .. ..

was pilot tested In several school districfsduring FY 19111. '''

2...The joint development (Employment Security Commission and other Sta,te ,

agencies) of an effective employment demand and supply system, with data
'`.

0
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aggregation bea,/ the State level (I.e., county level) for use by local
and State vocational planners;

3. Increase the effectiveness of business/industry and community involve-
ment in voOatlonal'educatiOn program evaluation and planning.

4. Develop and Implement an effective system for retraining teachers and

relocating equipment in vocational programs which are planned to be
phased out.

C. Improve our ability to Provide Quality and Relevant Vocational Programs.

As a result of the rapid pace of tethnological advancement, which can be

expected to accelerate In the future, It will become increasingly important
' for vocational education to adjust progranto maintain program quality and

relevancy. Cor7spondlOgly, It wit; become financially unfeasible tO'replace
equipment in an attempt to keep up-to-date.

Potential Strategies
8

1. Multiply our efforts to provide students with-basic edbcational skills,

specific occupational competencies and good work habits and attitudes.

.

Much of the economic well being of South Carolina and theNationwill
depend upon productivity growth - -the ability of the work force to produce
more goods and services In an hour of work. ' -

2. Reduce youth unemployment (14.5% age 16-19 in 1990: over 20.0% for
. minority youth) through a joint effort between the CETA and eduoptional

committees. Every rescued youth will represent a small victory against
inflation by freeing tax revenues for other Investments and increase-.

I

productivity In South Carolina. .

3. Provide the assurance to eactsting and new industry that the skilled workers
needed will be available, and possess the capabilities to.deliver.

4. Seek out allsources of additional funding and become more efficient ins
Liking available monies in order to keep pace.with inflation and meet
continually changing need9.

The chillenges of the future will focus on the need to change. and thit degree
of success to which future needs are 'met will pivot on the extent to which

.
vocational education recognites`the need to change and initiates change.

The future holds many unknowns and will present many problems that will
be difficult to deal with. We must seek fresh and new solutions and be willing
to take different approaches and methods in meeting and overcoming future
challenges.

re

Above all else. training agencies and employers must improve their abilities

to effectively communicate, coordinate, and work together. Mese linkages will
be crucial in relation to how well we respond to the needs of the 19801s.
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V. intettgency Coordination

A. 'Linkages

t.

I.

The, South Carolina Department pf Education - Office--ed Vocational Education,

his ion; recoignized that program effectiveness is In direct proportion to the

degree and extent of coordination, cooptration, and communication that exists

between training agencies and business/Industry at the State and local levels.

That such linkages exist In South Carolina has been one of the major factors

In promoting and sustaining the tremendous economic and employment growtl

NhiCh the State has experienced during the past 10-15 year period, for example.

1.,The State Boird Planning Committee; charged with the responsibility to

coordinate the development of tWaarrual State Plan for Vocational-Tech-

nical Educatio;, is a good example of effective linkage at the State level.
7.

jhis committee, under the direction of the State Board of, Education

(Curriculum and Materials 'Subcommittee) is composed of representativis
. ,

from: ;he State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education,

Commission on Higher Education, State Department" of Education - Office
.

of Vocational Education, Governor's-Office-CETA Division, local school

boards, local school administrators, and vocational teachers. The committee

Is required to meet at least three times, to: a) plan for, the development

of the Annual State Plan; b) consider the first ,draft of the Annual State

Plan; and, c) to recommend approval of this document to the Slate Board

of Education.
a

At the local school district level local advisory councils are required, to:

a) review and recommehd approval of the annual local application for Federal

support of vocational programs and services: b) advise on current job needs;

c) advise on the relevancy of courses offered; aid, d) coordinate the programi.

services, and activities contained in the local application with other local,

vocational training programs. Localadvisoricqu mils are composed of

members of the general public including rejit;stntatIves of business, Industry,

and labor. In addition, such councils must include representation of both.-
sexes and racial/ethnic minorities of tageographical area served.

" Als0,40program advisory committees were required for the first time during

~FY 1981 (previously optional) to meet with and advise vocational teachers

and administrators of the school or area vocational center concerning all

aspects of the specific trades or occupations and related instructional program

needs. - .
4. A new thrust initiated during FY 1981 was the establishment of an education

linkage project funded through the Covirnor's Office-CETA Division. Th'e

project was sifically designed to establish effective linkage and coordination

tr
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between vocational education, business and'Industry,'ESC Job Service, iTA,

vocational rehabilktiticir, technical education, and other training inatitutions.

The project was coordinated and administered by the ciffice of Vocational
Education. InItlailx, this effort was conducted on a pilot basis end involved

ten (10) area vocational centers In predominantly, rural areas of the State.

Project coordinators are functioning in each of the ten (10) vocatiogal.centers,

to accomplish' the following objectives: 'a) facilitate the transltion of students
from school to work; b) larpNrove vocational program articulation with other

local training programs; and, c) develop an effective commtrication networks-

Strategies for achieving these objectives Include:* establishing a functional

job placement and follow -up program; establishing a task force committee

with 4epresentetion fru:business/industry, vocational education, jobiervice,`
technical education, vocational rehabilitatibn, CETA, and higher education; 4
providing technical assistance to local advisory councils an program` advisory

committees; establishing cooperative education programs wh ch combine work

experience related to vocational studies; and, establishing an informational

system to create awareness among students of all available oCal employment

and training oppoptOhities.
°

'The project Is being continued

and, based on results achieved and availability of sounds, th

during FY 1982

s concept is

plannedr be expanded throughout th; State in future years
S'. Effortsare also underway to increase Inter-agency cooperatio

cost efficient ways to use limited tax dollars, and generate p

greater versatility among users. On 6acember '3, 1980, the Go:re'rnor's
1

Office-CETA Division and the South Carolina Department of Edudation entered

an agreement to share the responsibilities for a comprehensive survey of
businesses and Industries In the State. Independently, the CETA DivisiOn

planned to obtain information on aurrent and future employment and training

needs of business and industry, while the Department of Education planned

study to identify new and emerging occupations In the State. Although
'the separite studies were different in purpose and context, they were

similar in the target population to be surveyed and the common need for

this- information. An agreement was drafted to combine the resources

.(money, WWII, and experdie) of both agencies and expand the project

scope to encompass all Information requirements. This project is nearing
".."ipletiort at the prlisent time and v1111 be used as a basis for planning

find more

ucts with

technical assistance to local school districts In the near future.
S. The Office otttor Governor, CETA pivislon, serving as Prime Sponsor for

South Carolina under a consortium agreement, enters into contracts with

the State Departm&A of Education - Office of Vocational Education folr the

I

r

to.
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purpose of proviciing employment and training servicesio secondary schooi

youth. This funding comes under the 226 set-aside mandated by the CETA

Title IV'Federal Regulations for agreements between prime sponsors and

local educatir agencies (LEA's). The Director of the Office of the Governor.

CETA Division and the State Superintendent for Education hold signatory

authority over these contracts. (YETP,eEP, Administration.) The

Office of the Governor, CETA Division and the State Department of Education -

Office of Vocational Education also enter into a non-financial agreement for

LEA InT,wehool youth program assurances and requirements found under

Section 680.7 of theCETA Federal Regulations. Tcre State Office of -

Vocational Education _then enters into Finantial sub-agreements with Local

Education Agencies by means of Grant Awards. These Grant Awards are

primarily designated for Local Vocational...Centers, although some individual

school districts receive awards for programs in various high schools across

the state. The State Office of Vocational Education maintains a CETA-funded

administratlVe staff to coordinate CETA programs at the state level. The

Prime Sponsor and the Office of Vocational Education hold nn meetings%

and planning sessions fgr the purpo.se of pooling resources and designing

programs which best serve disadvantaged youth. The Director of the Office

of Vocational Education serves on the State Employment and Training Council.

The CETA Youth Program Coordinator for OVE maintains daily contact with

Prime Sponsor staff for the purpose of obtaining and disseminating program

Information for LEA's. Under the present program design, the OVE has

established a close working relationshipwith both the State. and Coca! offices

of the State Employment. Secuilfy Commission. A major advantage of the

CETA-Vocational Education linkage is that local school districts and voca-

tional.c,entersoperate the programs which serve their students. This local

involvement is a primary consideration under the CETA design. It allows

for flexibility bated on individual district needs and priorities, and eliminates

conflicts:which mightsievelop when outside agencies deal with youth enrolled

I, in secondary school systems.

7. The'Department of Eduction - Office of Vocational EdUcation has established

`a close working relationship with the Employment Security Commission and its

South Carolina Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (SCOIGC)

component, by: a) routinely supplying enrollment, completer.,plaagent

follow -up, and course inforraatiotijor its&ata kase;%) providing nafnes

eompleters for a study comparing the teacher versus student based follow-up

Systems; and, e) serving as a member of the executive board and,technical

working calamine*. .

' ea
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S. During FY 1979, local educational agencies in South Carolliia were

experiencing difficulties In expending the full amount of Section 102(a)

Federal seaside funds for serving disadvantaged and ha*Ficlicapped voca-

tional education students. The problem was due to a lack of available

State/local funds with IyhIch to match Federal fund expenditures for these

purposes, as required by P. L.,94-1192. Through coordinatiotr with, and

the cooperation of -the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive

Education, It was determined that State funds expended at the. postsecondary.

lyre for educational development (tem edlation) programs could be used to

provide matching for Fedecal disadvantaged funds expended by local

"education agencies. Also, a similar approach was worked out with the

Office of Handicapped - Stite Department pf Education to provide State-

wide matching of the Federal handicapped setaside funds. Both cif these

methods to provide the required State matching of Federal setaside funds

were approved by the U. S. Department of Education.
444

B. Articulation

Articulation has been a major concern during the past decade of the State

Advisory Cbuncil on Vocational and Technical Education, The State Board for

'Or Technical and Comprehensive education and the Department of Education -

Office of Vocational Education. Since the early 1970's, efforts have been Va,
4

underway at the state and Ideal levels to articulate occupational programs.

These efforts have Included surveys, annual State -wide conferences,'- egional

meetings, and local level meetings /agreements. To date, approximatelNenty-

two vocational-technical programs have been fully articulated from'thet secondary

through the post-secondary instructional levels.

The first written articulation agreement between the State Department of

Education - Office of Vocational Education and the State Bo.ard for Technical

and Comprehensive Education Is currently under consideration.. This agree-

4.

ment enrurages:

' Coordination, cooperation, and articulation between vocational

education and technical education from the State level; and

--Local areivocatianal centers and technical institutions to operate

programs jointly for new,and experygs industries to enhance the

economic growth of South Carolina.

Quoting from this agreement: "There has been and increasingly continues to

be coordinallon..cooperation, and articulationlsetween Vocitioral education snd
*tx`'.the TEC System. ThIS memo of understanding Is a formal recognition of the

m4 , specific deillr.atlen on the part of both systems to be mutually supportive In

a

4
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a

their endeavors to promote the economic growth of our state and Its citizens.

It aisq acknowledges a statewide commitment and encourages the same en a

local level, to maximize the cooperative utilization of both system's resources

to the greatest benefit of the state and its people."

VI. Impact of Vocational Education on Economic Development

The dynamic deliv,ery system of vocational education operating in South Carolina

has had and will continue to have a significant role in the economic development

of this State. Currently, nearly 67.04 or 128,586 of the secondary students In

grades 9-12 in South Carolina are enrolled in vocational education courses., This

occupational training system provides a continuous source of skilled labor to help

meet the employment needs of business and Industry. During the past ten year

period, nearly 200,000 secondary studentshave successfully completed secondary

occupational`training programs throughout. the State. Of these, approximately,

100,000 entered the Job market and secured employment while over 60,000 continued

their education at higher levels.

Recognizing that the Majority of South Carolina', future population will flow

through its public school system, vocational education is In a critical position

In relation to increasing the potential earnings and standard of living of students

served, and in helping to provide a pool of skilled workers for employers through-

out the State. An indicator of how
``pool

education contribute's to higher

earn s. a revealed in the completer follow-up of FY 1980 secondary vocational

education graduates. Of a random sample of 371 completers (157 male, 214

(female), the average hourly salary was $4.26, significantly above the prevailing

minimum wage rate. '

Vocational education Is a positive force in the economic development and revitah-

ization of South Carolina. We will continue bur efforts at the State and local

levels to: initiate programs to meet new and emerging occupational needs;

strengthen linkages between education agencies and business /Industry; provide'

skill b/lining. retaining and upgrading for adults; provide for siring of

vocational fac titles for use by the State TEC Special Schools program; articulate

a all appropriat vocational secondary programs through the postsecondary y

instructional level; phase-out vocational programs no longer, ,justified by employ-
,.

ment detrand and Initiate new programs to meet employment shortages of skilled

workers; and, Instill in vocational students sound work habits and attitudes, with

special emphasis on productivity.
V

Vocational education has a vital role to play In assuring the continued economic

growth of South Carolina. However, this can, only occur through a partnership
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approach between the State Development Board, training agencies at all
Instructional levels, and the Governor's Office-CETA D ,ivlsion. Together, _
working to Jmprove communication, coordination

and linkages, especially at
the rocs! levels, will ensure'our continued success.

VII. Vocational Education - CETA Legislation

- -- Opportunities for Improvement

A. Federal Regulations: Interpretation and Restrictions

The current CETA Federal Regulations are difficult to Interpret *both the
state and local levels. Often requirements are too vague or general to assure
adequate policy decisions. On the other hand, there are numerous references
which seem to inhibit effective programs while serving rto specific purpose.
Having, two sets of Federal Regulations for V ducation and CETA also
creates colifitcting requirements which iscourage linkage. An example 6f
this occurred during.thit planning cycle or CETA FY 92. °Under a new youth'
model, the OVE CETA program planned to offer a component of CETA - designed
PreEmploymwat Skills Training to existing'classes of Pre-Vocational education
mandated by state regulations to be offered at the 9th or 10th grade level.
This seemed an ideal way to reach a mix of CETA-eligible and non-CETkieligible
youth by combining CETA and Vocational Education 'resources. However, this
entire phase, of the youth model was prohibited by iz CETA regulation that any
non-CETA eligible youth who received limited services must be 16-21 years of
age. Many students at the 9th and 10th grade level in Pre- Vocational classes
would not meet the age limitation..

Rtcommendation: Attempt to develop less cumbersome Federal Regulations for
both CETA and Vocational Education which eliminate 2oints of conflict between
'the two systems. Avoid over-restrictive requirements that discourage effective 419
programming.

B. CETA vs. Vocational Education: Funding and -Planning Cycles
Extensive cooperative linkage between CETA and Vocational Education is
difficult because of the different funding and planning cycle for each entity.
This linkage Is further complicated tSy the fact that'ATA Is'nfit forward-
funded. LEA's are hesitant to commit themselves to staff and participants
when funding Is tentative and money Is obligatedat Intervals ie9s than a

A full program year.

Recommepdat9so.: Synchronize the CETA,and Vocational Education planning
cycle and address an effective linkagelplannIng process in the respective .

Federal regulations. Possibly provide an LEA set-aside under CETA which
would assure

a minimum level of funding for at least ir period of two fiscal

Li 2
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. years In order to promote long -range planning.

C. Dee Delivery System:. C80 vs. LEA

The prime sponsor contracts, with both the Office of Vccatiohal Education (OVE)

and community based'organizations ,,(C80's) for similar programs to serve the

same youth population. In some instances this appears to create a duplication

df effort. One detrimental aspeCt of Iles is when C80's and local educational

agencies (LEA's) are "comp4g* to serve the; same youti.

Recommendation: Designat; specific responsibilities under program design to

either the LEA or the C80. DeVelop a cooperative system where both entities

have a necessary, defined role which contributes to the services provided for

In-school youth.

D. The CETA Audit:. Cycle and Method

CETA audits-are a major concern to Local Education Agencies who opeeite CETA'

programs bnder a,grant'award from the Office of Vocational Education. One

problem is4that often an audit occurs two to three years after a specific program

yearsOftei-r, thole have been numerous staff changes and revisions in Federal

Regulations that prohibit the LEA's from effectively respotirng to question

costs. A second problem is that_ many Independent audit firms, who are en aged

tRi the prime sponsor are unfamiliar with the CETA programs that are bein

audited. LEA's complain that the roles appear to have changed from the t

of program operation to the time of the audit. Again, one possible cause

this is the matter of interpritation of the FederalfRegulaUons. Unnecessary.
questioned costs which LEA's are required to pay bick three years later are

a major disincentive to CETA-Vocational Education linkages.

Recommendation: Establish an audit cycle which provides for CETA audits to

occur'Immediately following a specific program year. Eliminateurnikessary

s 'catches" in the Federal Regulations that may result from a difficulty to

adequately interpret specific requirements. Assure that CETA auditors have

an adectluate understanding of the nature of the programs they are auditing

and the agenelea.being audited.

se

E. Academic Credit for CETA" Participation

Section 680.120 of the curt-wit ETA Federal Regulations require, prime sponsors

to encourage education 'gentle; CO award academic credit to CETA participants.

This Is often difficult because of the conflicting requirements between CETA

and Vocational 'Education. Another problem Is a competitive atmosphere

established between programs offered under. CETA and school-based classes

and activities which both offer credit.

Recommendation: Develops set of standards or guidelines which apply to the
.

113
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*ward of academic credit under CETA-LEA arrangements. Ensure that these

guidelines are addressed In both sets of Federal Regulations. Develop creative

programming that links CETA activities with already existing courses Of study

so that the award of academic credit does not adversely affect either program's

goals.

VIII. Conclusion

As previously stated, I feel the decisions before this committee and the Congress

In this matte are crucial In relation to thefuttire effectiveness of occupational

education In this country.

I would like to offer two options for your consideration:

A. Utilize the existing occupitional training delivery system in the public school

system to serve school age students and out- of-school youth. Provide Federal

funding to adequately support This training programs and services. Provide

the states with the maximum degree of flexiblejf in order to most effectively

meet their unique needs. D4tinue the delignation of special target popu-
lation jroups e. disadvantaged) but rather focus on serving all students

baseM individual needs, thereby removing the attached stigma. Provide

provisions for community based.orglipliations to assist local educational agencies

In the recruitment of students in need'of service and In the placement of program

completer.

B. Maintain thicurrent systems of vocational education and CETA prcorams, ugder

their respective Federal laws. However, reduce significantly unnecessary

restrictions, -synchronize plarining Cycles.'provide for common Federal rules

and regulations viherefer possible and feasible, and provide Ind-eased -erphasis
. .

and mechanisms for Improving linkages at the state and kcal levels.

We have an excellent manpower delivery system In place In South Carolina. but

we need additional financial resources to provide the.kirds of results needed to

continue to improve the quality of the lives °our students.

Regardless of the option you select, ccordlnatioD will be esseVal Jor the professionals

involved in the administration of the training programs. This type Of professional

commitment exists in South Carolina among all agencies Involved in the manpower-

(delivery system. In addition to federal financial suppok, we need more flexibility
tin any federal legislation In Afar to meet the Individual heeds of students and

business and Ingustry.

Thank you for. yotv..gatience and attention.

.1. 4
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Whitney.
Mr. WHITNEY. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, on

behalf of Gov. Richard W. Riley and members of the South Caroli-

na consortium, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to
participate along with other colleagues from the State in these
hearings and to share with you the South Carolina story.

I am Bill Whitney, direceoP of the CETA division in the
Governor's office which serves as the administrative arm for the

South Carolina consortium; the largest CETA consortium in the

country. My remarks will focus on the role of the Governor's office

in the area of employment and related coordination, and in partic-

ular I will highlight the utilization of Federal employment and
training resources in the State of South Carolina.

Industrial development and the expansion and development of

the State's labor force have been the organizing principles in South

Carolina policy for more than 20 years. The Governor of the State,

in particular beginning with your distinguished colleague, Senator

Ho Hilts, has always played an important role in promoting and co-

ordinating employment related initiatives. Governor Riley contin-

ues in this tradition and has given strong leadership in the area of
employment as related to balanced growth policies. corner-

stones of South Carolina employment policy initiativerare and
have been: First, aggressive development efforts; 'second, substan-

tial Ikuman resources investment in terms of education and train-

ing, and third, teamwork. The Governor's office, along with the
suppott of the legislature, has been used to effectively coordinate

and focus resources and efforts in South C4rolina in this regard.

' Federal employment and training resources coming into the
''State have nearly always been utilized in a coordinated and supple-

-mental manner to support State employment policies. As early as

1962, Manpower Development Training Act (MDTA) funds were ef-

fectively utilized to enhance the initial startup of the State's now

well recognized technical education system. South Carolina was

one of the first, if not the first, State to have a State- administered

MDTA grant
In the ea/if 1970's the Governor's office became more involved in

the coordination of Federal employment and training funds'

through State-administered cooperative area manpower planning

system (CAMPS) and Emergency Employment Act (EEA) grants.
Decategorization and decentralization were clear trends by that ,

time.
The pivotal turning point, relative to the coordination of Federal

employment and training resources, occurred in 1973. South Caroli-

na applied for and was the first State to receive one of .the nine
demonstration comprehensive manpower program (CMPX, grants. ,

These grants were used to field test the then evolving CETA legis-

lation. The Governor's office used this demonstration gtant as a
mechanism to bring together into a shared and cooperative deliv;

esy system all existfnwproyiders of federally funded manpower ac-,
tivitls in the State including the employment service, the techniN
cal education system and community-based agencies.

These organizations, with some additions, have and continue to

provide a stable yet flexible framework through 'which targeted em-
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plOymentinitiatives are implemented throughout the State. Both,State and local .public agencies, as well as a wide range of commu-nity -based organizations are included in this framework.

The initial year under the cmp demonstration was used to estab-lish a multijurisdictional relationshipconsortium agreementwith elected officials representing the then soon-to-become CETA
eligible counties and city in theState. The dynamics of the flexibleconlortium partnership that evolved hinged on two fundament4I
principles. First, provisions for strong Local determination' and im- '72plementation prerOgatives,, and second, provisions for strong Statefacilitation and cobdination prerogatives. The relationship alsoguaranteed funding to each member, equal to that which it wouldreceive as an independent prime sponsor according to the national3, allocation process.

Under this type agreement; with some variations, the SouthCarolina CETA consortium has existed since 1974. The originalconsortium which consisted of 7 members, now is made up of 12partners. South Carolina represents one of the 12 largest primesponsorships in the country. While there have been numerous dy-namic tensions within this arrangement over the years, the consor,tium.is. proud that the partnership has survived and believe that amore effective utilization of resources has bee realized by all par-ties because of this partnership.
It is also sigQificant to note that the role f the Governor's officehas always been only administrative in nature. All programs havebeen and continue to be operated through contractual arrange-ments.

6 fWith this brief historical backdrop, I would like to highlightsome of the potential benefits of this type of relationship, to brieflyindicate to you how we might respond to some versions of a blockgrant approach, and to suggest several direct ons for your consider-ation, particularly as they pertain to CETA eauthorization 'delib-erations.
The consortium arrangement has inherent checks and balancesthat effectively limits the potential misuse of political influence atthe State level, or the local level. The'present arrangement woulddesignate the Governor's office as the administrative arm of theconsortium, to provide an administrative role that is organitation-

ally independent from all program' operations.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I thank youfor having the opportunity to Aare with you the South Carolina

3

* story.
I will be happy to answer any questions.
[Additional material supplied by Mr. Whitney follows:]

1i00
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A. BENEFITS A A CONSORTIUM

1. Advantages for Political Unitl-- Under the Consortium

. -aKrangement% political units are able to exercise a

significant amount o,c conol over the expvditure'of funds,,

and design or programs,.with relatively little expansion .

of traditional local government staff.

a
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Local' government need not set up elabo

*Cd.halie tte.employment end,training funds

areas. The Consortium wiLlftake what ever
.

un01:4,desires, ranging from,the compigse ope

local program a sob-grami arrangement ere

4 .

unit has respoasibility for the entire program e

The two largest counties in South Carolina are sub grantees.,

Each has a CETh administrator and a planning staff which

is responsible for the develeament.and implementation of A. ,.

program activities.

Efght other large counties and the City of Columbia are

members of the consortium. They range in tbo degree. of
-

D t

responsibility assumed, depending on the local governmenti

desired level of-involvement.

This allows the local units to engage in the degree of ,

..-,

particieation which is most appropriate 'In their political.

)i

situation and still provide high quality services.

.
vo,st

Programs for the balance,of the counties in the state

are administered entirely by the Gove?nor's Office.

Furtler, flexibility is available each year as the consortiwn

agreement is renegotiated, and the degree of participation

may be increased or decreased, to reflect local situations

and changes.

90-946 O-82-.-9 113
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2. Flexibility to respond.to needs of different labor

markets. Through the'individualized design of contractual

agreements and linkages at the local level; spacial doelivery .

systems can be put in place to suit the needs of different

labor markets. The stIte is divided into ten areag*for

purposes of planning and contracting. Consortium members

work with CETA Division staff in designing the delivery

systems for their jurisdictions and surrounding balance-
o

of-state counties. Because labor markets usual'l'y cross,

traditional political boundaries, they can be more ade4pael;

"'

serbed by a ConsortiuM than by'independest prime sponsors'.

3. The Consortium arrangement has inherent checks and ka,

bideances that effectively limit the potential misuse of

political influence at the State or local'level.

Consortium oversees the distribution of funds among juris-

,dictions. The general policy has been to allocate grant

'funds within state according to some formulas used nationally
(!lt

iany 4eviations flora this policy are discussed with and

apurovolzby Consortium members. Amounts set aside for

prime sponsor' administration and statewide contracts are also

agreed upoi.0y Consortium members. The percentage of

administrative funds going,tothe consortium members is

based on their degree
41.

of involvement in the planning and

programming processes.

I

4.

4
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"The CETA Division oversees use.of funds in all local areasa

r
through review of subgrant. performance in Charleston and Green-

eyille and through contract
developmenr; and..moaitoring in other

areas. State agency use of funds Ls reviewed by all consortium
members. Of 'course, the actions of the CETA Division itself

*,
are constantly under, the scruting of the Governor, the tonsor-
Luta representatives, and ike SETC members. Changes in the
terms of the consortium agreement are possible only with the

concurreace of all members. e

4. Consolidation of selected adminitrative activities- -The1

Cbesartium makes is possible to meet the - .administrative requiYe-
.

meets in the regulations with a minimum experrditure and, with

maximum effectiveness by eliminating the duplication of similar

functions in a number of locations.

The Consortium uses a single computer systeic-for partici- 0

pant records and financial
management and provides centralized

. staff for auditing
contractor expenditures, independent monitor-

ing, property-management,
affirmative action and EEO functions,

and program evaluation. When vievied statewide, the.Consortium
has a relatively small top policy staff.

", The cost saVingsof.a
central participant and financial

4

records'system are very significant, and there are several

management and program advantages as well. Progfam and

financial daita are immediately
available onica state of local

level to state and federal officials and to program operators.

reporting to the federal
government is done by the Con-

sortiums administrative arm. The program operatorsthemselves

are relieved of a significant
amount of paperwork and 444Shere-.

fore able to concentrate their efforts on program performance
and effecliveness. At the same time, the existence of one 1

`prime sponsor reduces the federal resource.commitment to the

state,



Cdntracts with the Consortium tends to stabilize,relations

between the state and othei agencies by keeping channe

. Of communication, open and keeping duplication of effort at

aminimum.

The contractual agreements tend to pool the resources

of the Consortium and the stiie agencies, by specifying the

mechanics ofthe coordination, 'encouraging linkages and

116

5. Single Contractual Arrangements With State Agencies

and Other Seryice Deliverers - The Consortium's use of

single contracts'with state agencies represenit a

tremendous efficiency in terms of control and administration.

The Employment *erviCe, for example translate: 4 single
Akt .

contract with the Consortium into areas of rpspons: ibility
.

fOr ktsoolocal offices, who in turn coo rdinabe withthe

local offices of other state agencies and 'community based
,

or'ganizations. This serves to effect -consortium-stail

agency Coordination at both state and local levels.

In a multi Trlme sponsor state, each sponsor must

negotiate individual contracts with state agencie's. This

,increases the complexity of administrative management for

the agencies, and increales the total proportion of staff

Akime in the state at the prime sponsor revel devoted to :

contract administration.

' In a statewide contract, it is possible to.include

flexibility for regional differences without increasing

ttit administrative load and, a statewide contract costs

less to administer, at all levels, than a series of local

O A Of
contracts.

eliminating deplication of effort.

1'
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6. Eficiency'in securinetraining.and.sevices,,

The consortiumis in an ideal position to solicit training

and services.from.3 public and private vendors which can be

tailOredtomeei-special needs in various parts of thek

state.
e

N

Thropgh formal Reques,t'for Proposal procedures it is

possible for the,ConsortIum to select the most effective

and cost efficient providers..

A single biddirig p,rOCess is in itself more cost efficient

ash a3serie,of sponsors biddini.similiar services in

each oftheir areas.

Each of the consortium Member; are given the opporNutty

' . to participate in the development of requests for proposals.

In this-way, special criteria can be*included to provides

.exactly what is^desixed_in any or each of the consortium

member's jurisdictions.
I

Selection of vendors can be done through standard processes

administered by the consortium -staff with local-input.

0
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7 . Evaluation and Assessment

The CETA Dixision, as the administrative arm

of the Consortium, is organizationally independgntfrom

all program operations.

This provides the objectivity necessary to

plan, develop policy, procure services, facilitate

linkages, and coordination and evaluate progiams,

'outside the pressures created by uncertain funding

levels fc:r programs.

The ability to evaluate programs on a state-
.

wide basis, comparing performancg in different labor

markets and among different target, grhups\is very

o valuable in making policy decisions which will impact

on program activities, across the state.

e.

A

ray
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B. BLOCK GRANT APPROACH

Our response to some type of "block grant" approach

would generally be characterized by the allowing, con-

ditioned'by the nature of the "block grant:"

1. The State-local partnership would cont!nue largely

along the same lines regardless of any new authority the

State might inherit under block-type legislation.

2. There already exists within the State a process of

federal funding provisions whereby the- Governor and the

Legislature, jointly, have review, input and approval

authority relative to all such funds,

3. We would support and would expect clear federal guide-
-

lines regarding the purpose and basic goals intended by

the Congress in making such funds available, definitions

of the populations
intended to'be served with the funds,

specifications regarding the general allocation of such

funds within the State, and appropriate provisions for

federal monitoring and evaluation to assure accountabi,lity

! and- effective utilifation of resources. ,

4. We would expect the Governor and State Employment and

Training,,Council to be given the responsibility and flexi-

bility to disign the delivery system and select the most

appropriate service providers for the State-.

C. LFGISLATION 'RECOMMENDATIONS'

And finallyi we youa suggest several directions for "

you consideration, with regard to employment a90 training

legislation:

4

1 ,2 4
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1\( 1. If there is to be islation directed at a funda-

mental and compreh z1Ve reformulation of national

employment and tra nirig policy, such legislation should:,

(a) provide a clea tstatement of national'goals and

expectations toward which existing,systems are expected

to move, and (0 provide a transition period of one to

three years to allow existing systems to be redirected

toward national goals and expectations.

2. If some form of expanded State responsibility is

enacted as a means of reducing federal administration

requirements, a one-year transition period would seem

advisable to allow for the development of State and local

relationships on a more systematic basis.

.3. Titles II-B/C, IV, and VII,should be consolidated in

one grant. The targeting of service levels to youth

should be done at the prime sponsor level.
1'1

4. The allocation formulas should give more weight to

factors which measure gETA's eligible population such, as

1-C4..' the number of adults in poverty, the number of low income

youth, and the number of discouraged workers. The'unemploy-

ment figures which account forol,er half of the Title -IIB /C

and VII allocations and three-fourths of thejitle IV-YETP

allocation, exclude most of our eligible population because

they ar4uoi'in the labor force.

5. The'national programs should be limited to funding

research and demonstration projects and to administering

nationwide projects for target'groups that cannot be served

A

c4.
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effectively within a single state - refugees, migrants,

and Indians. Prograns, for seasonal farmwprkers, offenders.

-*citsplated homemakers, and youth can.be designed and

delivered most effectively by prime sponsors:

6. Legislation should provide for a single prime sponsor

advisory council which would combine the responsibilities

of the State Planning Council, the StateiEmployment

and Training Council,and the Private Industry Council.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, Mr. Whitney.
Mr. Dudley.
Mr. DUDLEY. Manic you, Mr. Chairman. : -
It is with a great deal of pleasure that I testify today about the

thoughts on South Carolina's technical system. It is a program that
is some 20 years old this year.

Back in 1961, the bottom line for this program was this: to create
jobs for South Carolinians who train South Carolinians for those
jobs, thereby raising the tax base. It has been a very successful
story, Senator, and in a State of some 3 million people, approxi-
mately 160,000 people are touched by the system each year.

Also, in 1961, one-quarter of a million dollars was appropriated
for the budget. This year, 1981, we see a State budget and local
budgets of $104 million. We were pleased.

Your colleague, Senator Ernest Hollings, from South Carolina,
and=also John West, the past-Governor ofjouth Carolina, as well
as Bob Nackier, were instrumeRtal in the inception of this pro-gram.

Iwill leave further definitions on this program tony colleague,
Bob Leak.

I would like to address basically this point. Somcoof the concerns
that .we felt in 1978 and 1979, since our program is very closely
allied with the economic development of South Carolina, we started
getting very concerned about the productivity of Sodth Carolina, aswell as in the Nation.

No. 2, the competition from the other Southeastern States: as
well as the Southwestern States. NO. 3, the newer type of worker
that we found that industriei were crying for.

the, one hand, it was q paradox, because they' said they
wanted a worker with the better three Also, they wanted a
more skilled technician, one that could handle the maintenance of
their sophisticated equipment.

No. 4, we found the sophisticated equiPMent on the scene. We
heard terms, such as CNC, we also heard the term computer age
design. We also are concerned with such things, when a prospect
came into town about 1 year ago, this particular comPanrwanted
us..to commit to train trainers for a technology that4had not even
been designed as yet.
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Further on down the line we found that we were in the midst of
a second industrial revolution that was going to have a greater
impact .on civilization.thatthe first- industrial revolution did.

Also, the shifting typegTf jobs. One of our own statistics from the
Department of Labor, states that by the year- 2000, that 1 person
out of 10 will be'producing the goods for the other 9. The other 9
will be in some type of service-connected industry. We became very
concerned. Out of this concern came the design for the 1980's pro-
ject.

We looked at suh things, to make sure that we had relevant
curriculum. We also looked at the continuing education situation,
as already addressed by Senator Pressler this morning. The up-
grading, the continually changing of people on jobs had to be ad-
dressed.

We also looked at the cooperative ventures. Newer methods of
more. successful cooperative knowledge. We also looked at out spe-
cial schools program, which is primarily the meat and potatoes of,
our economic development aspect, and then lastly, to make sure"
that we are on the cutting edge, innovative technical training, and
what did we do?

Like any good organization, we formed committees to look into
the subject of what we need to do, and to improve. No. 2, we had
visits to 20 different corporations, R. & D., ,research and develop-
ment of those industries. We went to MIT, Ohio State, we looked at
our internal universities in South Carolina. We also had listening
sessions, where we invited in the industrialists from the area, to
employers from the area, to make sure that technical education
was on target.

Also we had surveys of special schools, to make sure that they
. were successful. The new industries, as well as expanding.plants.

We found one thing that was highly significant.
'No. 1, the faculty had to be on the cutting edge. Any type of

technology, if we are going to transfer that technology to our stu-
dents, and No. 2, they had to have access to sophisticated equip-
ment,, that 'we mentioned a moment ago.

Out of this complex Came resource centers. Initially we wanted'
to have one resoAirce center, under one roof. As time went on, be-

?-
, cause of the briMs and mortar drawback, as far as the State gov-

ernment, as far as drying up the Federal sources, we looked immi-
nently. AWe put six resource centers in sitx of our technical colleges.
in So-uth Carolina.

We chose these topics. No. 1, robotics. No. 2, Offices of the future;
No. 3, -computer 'sciences; No. 4, microelectronics; and No. 5, ad-
vanced machine tool resource centers., Of that, we will have three
mobile units that will cover the State with the advanced too tech-
nology. .

ThR reasoning here is that we were going to make these resource
centers our expertise in these areas. The fact that they would bean
the cutting edge, and they in turn would transfer their knowledge
to the 15 academia! colleges. We also looked at such things as pro-
gram evaluation. We wanted to find out the prograIns that were
antiquated end 'not doing the job.

We also looked at such things as innovative approaches. We had
a program called Rainbow Scholars, at Rainbow Tech, whereby. we

1
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worked hand-in-glove with the local industries there on a type of
cooperative program, different _ from your traditional programs,

from the standpoint where a student might go in a semester at an
industry and their go to the semester in a business, orexcuse me,
college, and/or acaderPtic situation, flip-flop back and forth.

We went on a shifting back and forth basis. Half a day in the
college, and half a day in the industry itself. We looked at the dif-
feient funding 'sources, because we knew of tightening State re-
sources we are going to have to go outside. We looked at founda-
tions from the private industry and business segrhent.

We also looked at the open door policy we had in that State. We
also looked at the 1 year diploma program, a way that we could
weed out some of the academic aspects, so the individual could go
into the job mart quicker. We also looked at other atlas that we
might get into, in: the resource centers, that would come up in the
future.

Out of this, we feel we have a very successfulMation of the
current programs, but also we feel that we have soqiething that we
can handle in theOghties and nineties. As far as the articulation,
as,Doctor Oswald'has already mentioned, we have a closer relation-
ship with the vocational education department.

As a matter of fact, Charlie Williams, the State superintendent
of education, sits on.my board, as well as Bob Leak, the e(ecutive

, director; we also have good articulation going on between thevoca-
tional career centers in the State and the 16 colleges.

As Mr. Whitney mentioned a minute ago, we have an extremely
close relationship with the CETA programs in the State, and the
Governor's office, as was mentioned, as prime sponsor. We are the
prifne subcontractor.for classroont training, also, a very close rela-
tionship with the 4-year engineering colleges' in that State.

We feel, Senator Quayle, that South Carolina's technical system
has a close relatiotship with the other agencies in the State, and
also we .feel that" the CETA. program has meant a great deal to
South Carolina, because .it has been an extremely instrumental
part of the South Carolina Technical Education System..

[The prepared statement of Mr. Dudley follows:]
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NOVEMBER 24, 1981

what started twenty years ago in South Carolina as a dream of several men his

evolved into one of the most progressive systems of technical training in the United

States. An agrarian economy, out - migration of young people and lack of industry

challengedSouth Carolina leaders In the early 1960's.
. .

Using. the state's most valuable resource, its people, a committee led by

Governor Ernest F. Hollings, established specific recommendations cbncerning

industrial training. The two recommendations were to establish a crash program.to

provide immediate training for new and established industries; a technical training

program to train high school graduates for initial employment as technicia'ns in

industley and to offer'trade extension courses for the unemployed and to'those

already employed who wanted to improve their, skills..
To implement the program it envisioned, the committee recommended that the

Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint eight persons to

serve as "The Advisory Committee for Technical 'Training." This Advisory Committee

woq)d be authorized to recommend the employment of personnel, adequate salaries

and reasonable standards for facilities to qualify under the program.

One of the Advisory Committee's first actions was to appoint A. Wade Martin

as coordinator of technical and industrial training. Martin, former administrator

of industhial and technical education for the North Carolina Department of Public

Instruction, moved immediately to implement the crash program recommended by

.. the West Committee and mandated by the authorizing legislation. Working in

toni"U.Illtion with the State Development Board, Martin and the Advisory Committee

planned a program with a high degree of responsiveness to the needs of industry. "

I2
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.
flexibility and ability /alert on short notice and supported by a centralized

- ...
equipment depot. .

The first part ofthe program became lalown as specil schools. Once
the special schools programs were underway the committee began plans to

provide a companion program. The main goal of Martin and the Advisory

Committee in planning the system was simPle: to make a suitable training

program available to any adult South Grolinian who wanted to obtain a saleable

skill. The programs offered by the technical education centers would

necessarily have to be designed to meet a Variety of educational needs. By

insisting on excellence and a sensible approach in meeting the most urgent needs

of the present, the designers of the South Carolina Technical Educational System
I.

were also laying the groundwork for the solution of Yiuture problems.ke

The special schools program, while an Integral part of the TEC plan to make
South Carolina competitive with other states in attracting more and different kinds
of industries, was never intended to proAde training- 4m the large numbers of
technicians required as replacements or additional employees as industry continued

to expand, or for the employees required in the rapidly 6rowIng service fields.

This was the responsibility of the system of technical education centers.
...

In twenty years'of operition,ATEd special schools have trained 70,994 people.
for 612 new and expanding industries.

Thirteen technical eduCation centers have evolved into 16 technical colleges
with more than twenty' ocations and over three million square feet. The colleges
are located within thirty miles of ninety percent of the population of South Carolina.

1
Over one hundred fifty degree and dIploma'prograins are offered through the.

-- colleges as well as continuing education courses forupgrading and updating skills.
For fiscal year 1980-81 the head count enrollment for the TEC System was

57,144 which Include; degree and diploma programs. Continuing education head

' .
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count enroilmentswas 94,847. Total enrollment for the system was 166,553.

Although the world was experiencing an electronic revolution, the nation
, *

loomed on the brink of a grave technician shortage. Concurrently, the United

States, with the lowest.productivity growth of any modern industrial nation, was

fighting competition from Japan and West Germany, where investments in cssearch

and development were high. At theend of the 1970's, the U.S. Department of

Commerce reported that high technology firms--such as those using robots and

4,computer-controlled equipment resulting from such research and development-

create jobi 88 perCent faster than doother types of firms.

The pioblem inSOuth Carolina, as in other states, was that these new jobs

created during America's struggle to boost productivity required incredibly

sophisticated skills. The old shpde tree mechanic image, a pre-World War II

hangover, was not the right haage for attracting bright, talented young people

into. such fields as industrial maintenance, electronics engineering technology,

and engineering graphics. Even traditional fields such as machine tool technology

were' on the verge of adopting sophisticate& yoke controlled and CNC machines to

Increase productivity.
../

The problem facing the South Carolina Technical Education System, indeed

the problem facing every technical, college in the nation,, had many. facets, How

could graddates of alltechniiiral programs be guaranteed current skills when high

technology was evolving so rapidly? The heart of the solution as we saw it was in

having the college presidents, administrators, faculty and staff maintain closer

touch with industrial leaders, their technical corps, and many creative minds in
e,

national research and development.

By 1978,TEC officials were brainstorming about this in presidents' meetings

and staff conferences, seeking direction and advice from board members and

contacting every other'technical college system in the nation to-generate ideas.

131
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We calleciaour concept to incorporate high technology training into technical programs
"Desig'n for the Eighties," and we were determined to make it appealing lo prospective
industrialists representing high technology firms.

. -
If "Design for the Eighties" was going to be the substantive, continuous, skill-

shaping program envegioned,specific advice would be needed from hundreds of ,
e ,industrialists hiring our technical college graduates. By early 1979; TEC had-

conducted 14 listening sessions on technical college campuses throughout the state.'
Prominent industrialists, business leaders and other concerned citizens wereinvited
to tell about their employment needs for'the future, changing technology in thelre
businesses, and how they perceived TEC's role.in helping them adjust tethis
second industrial revolution. TEC had turned to industry for advice, and they,
metour ears with loud, specific voices.

7/Richard Berry, plant manager of Starflo Corporation in Orangeb g, S. C., 4 1,

said, "The. age of numerically controlled equipment and robots is not ftturistic._
It is with us in South Carolina

now. TeChniCal education is the link between
government and industry. If technical colleges don't meet our training needs,
who will ?..

. 0, ..:,
Ralph McAdams of General Electric in F rence, S. C., said, "Ou'r employeesi

need to'know more and more about electronic , chemical processing,' math and
computer science. We still need the basic ski s TEC is groviding,tut we also
need more continuing education courses for e loyees as this technology changes.!'

4Wefound first and foremo t that high technology was not an urban phenomenon.
Its effects were riveting every rail 'corner of the state, changing calmer options
for thousands of South Carolinians.' We knew that a sincere responselp this'
change would mean eliminating programs, holding crash training seminars for
faculty, building stronger cooperative education programs, Investing a large fortune
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Inoew equipment, and rethinking our approached to everything from legislative

communications to program design.

South Carolina's research for "Design for the Eighties" began in South Carolina

but it did not end here. After consulting with local leaders, we pinpointed four

major areas for development, then sent representatives nationwide( to research how

other states were responding to change. We researched concerns and options in

continuing education, cooperative education, innovative technical training and

special schools industrial start-up training.

The Innovative Technical Training Subcommittee relied heavily upon visits

"made to 16 major corporations and four universities. Participants included

technical college presidents, deani, state office, Development Board and Governort

staff.

This group significantly improved the quality of technical education in South

Carolina by finding nationally, regionally and locally prominent advisors for high

technology programs, by generating equipment donations and by giving us a

greater team spirit throughout the TEC System as we adapt to inevitable change.

This team concept and enthusiasm have manifest itself in a statewide system

of six resource centers, each specializing In one aspect of high technology.

Centers are being equipped in advanced machine tool technology, robotics,

computer applications, micro-electronics, the office of the future and environmental

citiality training. Statewide faculty and staff development workshops and a fleet of

mobile training units facilitate use by all 16 technical colleges.

Jack Powers, director of the "Design for the Eighties" program, schedules

national specialists to conduct workshops as new technology emerges. "Getting

a program like this in place would certainly be difficult for an individual college,"

Powers said, "but because we're working as a system, we can make a greater

impression upon Industry and a greater Impact upon our state andjegion,"

3
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Powers has worked closely with engineers, managers and technicians from

firms such as Texas Instruments, NCR, Westinghouse and General Electric.

A team spirit has also manifest itself in a statewide marketing study as a

major step toward pintpointing a direction for recruiting studegts and in a

statewide program evaluation plan. Ripples from "Design for the Eighties" are

touching many aspeciK of education inlhis state.

Inquiries frcim industry and education aremaking us a focus for international

attention. We have beard from a diverse group, including Digital Equipment

Corporation, United Airlines, Reynolds Aluminum, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Purdue University.

In South Carolina TEC's success and the success of our economic development

are due.to the cooperative relationship between, TEC and other state agencies.

Private sector involvement is a tradition in South Carolina. The requirement

for using business and industry advisory committees to deliver skill training under

Title VII of CETA provides expertise necessary for current training,.Pr"
With a delivery system of technical colleges, equipment and faculty resources

available, skill training can be offered to many South Carolina citizens. It is

important for the federal government to encourage programs that foster relations

'between the private and public sector.

Working to provide youngpeqlPle a career base, technical education and the

vocational education system in South Carolina have improved tillbperation. Through

statewide advisory councils, articulation agreements have been established between

technical education colleges and vocational censers, Efficiency in the instructional

process as well as the advancement of technology make articulation an Important * 1

part of the education of young people.

Articulation is done on the local level between the technical colleges and
rQ

area vocational centers. Statewide effort's will continue to ptovide input to

the process for the most efficient system of education possible. 14
' By providing support to vocational centers through articulation, working,

with the private and public sectorato train unskilled people through CETA and

cooperation with the State DevelopmenrBoard, TEC insures qualified training and

a strong economic baLse'for South Carolina.

90-946 0-82---10
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Leak.
Mr. LEAK. Senator Quayle, ladies and gentlemen, my name isRobert E. Leak. I am the director of the South Carolina State l',",)e-

velopment Board. The development board is an agendy of State
Government in South Carolina. We. are charged with the responsi-bility of conducting a statewide economic development program.Our major objective is to encourage investments in the private
sector of the State's economy in -order to; (1) create a sufficient
number of new jobs annually to maintain employment levels,*2)raise the standard of living and improve the general welfare of allthe people of the State.

Our agency' was created after World War II to assist the State in
the transition froiria wartime economy to a peacetime economy.
The need for such an organization was evidenced by the fact that
during the first half of the 20th century, South Carolina experi-
enced a consistent pattern of substantial out-migration. This out-
migration of population can be attributed primarily to the fact that
sufficient jobs were not available to support the labor force, al:
though significant growth of the textile industry occurred duringthis period, this growth was not adequate to offset the dramatic de- - 6,dine in agricultural employment.

In 1940 over 39 percent of our productive employment was in ag-riculture, by 1960 it had dropped to less than 12 percent. Agricul-
ture now employs less than 3 percent of South Carolina's workforce.
Fqced with the problem of high unemployment,' out - migration,and a displaced agricultural work force, Senator Fritz Hollings,

then Governor of South Carolina, began a successful campaign to
establish a viable industrial development program. In the late fif-ties, the State development board was reorganized into an effective
promotional agency geared to \sat-bract manufacturing plants.Almost simultaneously a sister agency was establisked to train
workers in skills that would be required by these new industries.

kaugurated in 1961, this program of worker training, in conjunc-
tion`with an aggressive development prcigram and prodevelopment
leadership, has had a .major influence on the success of South
Carolina's development efforts. The collective impact of these fac-tors has helped the State build a reputation as having one of .the
best business climates in the Nation, and an attractive place toinvest.

The effectiveness of the Staters development -efforts is illustrated
by the fact that by the end of the sixties, the pattern of out-migra-
tion ,reversed and the State's rate of unemployment was below thenational average.

I might add, continues to be beloAKIjae/national average today.The worker, training pfegram was established :.ga.a technical edu-
cation system with emphasis on basic skills required by businessand industry. The program has two major emphases, .one concen-trates on general skills that include language, math, and other gen-eral studies, while the other instructs the specific skills required toperform a given task for a new or expanding industry. Although
both functions are important, it is the latter, that has been the
most directly involved in South Carolina's indiratrial development
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program. This program, which we call "Special Schools" has, as itssole purpose, the training of workers for the specific jobs requiredto run the various aspects of an industrial plant..... This training is conducted at little or no cost to the industry. In-!cludegitin the services provided are recruiting, screening, and train:ing t'standards set by the industry. This training is conducted
, prior to employment, thus enabling a firm to start operations witha work force pretrained in the special skips required for the plant.This reduces startup costs significantly.

Since the State does not have to be as concerned about fitting aplant into the existing skills 2f a cbmmunity's work lorce, it can bemore selective in its industrial. recruiting program. ' .Prior to training, no commitment is made by the hiduStry to hire1 those trained; nor is there a commitment on the part of the traineeto accept the job. Since many who enroll in these programs.are al-.
ready employed and train in off-hours, this gives them an opportu-nity to upgrade their skills without jeopardizing their present posi-tions. This allows them to be more certain of their' interest and

. that of the new, potential emAoyer.
lakvould like to categorize this volunteer effort on the part of allof these students as being in the spirit. of volunteerism that iscoming back today.. .
Thig concept of preemployment training also reduces labor turn-over cause- Workers are selected based on their proven ability andinterests. This results in less disappoint rent for the worker andthe industry., t>

.
These "Special Schools",are set up at remote locations. They areusually in or near a plant site. This helps to insure that those inthe local labor force have a better than equal opportimity to par-ticipate.
The "Special SchoolV'irogram of the technical education systemis supported entirely by State flids. Funding is based on thedemand for "Special Schools," these schools operate indepentntlyof the "on-campus" technical education programs. Subjects ughton campuSes can lead to certificates or associate degrees in engi-neering, business, health care, carpentry, masonry, and other simi-lar fields of study. Most are 1- and 2-year programs. Special Schools

on the.other hand are generally much shorter in duration and con-centrate on job related skills. In man respects the technical educa-tion centers or campuses act as co unity colleges. As the serviceand nonmanufacturing sectors o the State's economy matures,these campuses are growing in,importance as training centers. forskills required by these serviceIndustries.
Other aspects of worker training such as those provided by voca-tional education within the general education environment, andtraining.pf the State's disadvantaged through CETA, play a signifi-cant role in the State's deyelopment program.
You have heard from these people this morning, so I will not'elaborate on them, tolay that in our judgment they are gettingbetter prepared people into the specific training, for specific indus-. -try-jobs.
Just as important as the system itself is the attitude with whichit is administered. Although attempts have been made to copy- South Carolina's vocational and technical training programs, few,

0
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if An?, have been able to duplicate the attitude of those who admin-
ister and fund it. South Carolina's. worker training program is a co-

000perative effort of many interests. All those concerned and in-
vlvtcl ,approach training in South Carolina Ivith the single, sim-
'plistie purpose se of providing workers with skills needed. .

It is our co4Clusion, when you have a resource development pro-
gram in your State that Works, and is attested to by the users of

, , that system, it becomes the most important inducement that your
State has ski the attraction of additional skilled job opportunities

0 for your citizens. . .

;hank 'you very tbuch for this op-p9rtunity to appear before the
committee. .... .-. .

'Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much:
rwould like to ask the first question, which I have asked to the

othei- witnesses, and that is, for any comment upon the consolida-
tion at the Federal level of vocational education and training pro-
grams.

Do you think this is as, move in the right direction, and if so, why?
And if'not, why not?

Dr. OSWALD. You are asking me? . .
Senator QUAYLE. I will' start with Dr. Oswald, 'and anybody else

who wants to comment.
Dr. OSWALD. I think before we do thig, before we move-too fast

and. I am sure there are many, many things that I do not know in
your thinking, gow it would operatebut I think we have to un-
derstanchthat any tine we deal with the public education system,
we need thriupport of local superintendents, and local boards of F.
trustees, for school-age -youth, and maybe even out-of-schoollage
youth. - . .

I think if you, leave the discretion to the States, or to the local
districts, then it may work, but I think we cannot ignore the basics

that are needed in conjunctiqn with vocational training. I am
afraid that soinetirnes some people may think that vociitionaLedu-

.. cation is only for the disadvantaged or handicapped, maybe a
dumping grounds for discipline problems. That is not the case.

When we look atAthetecluiology that we are dealing with today
and in the future, thTindividual that is successful in a vocational

P program must also be successful, in the-basics, so I think we must
work with the total individual, and certainly the responsibility' for
education is at the local level in Satth Carolina,,,with technical as-
sistance and support and leadership from the State level.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you have any problem in the consolidation
of vocational education and training? '"

Dr. Osw/anIt would depend on who .had the primary responsi-
bility. I think this has been one of the problems that we have been
faced with in South Carolina. Wellhave had, really a dual 'delivery
system, inasmuch as we have had some CETA fuilds.to deliver to
voc-ed, from th State level to the local and d also commu-
nity based org izations that had dome CETA money, and many
times, thq were 'n competition with each other, as to the.students
that they would be serving, and there was a great deal of fragmen-
tation. , 4

.

,No, I do not, have any real prObleMs with defining the two, as....,

long as--praided legislation insures that the ,individual is going to
, .

i. , .,
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remain in the mainstream of educational' systems until he re-ceiveshe or she receives the basics, you know, basic academic re-
quirements, and move on into maybe postsecondary education.

Senator QUAYLE. So you do see a .lot of compatibility between the
two systems?

Dr. OSWALD. I ,do see compatibility. I do not see setting up an:other delivery system in place for vocational training.
Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Whitney?
Mr. WHITNEY. 'Senator, I think South Carolina is relativelyunique, in that we have been able to hold together 11 prime spon-sors, by the way we relate to them, and of course, this means. it

political subdivisions in SouthCardlina.
South Carolina, I think, enjoys relatively simple systems, add Ithink that ha'rContributed to our growth in South Carolina. I thinkit is an interesting question, to combine CETA into vocational edu-

cation, at the same-time, in South Carolina, where we have voca-tional ed, and also we have a very sophisticated technical education'
system that has 16, colleges spread around South Carolina that ad:dress technical training.-

I would like to suggest that if the money is blocked to the States,that the Governor or thelegislature should make the determina-
tion -of who should receive the funds, and what system is beg for. that particular State.

South Ciirolina, I am quite sure, is very different from South
Dakota, because of location, because of the systems that have beencarefully established over the past 20 years.

I would also like to introduce my associate director, to my ex-
treme right, Charles Middlebrooks, and I also brought along one ofmy eligible primes, Barbara Richardson, which holds one of thelarger subgrantees in South Carolina.

Senator QUAYLE. The subcommittee welcomes both:of them.Mr. Dudley, do youhave any comments?
Mr. DUDLEY. I have just two.
I think, No. 1, you would probably get a good debate going herebetween our academician, when you want to mix education andtraining.
But, No. 2, I think it has made the .PTC program productive, anda lot- of fun, thht is, we wear two hats. We are an educationalentity, however. Half of our job is- economic development.' There-

fore, we deal with the academic world, but also, pardon the expres-
sion, we deal "with the real world."

-I think whatever you do as far the training and educational,no matter whether you shift-the program from one system to the
next, or whatnot, the main 'thing is that the educators, thea us-trialists, the business people, the customers of the educatiOn
gram are in concert. They are working for the same goal.Id know a lot of times we 'Say we do, but I think it is vital, n6 ;matter where you put it, that the programs, the cuiricutum.-,the
courses are relevant to when that individual gets out inVie-of work, he or she knows what they, are doing, because that 18 ,to.be the proof of the pudding, r

Senator QUAYLE ,Mr. Leak?
Mr. LEAK. I really.' have nn thoughts about 'how it ought to be'

structured, but' -every State has an economic development promo-
1
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tion activity, and if,each of our States had the ability to go to an
industrial prospect,Aherever that prospect may reside, in Ger-
many or Japan, or Canada, or in some other part of his own coun-
try, and say to that prospect, if you come to our State we will re-
cruit, test, screen, rand train your entire work force ,for you on a
preemployment basis, then that State's economic development pro:
gram would get a tremendous boost.

So I would urge that whatever is done, that the vocational
CETA, technical, training people work closely with the economic
development promoters of each State, because it is vitally impor-
tant to them..

Senator QUAYLE. Dr. Oswald, I think you indicated that the
prime sponsor and the Office of Vocational Education, held a
number of meetings and planning sessions, for the purpose of pool-
ing resources and designing programs whiqh best serve the disad-
vantaged.
- How does that work, and what resources are you pooling to deal

with the disadvantaged youth?
Dr. OSWALD. Well, we primarily serve the disadvantaged youth

in the program, maybe 'mainstreaming" is the best, if possible.
This is what we encourage throughout the State, in all vocational
programs, is to mainstream. Of course; with these disadvantaged
youth, depending on the individual's needs, they require additional
assistance outside of the vocational setting, primarily in the basic
three R's, and what we intend to do is to relate their basic aca-
demic training to their vocational objective, "what they are studying
in the vocational area.

In other words, attempt ,to make them proficient if they are in
auto mechanics, then teach them, give them extra assistance in
teaching them how to read and understand manuals, how to add
and subtract, and communicate in the terminology that a master
mechanic would need.

Senator QUAYLE. What role do you see for CETA?
Dr. OSWALD. We have attempted to utiliie some of the CETA

funds in this area. In fact,, working jointly with, several months'
ago, we attempted to work out a model program to aid in otir pre-
vocational programs statewide. However, due to the regulations,

' the age limit which is in the CETA legislation, we were unable to
implement that program.

But I feel like that these funds should be used to provide support
services for our disadvantaged youth, in our regular rehabilitation
progranis, and we have done some of this, but not as much if we
had sufficient CETA funds, and, of course, the vocational funds,
too.

Mr. MIDDLEBROOKS. Let me address some of the things that we
have done across the years.

There- are four basic things that -we are trying to work on for
youth who are in the school system. The skills have to deal with -

preemployment skills, which are .some of the basic attitudinal skills
in terms of work; basic skills such as readirig, writing, andvomposi-
tion; occupational skills, and then some work maturity skink:: `1.

In pooling- resources, we thought perhaps we should concentrate
the CETA dollars so that those dollars were used for in terms of
providing some supplemental assistancein the area of preemploy-
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ment skills and also giving the young ,people a chance to demon-strate work skills', and not duplicate remedial progrims, or occupa-tional programs.
We have done things like this in the summer since1971 or 1972.'We have used funds to send the younger 'students to vocationalschools in the summer, instead of putting them to work-out in theparks, etc. This way they would get orientation to career choicesend hands on exposure. They spend about 6 weeks in this type'pto-gram in the summer. So there have been numerous efforts likethis, to try to figure out what could be funded out of each source,and to try to add the supplemental kinds 9f things for the people.Senator QUAYLE. Well, I thank the panel very much. And youcertainly have a very impressive program in the State of SouthCarolina.-f wish you good will.

That conchides the hearings for today.
.At this point I order printed all statement's of those who couldnot attend and. other pertinent material submitted for the record.[The material referred to follows:],
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November 24, 1981

.
TESTIMONY'

Presented Ety,Richard K. Greenfield, Chancellor, St. Louis Community College District,
St. Louis, Missouri

JOINT HEARING - U.S. Senate Subcommittees on Education, Arts
and Humanities and on Zmployment and Productivity

I. Introduction.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you,ond to present some remarks

with respect to tie; relationship between vocational education and adult emplozment

training programs, particularlynpoct upon the metropolitan St. Louis area.

white I view the .problems, challenges and opportunities for service with nespect to fame:

edue.otiOn for youth and adults Item trial perspective of a community college administrator,

I am deeply concerned over the broad issue of perpetuating a just, secure, adaptive society

and nation.

The St, Louis Community College District is fairly typical of rnosteprban-oriented

community colleges or systems, in that it has an open admissions policy, low tuition, a

heavy emphasis upon career/vocational-training, a majority of students in the older, part-

time and female categories. 'Most of our students are the first generation in their families

to aliend college, and minority enrollments exceed the minority proportion of the total 4

population.

Through our 3 campuses and cozens of outreach centers, we offer over 70 different

career(vocatian-al programs leading to certifitates or associate (2-year) degrees for over

30,000 students enrolled in credit courses. Almost half of our matriculated students are

enrolled in these programs, and the proportion of part-time enrollees has climbed over the

two-thirds mark. The averarie age of our enrollees exceeds 27, with 67% over 21 years of

Jr
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1'

age. We have hod little difficulty in terms of job placement or upgrading for those who

complete career courses or programs, espeCially In the technical, allied healthand

servicelields.

In terms of the Vocational Education Act, we do reacia.sorne support throti6

the Stale DepOrtment of Education about $1,400,006 this year, or 3.2% of our $44

million budget. Statewide, all postsecondary institutions in Missouri receive $2.75 million,

or @ 20% of the Basle Grant federal funds available to the State. Our obvious role

in youth and adult career education and training is also reflected in our joky.

efforts with funded programs involving CETA and other Labor Department progroms.

For example, we are training 60 outomatic screw - machine operators per year

under ti CETA program co- sponsored by the Title VII Private Industry Council. A Department,

of Labor discretionary grant has enabled us to mount o pilat.program to provide career

counseling and placement services for unemployed or about4o-be-unemployed workers in .

th'e automotive, steel and supplier industries in the bi-state metropolitan area. A Job Cog

welder training program is provided for non-residential participants. Other funded involve-

ment is oludes summer youth programs, short-term career programs and single poreot career
.

training., All told, these programs involve less than $1.0,miltiori per year in CETA.or other

non-Vocational Education Act funds.

_ Whaf I am particularly pleased &gut is the growing cooperation and linkages

which are cletreloping witif labor, busiess, industry and other community organizations as

a result of increasing our emphasis upon career education and on other than traditional

certificate and degree programs.

44
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Our Community College District, the Regional Commerce and Growth Association,

the Private Industry Council, the St. Louis L'abor /Monagement Committee, individual business

and labor representatives and labor organizations an4 other cammunity agencies hove all

worked productively together within our local and metropolitan community to develop the

joint programs, as well as other specialized and customized training programs in such fields

as labor studies, an institote for the National Electrical Contractors' Association, poraniedic

training with hospitals, detegulation training with the transportation industry, etc.

II. The Present Situation

There have been many significant changes in economic, social and larsor market

e
conditions over the past 20 years. These changes hove led to problems which need to-be

addressed more effectively than current provisions of the Vocational Education Act or the

Comprehensive Employment gnd Training Act allow: Since these two key Acts are coming

up for reauthorization in the next year or few years, it is a good time to reexamine our I

approach to workforce training and development within the context of regional andnational,

economic development.

11,)A) Vocational Education

The provisions of the Vocational Education Act focus the bulk of federal vocational

education dollars on secondary level training programs distributed by state agencies whose

primluty responsibility is the coordination of elementary and secondary education. Despite

these efforts, youth unemployment has been and continues to be cmiimportant and critical

problem. Part of this problem is economy"- related, so when conditions improve, improved°

,employment prospects should also emerge. However, even when economic, and lobo' market

conditions were more favorable, high youth unemployment was still a problem. Ili: foot
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ought to bring into some question the relativeeffectiveness of the vocational training
and development programs that have been aimed primarily at young people.

Over the past 20 years, there have been significant changes in the national

-workforce market that effectively deter or bar the 16 to 19 year old from entry into

Meaningful, 'adequately paid jobs. A key change has been the reduction in semi-skilled

manufacturing jobs. Much of our manufacturing is being assumed by foreign countries
or by our own technology which allov;s

us to maintain productivity but with fewer Wacker:.
A second basic shift has been in terms of an increase in robs in the service occupations ayd
in high technology areas. r

The fact is that good high paying jobs are available even in today's economy.
Just check the weekend "wanti"

section of cnymetropolitcr newsKoper. But the jobs
That are available are different from tbose which

were available10 years ago. The new
jobs demand higher.leVels of basic skills, more sophisticated job skills, competencies

.and more maturity.

exceptions, the demands of today's labor market cannot be met by
job reparatory training at the secondary sqtool level. 'The average high school graduate
cannot acquire the necessary increased sic skills as well as the more sophisticated

technical. competencies needed for job entry today. Most importaVnt, the typical high
schoalproduate or dropout dyes not possess the maturihlo be 'employed in the expanding

service occupations. There is little,ecceptance of a 17-year-old real estate or insurance
agent, or an 18-year-old physical

therapist, computer programmer, or engineering technician.
And yet, that's where more Id more of today's jobs and

s
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B) CETA

Like the Vocational Education Act, CETA has been an-eamest and fairly
.

effective program.-
/0

It has been particularly effective where the focus was on training

programs aimed at meeting specific busineis/inclustry labor needs.- The most successful

efforts were in'those where business, labor and educatiorrearked cooperatively to plan,

and operate the training. A good example is the automatic screw machine

operator program in St. Louis, mentioned previously.

This is a highly skilled, specialized training program in which there is a

dearth of skilled ope rs/craftsmen across the nation.' The automatic screw machine

is the backbone of th erican manufacturing system and it is vital to the nationol

defense industry.

Through a coop'e ve effort of industry, labor,'two prime sponsors, the GSA,

and the Deportment of Defense, the College has developed a highly sophisticated 32-week

training projtm. Up to 60 participants a year are trained. With c 96% placement record

of program cornpleters,.the beginning salary range is from S7 to S9 per hour:.

Yet thereare some limitations even when training programs have positive
49r

effects. Because funding comes through local prime sponsors, regional and/or national

, workforce needs may not be,rcet. Training tends to be for local, narrowly-defined jobs.

' The training dollar impoct could be greatly expanded if local perspectives could be-

broadened. _
v

.
suggest that new legislation should include: (1) provisions to encourage or to''

mandate more training linkages between business, labor and educotion, and (2) training.
to terve brooderre_gional and national needs.

4.
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Finally, as Congress looks at the Vocational Education'ond CET programs it needs

to look not only the needs of youth, but
at the growing vocational needs of adults and

industry. While there will. olways be a small cadre of chronically unemployed, awl a

larger group of people whq ore cyclically unemployed due to economic conditions, Americo

is developing a new class of the technologically tnemployerl. or displaced.-The growing

application of high technology to oil aspects, of business and industry is creating a new

notional phenomenon -- human resource obsolescence.

Job preparatory training is no longer a once or trice in-O-I -aceivity.
It is a reoccurring process continuing

over the full productive l jife of the employee. Any

new national workforce development policy must address this phenomenon and any newAI . -
legislation musttrecognize this changing marketalace condition. If we are to effectively

make youth employable, it must be done Increasingly at the post-secondary level: This is

not to say that there isn't a vital role for
the secondary school in the brood spectrum of

workforce training and development. However, there should be a reordering of the responsi-

bilities for job preparatory training with a significant shiftjn the allocation of federal dollars.

The distribution of job training dollors at both the national and state levels should also be

assigned to an agency With greater linkages tithe emerging training agents, ,i.e., bainess,- a

. .1
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upgrading fcr adults. Regardless of thq legislati4 shape of-the final policy,

it is imperative that the total program be inter-related and integrated so that

the various components complement and strengthen each other.

B. The primary objective of any new national workforce program should be to

support national and-regimel economic recovery and development. American

industries, businesses and services must be stimulated and improved by iocreasing

their productVty and efficiency, and new ones must be established to keep pace

with technological developments, cdnsumer demandst and national security.

Although the attraction of new industry and business receives the greatest-public

attention, only new workforce policy must also econize he overwhelming need '

to expand cm) to improve present business employers and their employees.

C. In odditien to traditional capital investment incentives, the keystone of any

successful economic development program is the availobility of knowledgeable,

skilled, energetic and.ambitious workers. Ira sbpjx;rt this,objective, I suggest

°hat two separate but.cosixsn ion pieces of legislation be enacted.
sow

D. The first bill would be for people enrolled in elementary and secondary schools.

The typeTa-f-programs-suppothis bilrould be more responsive to current

social, economic and lobar market conditions and should serve as a foundation

in prelporing all of America's youth for entry into the world of work. Emphasis

in this bill would be on progromrwhra provide:

1. Orientation to theTworld of work and work ethics.

2. Career information, exploration and planning.

3. Basic skills diveloprnent in reading, writing, and mathematics which

are pAllary to all career ;reparation.

7
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I4. Vocational preparatory training for immediate job entry appropriate

for high school age youth.

Funds Oaiddcontinue to Ipe distributed through the exhisting state educ4ion
agencies.

E. The second bill, building on the foundation skills and attitudes developed in

American youth during the elementary id secondary school years, would
provide a direct linkage to regional and notional econamietrecovery and

development. This legislation should be aimed at high school graduates and
' .anyone over 17 years of age who is not enrolled in a high school diploma

program. Specific,program components supported by this bill might include:
1) Long-term and short-term career preparatory traininVograms.

2) Customized training for new or expanding business.

3) Occupatiooe4vpgrading and retraining.

4) Cooperative education program."

5) OJT and apprenticeship programs.

6) Indusiry/laborischool exchange programs.

.-;7) Instructor upgrading programs.
,

,8) Obsolete equipment replacement.

9) Job cievelapmentand placement t

To facilitate the relationship of these programs to the greater gools'af economic

recovery and development, 1 would recommend that:

,, Cooperative linkages with business, labor. and
post-secondary education be:::

V . mandated so that delivery of program services would be conducted by all
three se.gments, either separately or jointly.

2. Funding be distributed by whatever state agency is charged with
.

reiponsibility for economic development in any paktioulor state..

This would encouroge the trl-part cooperation of business, labor

and post - secondary' Sducation4onclzwauldpromote
training programs

responsive to brooder regional labor market need";
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Senator Qu'Avi. Thank you veryomuch.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chain].
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